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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The lower east side has been the subject

of public interest and discussion for many
years and is of interest to every tax-payer

and citizen in the City of New York. In the past

two decades, this section has lost fifty-three per-

cent of its population, with a corresponding de-

cline in business and property values. The section

is marked by almost universal obsolescence of its

improvements, both private and public. The popu-
lation has moved out because the social conditions

have become unsuited to the needs of modern liv-

ing, and are out of harmony with the standards of

a progressive American city.

If the prevailing tendencies are not arrested and
some effective means applied in restoring the

Lower East Side to new life and vitality, the larger

businesses of the neighborhood, which count on
local trade for their support, will be forced to seek

other locations, and mortgage investors will be
forced in self-protection, gradually to liquidate

their holdings. It is in the hope of finding a way
to save the Lower East Side from that ultimate

destiny, that a group of savings banks and title

companies and the leading civic agencies of this

section have conceived and organized the Lower
East Side Planning Association.

The situation is one that calls for heroic and
sustained efforts. The degree of obsolescence to

which the improvements of this section have
depreciated, and the stage of economic and
social decline which the community generally has

reached, make it clear that rehabilitation can be
accomplished only by a gradual reconstruction of

the entire area. The district calls for a wholesale

over-hauling as funds may be available for private

building, and for ordinarily essential public im-

provements. There would seem to be no alterna-

tive from this conclusion. It is essential, therefore,

that this broad conception shall prevail at the very

beginning, and that every step in the solution of

the problem of theLowerEast Side shall be planned
and directed toward that ultimate objective.

The Lower East Side Planning Association has

considered the first step in this broad conception

to be an authoritative study of the present condi-

tions, and the preparation of comprehensive street

and transit plans of the district, which may serve

to guide future developments on scientific lines.

Without some such conception and plan as a

guiding and controlling influence, there would
seem to be no definite assurance of stabilization,

either of economic values, or of the population;

and no sound basis of commitment of public funds

for municipal improvements, or of private funds

for new construction in building. The report

which follows is offered to the public as a factual

study of the Lower East Side, and as an initial

effort toward the development of a concrete pro-

gram of re-construction.

It is highly important in contemplating any
such program of re-construction, that private in-

vestments may be shown to be a sound business

risk, and that the city's investments may be justi-

fied by increased public revenues. The public and
private investments that have already been made
in this area, are too great to warrant additional

investments, except on a soundly conceived and
thoroughly planned policy and program, looking

to the long future.

The restoration of the Lower East Side lies in

stabilizing the population. This section has always

been and doubtless will continue to be mainly a

residential area for a long time in the future. By
natural advantages it offers one of the most attrac-

tive residential sites in the greater city. But new
people cannot be attracted, or the present popu-
lation sustained, except by the development of

modern housing facilities, and greatly improved
environmental conditions. Therefore, the major
consideration in a re-construction program of this

area, is the means by which new housing may be
successfully provided. Preliminary studies and
planning are essential in laying down the prin-

ciples of the entire re-construction program. But
these studies and plans will have no permanent
influence, unless they demonstrate the practica-

bility of large housing developments and stimu-

late concrete efforts in that direction.
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It is the judgment of this association that the

ordinary methods of scattered, speculative build-

ing here and there over a broad area, is not the

proper approach to the reconstruction of the

Lower East Side. It calls for a major operation in

the very beginning. The initial approach to hous-

ing should be through a self-contained unit, large

enough to be self-sustaining and to create a neigh-

borhood environment of its own. It is only by

some such bold and courageous effort that this

section can be pushed off dead centre, and started

toward complete economic recovery.

But before rushing precipitantly into large

housing projects in an area that has sunk to the

present level of the Lower East Side, it should be

demonstrated by every fact attainable, that a first

housing unit will not only be successful on its own
account, but will tend to encourage similar con-

struction; and i hat private investors, the City

Government, land owners, and every other essen-

tial influence can be brought together under
proper leadership for harmonious and coopera-

tive action. It must be demonstrated, f urthermore,

that the reconstruction of the- Lowei East Side

will serve as a constructive influence in the gen-

eral economic structure of the City, and not un-

duly disorganize any other section.

The construction of an initial housing unit on

the Lower East Side is a very large business proje< t.

which must be set up on sound economic prin-

ciples, and with high social purpose. The range of

rents, the demand for housing in this area, tin

standards of design and < oinmunitv planning, the

means of assemblage of land, methods of financ-

ing, and every other pertinent economic and
social factor, should be so clearly analyzed in ad-

vance, as to prove the soundness of the venture

and to set the standards for the future.

Clearly, the conception of the rehabilitation of

the Lower East Side herein expressed, is a long

procedure, and presents many difficulties. It has

taken this area a long time to decline to its

present stage. Naturally, it will take it a long time

to completely recover. During the gradual process

of replacing the old, obsolete buildings by new
construction, there doubtless will be a substantial

amount of remodeling of old buildings. This will

be necessary in the immediate years ahead to sus-

tain these properties on a paying basis. A certain

amount of remodeling will be desirable also dur-

ing the period of reconstruction in providing bet-

ter housing accommodations for those present

residents who want to live on the Lower East Side,

hut whose incomes will not justify the rent that

new housing on such high-priced land will com-
mand. But these expedients of remodeling or

short cuts of any sort must not divert attention

from the ultimate aim of rebuilding the section

by new construction.

This report is being distributed to a limited

group of individuals and institutions that have
shown particular interest in the Lower East Side,

and in the work that the Lower East Side Plan-

ning Association is doing. It is hoped that the

fa< ts and conceptions which this report sets forth,

with respect to the solution of Lower East Side's

problem, may serve to advance the public interest,

and help to unify that interest into a program of

positive action.

Lower East Side Planning Association

Bv Orrin C. Lester, President.
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The City of New York

DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
253 BROADWAY

John F. Sullivan
COMMISSIONER OF CITY PLANNING

To the Officers and Members
Lower East Side Planning Association
New York, N. Y.

In planning the future New York, there is no more pressing problem demanding solu-

tion than a scientific rehabilitation of certain areas which, through various causes, have

ceased to be attractive as home and industrial centers. The spread of stagnation has been

progressive for years.

In the area of the Lower East Side, with its loss in population and miles of

obsolescent houses, is the need most urgent for the cooperation of public spirited citizens,

corporations and city planning agencies in evolving extensive reconstruction on sound lines.

As the greatest port of the country and the largest financial, manufacturing and

industrial center, the genius of our engineers and architects has been more particularly

employed in planning immense manufacturing plants and skyscrapers. The wants of commerce

have for the time being been supplied, and the opportunity is now offered, greater than at

any time within twenty years, for the engineers and architects to look profitably into the

shadows of the great city,—the Lower East Side and other blighted sections of the city,

where live the masses entitled to decent living at minimum rentals. Even with relatively
high land values, modern construction can be undertaken with the assurance of a fair, con-

stant return on investment. Progressive builders are now directing their study to this

opportunity for the extensive employment of money, as well as men and women.

The City Government of New York is profoundly interested in the Lower East Side,

as manifested by numerous improvements accomplished, including street widening, park and

playground acquisition, subway construction and, more recently, the authorization of the

East River Drive. All the efforts in this area, however, have not in any large degree

arrested the loss in population, decline in property values, or substantially improved

the housing standards. Nowhere in the city could a beginning be made under more dramatic

conditions, with greater social significance, or under more favorable circumstances, than

upon the Lower East Side.

The Department of City Planning has given extensive study to this particular area,

and plans for rehabilitation are in progress. It has developed for consideration plans for
the construction of one large area, but they cannot be pressed to accomplishment without
amending in vital details existing laws upon which to base the question of a definite city
policy. In solving this problem of housing, the active interest and cooperation of dis-
trict citizens' organizations and civic-minded men and women will be needed if real progress
is to be made.

The Department of City Planning is deeply interested in the studies and recom-
mendations of this report, which in many particulars are in harmony with the findings in

its survey.

Permit me to commend the work of the Lower East Side Planning Association. It is

most encouraging and helpful when local organizations take such a constructive interest.

New York, July 19, 1932 /Commissioner of City Planning



HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW AND ASSOCIATES
CITY PLAN AND LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS

HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW
earl O MILLS SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI

STUART M . BATE
CIVIL ENGINEER.

CLARENCE W. BAUGHMAN
landscape architect 317 NORTH ELEVENTH STREET

May 6, 1932

The Lower East Side Planning Association
New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen

:

In accordance with our agreement of October 14, 1931, we
are pleased to submit herewith studies and statistical data con-
stituting a comprehensive analysis of the street system and of tran-
sit facilities of the Lower East Side, together with a comprehensive
main traffic thorofare plan and transit plan based thereon. We
trust that these plans will prove to be an appropriate first step in
the reconstruction of the Lower East Side.

In accordance with our further agreement to advise and con-
sult with respect to immediate housing problems, we were fortunate in

securing the services of Mr. John Taylor Boyd, Jr., who made a pre-
liminary investigation of the possibilities of a large scale, self-
contained, housing development, in an area bounded by main traffic
thorofares, which is found in Part Five of the accompanying report.

Very few subjects are of greater public interest in New York
than the rebuilding of the Lower East Side. The present work has been
of unusual interest and of great pleasure to us because of the many en-

joyable associations and uniformly generous cooperation received. We

are indebted to Major John Sullivan, City Planning Commissioner, and
his staff for furnishing information and assistance in the preparation
of our studies. We have had the advantage of such previous studies of

the district as are contained in the Day and Zimmerman Traffic Report,
and a special report prepared for the East Side Chamber of Commerce by
Holden, McLaughlin and Associates. The publications of the Regional
Plan of New York and Its Environs furnished a wealth of material, both
with respect to the planning of the Greater City and in certain details
with respect to the Lower East Side. Mr. Harold Lewis, of the staff of

the Regional Plan, has been particularly helpful in furnishing informa-
tion and in discussing the work of the Regional Plan and its bearing
upon present problems. The East Side Chamber of Commerce possesses much
valuable data of various kinds which have been freely drawn upon through
the kindness and generous assistance of its most able secretary, Mr.

Joseph Platzker.
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The Lower East Side

Planning Association
-2-

Mr. George Gove, Secretary of the State Board of Housing,

has given much of his time and efforts in furnishing information

and assistance with respect to housing policies growing out of the

experience and the work of that Board. We are also indebted to

various departments of the city government for much statistical

material, which has been so kindly furnished by the Department of

Taxes and Assessments, the Commissioner of Public Markets, the De-

partment of Docks, and the Borough President's office. The State

Transit Commission and the Port Authority have kindly furnished
much valuable information. We wish to make appreciative acknowledg-
ment of the cooperation and assistance given by each of these in-

dividuals and department of the government.

Through the kindness of Dr. Henry Fleischman and Mr.

Irving Wald, the services of the Boy Scouts of the Educational Al-
liance were enlisted in making traffic counts on all the streets of

the Lower East Side. The information shown on Plate Number Eight is

the outcome of this work, which is a particularly valuable addition
to our studies. The excellent manner in which the information col-
lected was found to check at various points throughout the district
is a tribute to the integrity and ability of these young men.

It has been our pleasure to make more or less continuous
contact with your organization through its president, Mr. Orrin C.

Lester. His interest in the work and his willingness to aid and as-
sist at all times have been of incalculable advantage. His familia-
rity with the district and with the many individuals concerned with
one phase or another of the development of the East Side has greatly
facilitated our work.

Respectfully submitted,

BARTHOLOMEW & ASSOCIATES
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i a THOROUGHFARE AND TRANSIT PLANS

OUTSTANDING FINDINGS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

The lower east side is the most favorably

located of all of the areas on Manhattan
Island for an extensive moderate priced

multiple-family dwelling area.

Population has been decreasing rapidly and
uniformly over the entire area since 1910. This
decrease of over 53 per cent has been clue to the

lack of modern dwelling structures, unlimited

spread of the city due to rapid transit and the

automobile, cessation of immigration and removal

of industries.

Assessed Land Values for 1932 on the Lower
East Side are the lowest of any large area south of

Dyckman Street on Manhattan Island.

Total assessed land and improvement values

for 1909 ($270,835,040) and 1932 ($263,779,820)
are practically the same. Values in the areas ad-

jacent to the East River have declined, but this

decrease has been counterbalanced by a corre-

sponding increase on the main traffic thorough-

fares and along the rapid transit lines. The aver-

age value for the 1931 assessments for all land and
improvement, including the value of exempted
property, was $13.60 per square foot.

Although land uses are at present confused and
inextricably mixed, (he Lower East Side always

has been and still is predominantly residential.

Over 63 per cent of the land is used for dwelling

purposes. There are 9.779 buildings of which

8,138 are tenements, apartments, lodging houses
or dwellings.

The present street system provides many un-

necessary and entirely superfluous streets. The
traffic could be handled adequately b\ the pro-

vision of fewer main and secondary thorough-

fares. There are now 41.6 miles of streets which
occupy an area of 318.3 acres. The proposed
thoroughfare plan has but 16. 1 miles of streets

or 200.8 acres. This is 38.6 per cent of the present

street mileage or an equhalent of 63 per cenl of

the present street area.

Restriction of many of the streets to pedestrian

use would not only simplify traffic movement but

would provide open space lor park use in an area

where additional space is essential and otherwise

very expensive to secure. There are but 30.5 acres

of park or a ratio (based on the 1930 population

of 249,755) of 8,188 persons per acre.

Indiscriminate parking and the use of certain

streets by pushcart markets interfere with traffic

movement. A survey indicated a total of 4,898

vehicles parked on the streets, of which total 2,028

were on Allen, Pike Streets, First Avenue and the

streets west thereof. There also were 1,509 push-

carts using the streets' space, during a typical

day in January. During the Spring and Summer
months as many as 3.500 pushcarts are in use.

An appreciable part of the Lower East Side is

wholly or partially tax exempt. The total value

of the exempted land and improvements is S58,-

403,610. This is 23.0 per cent of the total block

area.

The unmortgaged property, excluding city

holdings, occupies but 9.9 per cent of the total

block area.

A preliminary study of a large unit area dem-
onstrates that a high standard of housing can be

provided with exceptionally desirable environ-

mental conditions at rentals of from S16.00 to

Si 8.00 per room per month.

MAJOR AND SECONDARY
THOROUGHFA R ES

All of the foreign traffic movements can be ade-

quately and expeditiously handled on First Ave-

nue—Allen Street—Pike Street and the thorough-

fares west thereof. The thoroughfares recom-

mended to care for this movement are:

1. First Avenue—Allen Street—Pike Street.

2. Second Avenue—Chrystie Street.

3. Third Avenue—Bowery.
4. East 14th Street from Third Avenue to First

Avenue.

5. East Houston Street from Bowery to Allen

Street.

6. Schiff Parkway.

7. Canal Street west of Chrystie.

8. Division Street—East Broadway from Chat-

ham Square to Allen Street.

9. South Street west from Pike Street.

1 o. Forsvth Street from Canal to East Broadway.
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The secondary and local traffic movements can

be readily accommodated on a system of thorough-

fares spaced about one-quarter of a mile apart.

Traffic flow through the section east of First Ave-

nue—Allen and Pike Streets should be discour-

aged. The additional thoroughfares recommended
to care for this movement are:

1. East 14th Street from First Avenue to the

East River.

2. East 10th Street from Third Avenue to the

East River.

3. East 5th Street from the Bowery to the East

River.

4. East Houston Street from Allen Street to the

East River.

5. Delancey Street from Clinton Street to the

East River.

6. Grand Street from the Bowery to the East

River.

7. Canal Street from Forsyth Street to the East

River.

8. East River Drive from East 14th Street to

Grand Street.

9. East Broadway from Allen Street to Grand
Street.

10. South Street from Pike Street to Grand
Street.

1 1. Avenue "B"—Clinton Street.

12. Avenue "D"—Columbia Street.

TRANSIT
The Lower East Side is convenient to all exist-

ing rapid transit lines. A remarkable concentra-

tion of rapid transit facilities, equalled by no other

potential multiple- family dwelling area in New
York City, will be available when and if the second

step in the rapid transit program is accomplished.

Numerous surface street car and bus lines pro-

vide service uptown, downtown and across Man-
hattan to and from the Lower East Side. Street

cars on the Williamsburg and Brooklyn Bridges

and a bus line on the Manhattan Bridge serve the

northern part of Brooklyn. Certain adjustments

of routing, conversion of street car to bus will

improve the service rendered, increase the area

served and also reduce much unnecessary dupli-

cation of service.

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE
Five additional steps are necessary before re-

construction should be initiated. They are:

1. Official adoption of the thoroughfare and
transit plans.

2. Determination of the type and rental range
in new structures. This can only be defi-

nitely answered by a Housing Market Survey.

3. Further investigation and research into the

social, economic, and architectural possibil-

ities of neighborhood unit development.

4. Survey of parks and zoning for the purpose
of co-ordinating both with whatever plans

are finally adopted for the Neighborhood
Unit Development.

5. Formation of a housing corporation to as-

semble land, arrange financing, and build

the neighborhood units.



THOROUGHFARE AND TRANSIT PLANS

INTRODUCTION

THE LOWER 1 As I SIDE Ol MANHATTAN has

been defined, for the purpose of this in-

vestigation, as all of the area bounded by

East 14th Street—Third Avenue—Bowery—Bayard
Street— Market Street and the East River. During
the past hundred years it has been predominantly

a tenement dwelling area interspersed with retail

stores and sonic industries. It is the purpose of

this stndv to as< ertain w hat major streets and tran-

sit facilities are needed if this area is to be recon-

structed upon a permanently sound social and

economic basis.

Housing conditions in the Lower East Side have
long been considered the most extreme example
ol unsound social standards. The inevitable re-

sult of unsound social conditions is now being

experienced in the form of rapidly depreciating

values of buildings and land. New York City has

often been referred to as the greatest practical

laboratory for city planning in the United States.

Problems of street traffic congestion, ol transit, ol

railroad terminals, of zoning, and of recreation

first arose in their most speciali/cel lot ins in this

city. Now, here in the Lower East Side we en-

counter for the first time and in most acute form
a new and difli< ult problem whi< h is the inevitable

result of modern foi n is ol 1 it\ growth as practiced

in American cities. Here appear social and eco

nomic instability and obsolescence on such a large-

stale as to threaten the soundness and stability of

the whole municipal structure, lor the condition

ol the Lower East Side is merely an extreme mani-
festation of similar conditions which w ill become
increasingly evident in the large central areas <>l

this and other ( itics. in dealing with this problem,

New York has an opportunity to furnish initial

leadership in this as it has Inst done in other

blanches of the modern science and art of city

planning.

The conditions to be dealt with have endless

ramifications. The problem involves the funda-

mentals of sociology and of economics. There is

no single or simple solution.A plan which is highly

desirable from a social standpoint but economic-
ally impossible will be just as futile as a plan

which is economically attractive but socially un-

sound. A permanently good result can be attained

only where high social standards go hand in

hand with reasonable economic considerations.

Neither of these factors has been sufficiently

recognized and appreciated in our previous prac-

tices of (itv building. City planning has been too

modestly conceived and enforced to overcome the

uneconomic and socially unsound practices of ex-

cessive speculation in land and building develop-

ment. New standards and new conceptions of

street design, building design, provision of open

spaces and of financing are necessary for perma-

nent reconstruction of the Lower East side .

In this present study no attempt is made to

offer a lull and complete plan for the reconstruc-

tion of the Lower East Side. Any permanent plan

must begin, however, with a recognition of the

relation of the area to the city as a whole includ-

ing provisions for the accommodation of traffic

and transit which are essential to the life ol the

whole community. These, however, should be

supplemented by the minimum provisions which

are necessarv for local access and egress and for

convenient local circulation. The present study

consequently takes into consideration all of the

factors which have a beat i 1 1
14,
upon the design of

major streets and transit facilities, and compre-

hensive plans for streets and transit based thereon

arc presented. Even though these plans may later

ic(|uiic- revision based upon more detailed suhK

ol the character ol new building development

which may replace present structures, the present

plans at least offer a basis for further study and are

a logical In si step.

I he- rebuilding of the l owe r f ast Side has re-

ceived much consideration by various organiza-

tions .in<l individuals. A few very creditable but

isolated new buildings have been constructed,

such as the Amalgamated Apartments on East

Grand; and there has been extensive renovation

of numerous old buildings amounting to more

than Si ,000,000 per year for several years. This

has had no appreciable effect on immediately ad-

jacent property or upon the district as a whole.

Complete renovation of all of the existing build-

ings would be but a temporary expedient, merely
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delaying the inevitable effects of obsolescence.

Reconstruction of the present obsolete structures

on individual lots or upon small assemblies of in-

dividual lots is more or less impossible and, even

if undertaken, would only recreate most of the

present conditions in a comparatively few years.

In areas such as this, a large percentage of the

owners of property are without sufficient funds

to even renovate existing buildings. Approxi-

mately 90 per cent of the property is mortgaged,

but due to rapid depreciation and obsolescence,

mortgage loans have been reduced until they

amount only to about presumed present land

values. Because of the general character of the

district, little or no new mortgage money is avail-

able; and hence those who hold an equity in the

properties, as well as those who hold mortgages,

find their investments in constant jeopardy.

It is admittedly hazardous to predict the future

of any land on Manhattan Island where complete

change in large areas can and has taken place in

relatively short periods of time; but the Lower
East Side appears to face complete economic col-

lapse if present conditions are to be continued.

While this is the most involved and difficult of all

the problems which American cities have to face,

there would seem to be no good reason why we
should admit that blighted areas and slums are

the inevitable concomitants of the growth of large

cities and that our business initiative and our
governmental machinery are incapable of dealing

successfully with them. The Lower East Side is so

situated as to be predominantly suited to multiple-

family dwellings, with some business area. Exten-

sive research and study are needed to determine
exactly what particular types of multiple-family

dwellings should be built and from exactly which
income groups the population to be housed can

most logically come. No attempt to make such

determination is undertaken in this report, al-

though a later section (Part Five) by Mr. John
Taylor Boyd, Jr. indicates that the possibilities

in this area are such as to encourage large-scale

building development of a satisfactory type, which
could be provided by private initiative for popu-

lation in the lower income groups—assuming mu-
nicipal cooperation and participation no greater

than that already practiced in various forms of

public work in different parts of the city. Over 50
per cent of the former population has been lost,

and the present population is gradually declining

in numbers so that there appears to be no basic

social or other reason for attempting to accommo-
date any particular income group of the popula-

tion. The area is so large, however, that it could

not be absorbed entirely by high-income groups.

Any satisfactory permanent reconstruction of

the Lower East Side can be assured only by com-

plete rebuilding of large unit areas. New build-

ing construction must take advantage of the many
economies of large-scale production. It must also

offer certain types of modern conveniences, but

more particularly adequate open spaces and gen-

eral community development affording sound so-

cial standards that are possible only through in-

tegration of the various elements which comprise

comprehensive city planning practices.

Satisfactory environment is the first prerequisite

of good dwelling areas, and the present conditions

in the Lower East Side are outstanding examples

of the fact that good environment cannot be

achieved by uncontrolled building development

on small lots, constructed merely in response to

short-lived speculative demands.

Causes of Present Conditions

The principal causes of the blighted character

of the Lower East Side are

1. Unlimited spread of the city induced by

rapid transit facilities and the automobile.

2. Rapid depreciation and obsolescence of ex-

isting buildings, due to poor design, inade-

quate maintenance, no modern conveniences,

and inadequate standards of light and air.

3. Cessation of immigration and rapid decen-

tralization of immigrants for whom the

Lower East Side served merely as a tem-

porary reservoir.

4. Reputation of the district created by former

overcrowding of the land and practices of

exploitation.

5. Removal of the garment industries to other

parts of the city.

These basic causes have resulted in popula-

tion decline, increasing vacancy in dwellings and
stores, reduced rentals for both dwellings and
stores, and removal or reduction in service of

certain local transit facilities.

Population during the past twenty years has

declined from 531,615 in 1910 to 249,755 m 1 93°-

This is a decline of 53 per cent.

In 1931 there were approximately 12,500 stores,

of which total about 2,000 were vacant. This is

a 16.0 per cent vacancy.

Rents in stores and cold-water flats are declining

rapidly. The decline in rent is substantiated by a

report of the East Side Chamber of Commerce
which was prepared after a conference with vari-

ous property owners and which may be found in
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the East Side Chamber News of January, 1931.

The present rents vary from $2.50 to and above

$15.00 per room per month, with the general

average about $6.00. Even this cannot be expected

to be maintained unless some aggressive policy of

reconstruction is adopted. New and renovated

buildings are perhaps arresting and postponing a

more precipitous decline but are generally not

sufficient in number to maintain values over any

sizeable area.

The Lower East Side is not the only area faced

with conditions of the character above described.

Other sections of Manhattan Island, areas in

Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx are facing sim-

ilar conditions. Other large cities, such as Phila-

delphia, Chicago, and St. Louis, possess large areas

similarly afflicted. Smaller cities will sooner or

later be confronted with this same problem vary-

ing in proportion to the degree of speculative

practices and unsound methods of city growth.

This investigation includes only recommenda-
tions for a complete system of major and second-

ary thoroughfares and a system of local transit

facilities, supplemented by a preliminary investi-

gation of housing types for large-scale operations.

Numerous interrelated factors have been briefly

examined to ascertain what effect existing condi-

tions and trends would have on the thoroughfare

and transit systems.

The procedure recommended for the gradual

realization and ultimate consummation of the

major and secondary thoroughfares and transit

plan is fully discussed in Part Six of this report.

The thoroughfare and transit plans here recom-

mended are but the first step, since it appears

logical and essential to plan for the principal

traffic and transit requirements prior to any ex-

haustive investigation of the other necessary facil-

ities, such as schools, parks, zoning, and detailed

housing plans.



PART ONE
EXISTING CONDITIONS
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GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE LOWER
EAST SIDE AND MAJOR TRAFFIC ENTRIES

INTO MANHATTAN
Plate X umber One

The GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION of the Lower East

Side with respecl to Manhattan Island and
oilier portions of New York Cii\ is shown on the

opposite plate (Plate No. 1). The territory in-

cluded on Plate No. 1 includes all of the Boroughs
of Manhattan and Brooklyn and certain portions

of Queens and the Bronx. Within these areas all

of the large parks, cemeteries, government resei \ a-

tions, and other open spaces have been separately

indicated.

The Lower East Side (897.7 acres) occupies 6.3

per cent of the total area oi the Borough of Man-
hattan (14,209 acres) or 0.45 per cent of the total

city area (197,727 acres).

The street plan of Manhattan is laid out in a

rectangular pattern with the north and south

avenues generally twice as wide as the east and
west streets, with the distance between avenues
much greater than between streets. Certain excep-

tions to the prevailing pattern of streets are found
in a limited area in the north part of the Island

and in Lower Manhattan i.e., the portion south

of West 14th Street—Greenwich Avenue—West 8th

Street—Bower) and Houston Street.

Because of the concentration of commercial and
certain industrial activity. Manhattan Island has

become the predominant focal point for all vehic-

ular and transportation movement within the

metropolitan district. The nature of the street

plan, the concentration of commerce and industry

plus the physical limitations of the site have in-

duced traffic congestion which is common to the

whole island and particularly noticeable at cer-

tain points. The limited number of East River
c rossings (four) to points in Queens and Brookl) n.

[he two direct connections to New Jersey, the

several bridges to the Bronx all contribute in c re-

ating points of maximum traffic congestion on
Manhattan Island.

The accompanying plan (Plate No. 1) shows the

major arterial thoroughfares leading from Brook-

lyn, Queens, and the Bronx into Manhattan. The
two New Jersey entries (the Holland Vehicular

Tunnel and the George Washington Bridge) as

well as the various ferry lines have also been indi-

cated. Since practically all of the north-south av-

enues and main of the cross-town streets serve as

dominant traffic thoroughfares in Manhattan, they

have not been indicated. All of the bridges, includ-

ing the Tri-Borough Bridge now under construc-

tion, are also shown.

The four bridges from Brooklyn and Queens
are not advantageously spaced, for three (Brook-

lyn, Manhattan, and Williamsburg) are concen-

trated on the lower part of Manhattan with a gap
of approximately three miles between the most
northerly of the three (Williamsburg) and the

crossing at the Queensboiough Bridge.

The Manhattan terminals of the three lower

East River bridges introduce traffic in a closely

spaced area on Manhattan Island where the street

plan is irregular and street and avenue widths are

narrow compared with the section north of 14th

Street.

Practically all sections of the Bronx, Queens,

and Brooklyn are afforded reasonably direct access

to Manhattan. The major part of the Brooklyn
traffic uses the three lower East River bridges. The
Queens traffic in the main uses the Queensboiough
Bridge, but a very limited amount of this traffic

is cared for by the three lower bridges. The traffic

entering Manhattan Island from the Bronx is

distributed between the various bridges across the

Harlem River.

1931 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC OVER EAST
RIVER BRIDCES

Most of the major streets forming the well de-

fined system leading to the three lower bridges are

distributed over a wide area, extending from the

upper Bay and Narrows on the west to Rockawav
Parkway on the east and southward to the Atlantic
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Ocean. Fourth Avenue, Fort Hamilton Parkway,

Bay Parkway, Ocean Parkway, Ocean Avenue,

Flatbush Avenue, Fulton Street, and Atlantic Av-

enue all have liberal roadway widths and large

traffic capacities.

W hile there is an indication of a slight increase

in vehicular traffic across the Brooklyn and Man-
hattan Bridges, the Williamsburg Bridge traffic

decreased in 1931. Twenty-four hour compara-
tive vehicular counts by the Department of Plant

and Structures for these bridges taken in October

1928, 1929, 1930 and 1931 are shown by the

following table:

Table No. 1

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC FLOW ON
THREE LOWER EAST RIVER

BRIDGES

Williamsburg Manhattan Brooklyn

Date Bridge Bridge Bridge

1928 1 1 .200 59>5<><> 22.200

1929 47.99* <)<),'{() 1 -'9992

'93° 48,565 65,8*8 88)540

1931 38,381 69,670 84,888

These three bridges constitute the principal

direct foreign traffic entries into the Lower East

Side. They also accommodate a large part of all

vehicular traffic entering Manhattan Island.

Considering the Lower East Side reconstruc tion

predominantly for dwelling use, any rearrange-

ment of entries or readjustment of main highways
te nding to divert vehicular movement to other of

the Manhattan entries is generally desirable. Di-

version has been forecast as a result of the con-

struction of the Tri-Borough Bridge, and it would
also unquestionably be encouraged by the con-

struction of the proposed 38th Street and Hamil-
ton Avenue—Battery vehicular tunnels.

It is improbable, however, that the Lower East

River bridge traffic could ever be reduced much
below the present volume. Even though new en-

tries to Manhattan elsewhere would tend to re-

duce the volume here, the probable increased

vehicular registration and consequent use ol the

limited number of crossings will more than offset

any reduction.

Since, therefore, a heavy volume of mixed pas-

senger and commercial traffic, originating in and
destined for the areas shown In Plate No, 1 to be

tributary and accessible to the bridges, is inevi-

table, it will have to be provided for in the re-

arrangement ol the street system of the Lower
East Side. Since a certain volume of foreign

through traffic cannot be avoided and will con-

tinue to grow, even if additional entries are pro-

vided, plans for reconstructing the district must

recognize and make provisions for this movement.
Since the traffic on the Manhattan is consider-

abl\ in excess of that on the Williamsburg Bridge

and the latter bridge is more favorably located to

make possible a more satisfactory dispersal of

movement in Manhattan, any street improve-

ments on the Brooklyn side of East River tending

to lacilitate traffic movement to and from the

bridge and the tributary districts should be

encouraged.

It is suggested that the Williamsburg Bridge

Pla/a in Manhattan be rearranged and the pres-

ent street car lanes 011 the bridge be changed to

vehicular lanes. Even with the Tri-Borough

bridge and the 38th Street vehicular tunnel com-

pleted, it is likely that further intensive develop-

ment in the area tributary to the W illiamsburg

bridge will result in increasing the volume of

traffic, and the present roadways will require some
relief. The northerly street car lane has recently

been abandoned lot cars and is to be reconstructed

loi vehicular use. The southerly street car lane

should be similarly treated.

1 he Manhattan Bl idge and its connection with

the Holland Tunnel through widened Canal

Street is the logical route lor Brooklyn-New Jersey

traffic. This bridge also accommodates traffic: be-

tween the area directly eastward bom the

Williamsburg Bridge, inc hiding parts of Brooklyn

and Queens and lower Manhattan as well as

traffic between Brooklyn north and east of Flat-

bush Avenue and mid-Manhattan.

Ultimately the Tri-Borough Bridge will un-

doubtedly divert some traffic between Brooklyn

and upper Manhattan from die present Lower
East River bridges. It is evident, however, that

this will require the development of a main route

east of the river paralleling the avenues in Man-
hattan before any large amount of traffic will so

move.

The relation <>l the Lower Fast Side to present

traffic movements within Manhattan itself is

shown and discussed in detail under Plate No. 8.

It has been proposed to replace the present

ferry facilities between the Battery and Hamilton
Avenue, Brooklyn, by construe ling a vehicular

tunnel connecting with West Street. (Day and

Zimmerman Report to Mayor Walker, 1929.) This
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projec t w ould, no doubt, further divert traffic from
the existing bridges, most of which would be com-
mercial. This is the least desirable of any traffic

to have moving through the Lower East Side, and
its movement through other channels than over

the three lower bridges would be of advantage to

the area.

In conclusion it is found that the geographic

location of the Lower East Side is most favorable

for its development as a close-in dwelling area.

It is located on a prominence which juts out into

the East River and is east of and away from the

major commercial and business districts extend-

ing along the axis of Manhattan Island. Although

not directly in the path of this commercial and

business development, still it is convenient to all

centers either by walking or surface transit facili-

ties, obviating the use of the subways.
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DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION
1920—1930

Plate Number Two

Statistics of the United States Census Bureau

afford the most accurate data concerning popu-

lation movements that have taken place within

the district. The accompanying illustration (Plate

No. 2) was prepared to show the very significant

change that has taken place during the past de-

cade. The statistics for these two census years

(1920 and 1930) were plotted on maps on which

all non-residential property, such as schools, parks,

playgrounds, industrial areas, and the like, had
been outlined. The population by sanitary dis-

tricts for 1930 and by wards for 1920 was then

apportioned to each block. This apportionment

was determined bv a count of the total number
of residence buildings in the sanitary district, or

ward, and dividing the total district or ward pop-

ulation into the smaller block units in the same

proportion as the total number of dwellings with-

in the sanitarv district, or ward, is to the numbei
contained within any particular block.

The area within which the population is shown
comprises all of Wards No. 7, 10, 11,13 and *7 °f

the Borough of Manhattan.

The population for these wards by decades

since 1890 is shown in the following table:

Tabic No. 2

POPULATION OF LOWER EAST SIDE
BY WARDS*
1890 to 1930

Ward
No. 1890 1900 1910 1920 93"

7 57.366 64,117 102,104 78,081 45-7°9

x> 57-596 71.897 66,438 45,872 24.397

' ' 75426 99.!44 1 26,097 104,544 65.938

13 45,884 64,117 64,644 46,8.2 26,902

17 103,158 130,796 172,332 i4 .799 86,814

Totals 339,430 430,071 531-615 416,108 249.755

* Data from U. S. Census reports.

The population trend during the past forty

years was considered as sufficient to depict the

tendencies of the Lower East Side. From 1890

to 1910 population increased from 339,430 to

531,615, an increase of 56.7 per cent above the

lower figure. Since the peak of 1910, it has rapidly

declined until in 1930 there were in the area,

according to the United States Census report, but

249,755, or a decline of 53.0 per cent from the

1910 high. It is most significant that the greatest

loss in population has occurred in the last decade.

It is a remarkable fact that the population de-

crease has been fairly uniform throughout the en-

tire Lower East Side. There is no special locality

of the area within which the decline is more
pronounced.

Since the movement out of the district is prin-

cipally due to unsatisfactory living conditions,

this uniformity of decline over the whole area

shows the need for complete reconstruction.

Practically all of Manhattan Island, certain

parts of Brooklyn and New Jersey have had de-

creases in population, though less in proportion

than the Lower East Side. The predominant rea-

son is not that the Lower East Side is declining

as a desirable dwelling area but is almost entirely

due to the fact that the present housing facilities

are not conducive to permanent residence. Re-

building of the area is necessary to arrest a further

population decline, but such reconstruction can

not be haphazard or by small unit developments.

With an adjustment of street facilities; creation

of more convenient open spaces; rebuilding with

more attractive, modern, and healthful living

quarters; and improved local transit facilities,

the Lower East Side should be capable of a

most economical, efficient, and permanent recon-

struction since it is more favorably situated for

multiple-family dwelling use than any other part

of the city.
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POPULATION TRENDS
Plate Number Three

The population distribution during past dec-

ades and as found at the present time has been

fully discussed. It is now essential from the stand-

point of analyzing future traffic and transit re-

quirements to make an estimate of the possible

future population.

The usual methods of estimating future popu-

lation based upon evidence of past growth or

decline, or comparison with other cities or areas,

do not apply it it is to be assumed that the entire

Lower East Side is to be completely reconstructed.

Past populations or densities are not necessarily a

criterion of desirable conditions when such a long-

time reconstruction program is to be considered

and where unusually favorable dwelling environ-

ment must be created to offset unfavorable exist-

ing conditions.

The accompanying illustration (Plate No. 3)

presents a graphical analysis of the growth and
decline of population of the Lower East Side dur-

ing successi\ e periods from 1890 to 1930, and for

the Borough of Manhattan from 1870 to 1930. The
successive populations by decades are from the

U. S. Census figures. The statistics for New York
City, the Borough of Manhattan and the Lower
East Side are shown on the accompanying table:

Table No. 3

POPULATION TRENDS, NEW YORK CITY,
BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN, LOWER

EAST SIDE

New York Lower
Year City Manhattan East Side

1890 2,507,414 1,441,216 339430
1900 3,437,202 1,850,093 430,071

1910 4,766,883 2,331.542 53>.6l 5

1920 5,620,048 2,284,103 416,108

!93o 6,930,446 1,867,3,2 249,755

New York City increased in population from

2,507,414 in 1890 to 6,930,446 in 1930. This is an

increase of 176 per cent.

The Borough of Manhattan increased from

1,441,216 in i8go to 2,331,542 in 1910. Since 1910

the population has decreased to 1,867,312 persons

in 1930. This is an increase of 61.8 per cent be-

tween 1890 and 1910, with a decrease of ig.g per

cent during the past twenty years.

The Lower East Side increased from 339,430 in

1890 to 531,615 in 1910 and then decreased to

249,755 persons in 1930. The increase from 1890
to 1910 was 56.6 per cent. The 1930 population

represents a decrease of almost 53 per cent from
the 1910 high.

With the present conditions of obsolescent

buildings, inadequate open space for light and air,

insufficient recreational areas and numerous other

unfavorable factors which are largely responsible

lor the great losses in population, it appears neces-

sar\ to rebuild the entire area or major portions

thereof, if the present unfortunate social and eco-

nomic conditions are to be corrected. Rebuilding
cannot be economically anticipated by small de-

velopments on individual lots or even small

groups of lots, but rather it must be conceiyeel on
a large scale comprising several blocks. A further

detailed discussion of the economies of such type

of rebuilding is presented in Part Five of this

report.

The estimates for future possible population are

based on this analysis of unit development by
actually preparing block plans and floor layout

plans for typical 6, 12 and 18-story structures, de-

signed to provide a desirable amount of light and
air for all rooms, maintaining generous open
spaces for community, recreational and other

acti\ities and adjusting all facilities for the most
satisfactory arrangement possible under existing

conditions. The results obtained for this unit of

59.3 acres were then applied proportionally over
the entire district (897.7 acres). This method, al-

though entirely arbitrary, provides at least two
limits within which it is probable that the future

population will fall. The lower limit obtained by
the use of the typical 6-story non-fireproof build-

ing is 250,000 persons, which is the total popula-
tion today. If the entire area were rebuilt with
12-story fireproof buildings, the future population
would approximate 400,000 persons. The upper
limit obtained by an assumption of complete re-

building with 18-story fireproof structures would
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accommodate about 500,000 persons. The actual

population attracted by the rebuilding, however,

will probably fall somewhere between the two ex-

tremes, since it is reasonably certain that the build-

ing height will not be completely uniform but will

be between the indicated limits of 6 and 18 stories.

The estimates for the Borough of Manhattan of

2,280,000 persons and 1,678,000 persons in 1965

shown on the chart were prepared by the Regional

Plan of New York and Its Environs in 1924 and

1932 respectively. The 1924 estimate assumed that

the decreasing borough population would be ar-

rested and the future population increased, while

the 1932 prognostication assumes a continued de-

dine; this revised estimate having been made as a

result of the findings of the U. S. ( lensus of 1930. A
movement for the return of population to Man-
hattan Island seems reasonable, as there is a defi-

nite limitation upon the amount of suburban
population that can be brought into the central

district by any rapid transit system, no matter how
comprehensively conceived it may be. There is a

growing realization that excessive decentralization

is as economically unsound as excessive conges-

tion. Tudor City is an example of certain of the

possibilities of close-in residence. Close-in dwell-

ing areas contiguous to the center of commercial,
trade, and industrial activity are entirely logical

and desirable from the standpoint of comprehen-
sive city planning. Convenient short riding on
local transit facilities with reduction of time re-

quired for travel between dwellings and place of

business, increased time for recreation combined
with sanitary and healthful living quarters, would
to a great extent insure the rebuilding of much
of the "Slum Area" on Manhattan Island.
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DENSITY OF POPULATION
Plate Number Four

Congestion has long been synonymous with the

term "Lower East Side." It is not a new problem

but one that has been common to the district for

the past eighty years. The lower end of Man-
hattan Island was built-up as far north as Grand
Street in 1808; to Houston Street in 1817; and to

East 14th Street in about 1850. Even though the

areas south of East 14th Street and east of Second

Avenue was not completely built until alter 1850,

still there are evidences that congestion had begun
on the lower part of Manhattan as early as 1835.

The land north of East 14th Street up to the

northern extremity of the Island had been plotted

in 1811, and ample sites for new buildings were

available. Speculation in land materially retarded

growth and accelerated concentration in the then

built-up section.

The Regional Plan of New York in a volume
on "Population, Land Values and Government" *

presents a statistical analysis of the rapidly in-

creasing block densities from 1820 to 1910, as

shown in the following table:

Table No. 4

BLOCK DENSITIES FOR LOWER EAST
SIDE, NEW YORK CITY

1820 54.5 persons per acre

1840 1 70.9 persons per acre

1870 450.2 persons per acre

1910 867.2 persons per acre

1925 535-7 persons per acre

These statistics are for the total density includ-

ing that certain portion of the blocks used for non-

residential purposes. If this area had been de-

ducted, the actual net densities by blocks would

be further increased.

An analysis of the conditions found in 1920 and

1930 is shown on Plate No. 4. Densities for 1920

and 1930 were divided into four density classifica-

tions, as follows:

1. 0-249 persons per acre.

2. 250-499 persons per acre.

3. 500-749 persons per acre.

4. 750 and over persons per acre.

The present figures were based on the actual

net block area used for dwelling purposes, so that

Survey Volume II, Page 56.

with the removal of the major portion of the non-

residential area, the actual dwelling area densities

are closely approximated.

In 1920, with a total district population of

416,108 persons, the major portion of the area

was populated at a density greater than 750 per-

sons per acre. The exceptions to this high density

were few, with the greater portion of the less in-

tensely populated area located in the blocks be-

tween East 11th and East 14th Streets between

First and Third Avenues; in the blocks between

Grand—Ludlow—East Broadway and the Bowery;

and in the blocks between Henry — Corlears —
Scammel and the East River.

With the decrease in total population to 249,755
in 1930, there was a corresponding decrease in

densities. The population distribution, and den-

sity of the entire district declined uniformly. Only
the few blocks between East 7th—East 3rd Streets

and between Avenue B and Avenue C exceeded

750 persons per acre in 1930. These blocks also

lost population and just exceed the 750 density.

Most areas dropped to the next lower classifica-

tion, with the exception of the area bounded by

East Broadway — Monroe — Pike — Montgomery
which dropped two classifications: i.e., from more
than 750 to less than 500 persons per acre.

Areas such as the Lower East Side, within which

buildings are rapidly becoming unusable due to

obsolescence, narrow streets, and complete lack of

open spaces, can only look forward to a continued

depression of real property value and a further

reduction of total population. The rejuvenation

and establishment of a permanent use for the dis-

trict is contingent upon the creation of additional

recreational opportunities, new and modern hous-

ing facilities, and an adjusted street structure.

Since the Lower East Side has popularly been as-

sociated with the worst forms of population con-

gestion and concentration, some radical readjust-

ment and the creation of unusual features of

openness are essential to overcome the psycho-

logical effect of this past reputation. Population

density, like building height, may or may not be

injurious perse. Of equal importance is the matter

of building design and the amount of open space

provided and the manner in which these factors

are integrated in large-scale planning.
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SHIFTING OF LAND VALUES
Plate Number Five

The shifting of land values on the Lower East

Side is illustrated on Plate No. 5 by a series of

maps of the district on which are shown by dif-

ferent indications the value per front foot of lots

one hundred feet deep on the various streets for

the years 1909, 1914, 1923, 1929 and 1932.

Each year prior to the establishment of the final

assessed values for land and buildings the Depart-

ment of Taxes and Assessments publishes a vol-

ume of maps of the city which shows the tentative

unit assessments on real estate established by the

deputy tax commissioners. These volumes are

titled "Tentative Land Value Maps." They con-

tain figures placed in the streets opposite the

various blocks which are the values per front foot

for lots one hundred feet deep. The maps are

tentative just as are the records of assessment

which are subject to correction by the commis-

sioners either upon their own motion or upon
application by interested persons. The maps there-

fore are not sufficiently accurate to be used as a

basis for values as expressed in terms of actual tax

payments, but they do closely reflect the assess-

ment values from year to year.

Four land value classifications are used on the

maps showing frontages assessed at $101 to $200,

$201 to $500, $501 to $1,000 and $1,001 to $5,000.

In 1909 by far the major part of the district was

assessed at from $501 to $1,000 per front foot,

only a fringe along the river front fell within the

next lower classification, while frontage along

Schiff Parkway between the Bowery and the

Williamsburg Bridge, along Grand Street from

the Bowery to Clinton Street, and along the

Bowery between Canal and Grand and eastward

on the north side of Canal from the Bowery to

Orchard were the locations where the value ex-

ceeded $1,000 per front foot for lots 100 feet deep.

The values for 1914 did not differ greatly from

those of 1909. Slightly more land in the blocks

adjoining the river front was included in the $201

to $500 classification and a small section in the

northeast corner of the district dropped to the

next lower classification. Higher values began to

appear along the Bowery and East 14th Street in

the northwest corner of the district with some
spread along the north-south streets between Schiff

Parkway and Canal Street and along the westerly

end of East Broadway.

The recession of values away from the river

front by 1923 is quite marked. Much of that part

of the district changed from the $201 to $500
classification to the lowest classification. At the

same time the higher value area increased. This

may be seen along Second Avenue, Avenue "B",

Canal and Grand between the Bowery and Seward

Park, and along Division Street.

By 1929 the area of the $501 to $1,000 classifica-

tion was again reduced in size, the next lower

classification was much greater in extent and the

high value classification increased in size so that

all of Second Avenue, also Avenue "B" and Clin-

ton Street between the Williamsburg Bridge and
Tompkins Square, Essex Street two blocks north

and one block south from Schiff Parkway, and
part of Avenue "A" were included.

The 1932 tentative valuations show a further

progression of the above trends with additional
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lowering of values in the areas adjacent to the

East River and increasing values along the central

and westward streets. The present land values are

as low as any other large area on Manhattan Island

available for dwelling use.

It seems evident from this study that the land

value of the Lower East Side as represented by

tax assessment is steadily moving toward a higher

level along the principal thoroughfares and rapid

transit lines and a generally lower level through-

out the remainder of the area. Lower values in

dwelling property are an apparent logical trend

because of the loss in population. Higher values

in business property reflect the trend of all such

property on Manhattan Island, which may or may
not be logical in this particular locality. This

subject is worthy of future investigation.

The total land and the total land and improve-

ment values for the entire area included in this

fa< tual sui \c\ for the vai ions years are as follows:

Table No. 5

TOTAL TAX ASSESSMENT VALUES*
LOWER EAST SIDE, NEW YORK CITY

Tax Rate Land and Improve-

Year Manhattan Land Value ment Value

»9°9 1 .67804 $168,815,540 $270,835,040

•9!4 1.78 170,167,810 264,102,060

! 923 2.74 142,482,290 256,888,040

»929 2.68 »57>3 IO>59 284,209,340

•932 2.68 !53>573-32o 263,779,220

Area bounded by East 14th Street—Third Avenue—Bow-
ery—Bayard and Market Streets and East River.

To what extent assessed valuations represent

trends in true values of land and buildings, or

income derived therefrom, it is impossible to say.

( 1c i tainly it is a significant fact that assessed valua-

tions have declined less than three per cent since

the peak of population, while population has

fallen off 53 per cent. This means that, aside from
increases in tax rate, 249,000 people are now pay-

ing at least as much taxes as 531,000 once paid.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING PRESENT LAND
USES

Plate Number Six

The Lower East Side has always been and still

is predominantly a dwelling area of relatively low

buildings. A survey of the number and type of

structures contained within the area was com-

pleted in April, 1931, by Mr. Joseph Platzker,

Secretary of the East Side Chamber of Commerce.
This survey, which covers practically the same
area as that indicated on the accompanying illus-

tration (Plate No. 6), shows that of the total of

9,779 buildings there are 8,079 tenements and
dwellings, 25 elevator apartments, 34 lodging

houses, 755 warehouses and loft buildings, 8 office

buildings, 130 factories, 275 stables, 44 theatres,

429 miscellaneous buildings, such as schools,

churches, synagogues, and the like. The average

height of all the buildings is relatively low, 4.54

stories. This is divided between the limits of one

and 15 stories; the greatest number (3,781) build-

ings are found to be five stories high. The number
and per cent contained within each height classi-

fication are shown on the following table:

Table No. 6

NUMBER OF BUILDINGS OF
DIFFERENT HEIGHTS*

LOWER EASE SIDE, NEW YORK CITY

No. of No. of Per Cent
Stories Buildings of Total

253 2.6

2 393 4.0

3 i>375 14.1

4 1.859 19.0

5 3.78i 3«-7

6 1,921 '9-7

7 160 1.6

8 12 0.1

9 8 0.1

10 9 0.1

2

1
3

14 1

15

Total 9.779 100.0

Average height in stories—4.54 stories.

*From survey of April, 1931, by Mr. Joseph Platzker,

Secretary East Side Chamber of Commerce.

The number of buildings found in 1931, how-
ever, is considerably below the maximum number
estimated at 12,000 which were concentrated in

this area in 1896. The Williamsburg and Man-
hattan bridge construction and the widening of

Delancey Street removed hundreds of these struc-

tures in 1903 and 1909 respectively. The recent

widenings of Essex, Houston, Chrystie, Forsyth,

and Allen Streets have removed more than 700
structures.

It is interesting to note that the most frenzied

activity in the building-up of the 20 and 25-foot

lots with the "Dumb-bell Tenement" of four, five,

and six stories was concentrated between 1 888- 1 896,

at the time when immigration was fairly heavy

and building restrictions were at a minimum.
The present ratio of persons per dwelling, in-

cluding all tenements and dwellings, elevator

apartments, and lodging houses (a total of 8,138

structures) based on the 1930 population of 249,-

775. indicates a ratio of approximately 30.7 per-

sons per dwelling.

At present there are fewer buildings than were
formerly in the district, while the number of per-

sons is considerably below the maximum (531,615)

found in 1910. Congestion within the district has

decreased, but such reduction is not a criterion of

the waning importance of the area as a dwelling

district. This can be ascribed more particularly

to a failure to provide suitable and modern living

quarters.

Congestion of buildings (in many instances

block coverage runs as high as 90 per cent), totally

insufficient and inadequate open spaces (parks and
playgrounds), and higher standards of living for

each succeeding generation have caused a certain

proportion of the inhabitants to move out of the

district as their circumstances permitted. Formerly

this movement out of the district was to a large

extent counterbalanced by an influx of foreign

immigration. With present restriction of immi-
gration, there is no new incoming population

from which this district can draw.

Land uses on the Lower East Side can be divided

into eight major classifications as follows:

1. Buildings used exclusively for dwelling pur-

poses.
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2. Dwellings with stores on the ground floor.

3. Buildings used exclusively for business.

4. Loft and Industrial buildings.

5. City Property.

6. Semi-public land uses, such as churches, syna-

gogues, settlement houses, and the like.

7. Parks and Playgrounds.

8. Vacant Property.

Plate No. 6 shows graphically the amount of the

area devoted to each use. This plate was prepared

from data contained in insurance atlases, from
certain public records, and from a field check.

This survey is a necessary prerequisite to any de-

tailed investigation of housing projects or to re-

vision of the existing zoning plan and ordinance.

It is particularly valuable in the consideration of

street and transit plans.

This illustration shows conclusively that the

major part of the Lower East Side is predomi-
nantly used for dwelling purposes. The first two
classifications (A— Buildings used exclusively for

dwelling purposes, 62.0 acres. B—Dwellings with
stores on the ground floor, 305.6 acres) occupy

63.5 per cent of the total block area. There are

367.6 acres in use for these two purposes as com-
pared with a total block area of 579.4 acres.

Buildings used exclusively for dwelling pur-

poses are generally scattered either north of Hous-
ton or south of East Broadway, and only a few
such structures are found elsewhere. North of

Houston Street the greatest concentration of struc-

tures used ex( lusivelv lor dwellings <>< < 111s between
Second and Third Avenues north of East 6th Street;

adjacent to the north side of Tompkins Square;

and also between Avenue "D" and Lewis Street

from East 3rd Street to East 10th Street. The area

south of East Broadway has the majority of the

structures used exclusively for dwelling purposes,

along East Broadway east of Clinton Street, along
Henry Street, and on Water Street.

The second classification, which is all of the

buildings which are predominantly dwellings but
have one or more stores on the ground floor or in

the basement, occupies by far the greatest per-

centage of the area and is located in all blocks

except the outer fringe of industrial property

along the East River.

There is no single dominant center of business

activity; the majority of the retail stores are found
scattered over all of the street frontages. There is

no single block frontage, except on Second Ave-
nue between Stuyvesant Place and East 1 1 th

Street, that is completely free of stores or in-

dustry. It is indeed unusual in a district which

has been and still is predominantly multiple-

family dwellings to find such a high percentage

of the street frontage devoted to stores and shops,

but this is accounted for by the former high den-

sity of population. Present density of population

is far greater than is generally found in other parts

of the city. Of the total block frontage of 374,417
linear feet, there are 167,087 feet occupied by
stores and shops. This is 44.6 per cent of the total

block frontage or a ratio of 66.5 linear feet per

100 persons, based on the 1930 (249,755) popula-

tion. There is nearly a solid line of stores on each

side of most every block. There are approximately

12,500 stores within the area shown on this plan,

of which total about 2,000 are vacant.

A concentration of business establishments into

one or more large centers, supplemented by con-

venient neighborhood unit shopping centers,

would unquestionably not only be more conve-

nient but would result in higher value land at

strategic locations. This also would aid greatly in

creating more attractive dwelling districts.

Industry, warehousing, and similar uses con-

nected with water-borne traffic occupy the outer

fringe of the area adjacent to the East River. This
illustration (Plate No. 6), however, does not ac cu-

rately portray the true situation, since main of

the areas indicated as now in use for industrial

purposes are improved with struc tures of little

value, due to the obsolescence of the buildings.

The piers along South Street arc now leased by
the N. V., N. H. and H. and the N. Y. Central

Railroads. The) are said to offer the least costly

opportunity for distributing freight that breaks

bulk at the yards north of the Harlem River.

This commercial and industrial activity has inter-

fered to some extent with dwelling use in the

South Street section.

The waterfront between Grand and Rivington

Streets is used for short piers of slight value,

since they are occupied to a large extent as stor-

age space for obsolete scrapped vehicles. North of

this point from Rivington to East 14th Street,

there is at present considerable shipping activity

along the waterfront.

City property, such as schools, parks, play-

grounds, fire and police stations, and other simi-

larly used areas, is more or less uniformly scat-

tered throughout the district. The recreation areas

(Parks and Playgrounds) have been separately in-

dicated from the other city property. There is a

large amount of city-owned land between Chrystie

and Forsyth Streets from Canal to Houston Streets;

along the east side of Essex Street from Hester to
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Houston Streets; and along the north side of

Houston Street from Essex Street to the Bowery
that is not in use. Essex and Houston Streets are

to be widened and remaining property sold. The
city contemplates some form of housing in the

Chrvstie-Forsyth area, but this presents many diffi-

culties because of the restricted size and shape of

the available buildable area.

Semi-public uses, such as Churches, Synagogues,

Settlement Houses, Missions, and the like, are not

concentrated in any locality but are scattered over

all sections, as might be expected.

The area occupied by Marble Cemetery is

small and located in the two blocks bounded by

East 2nd Street—Bowery—East 3rd Street and First

Avenue.

The land uses of the Lower East Side are

divided between the eight general land-use classi-

fications as follows:

Table No. 7

PRESENT LAND USES
LOWER FAST SIDE, NEW YORK CITY

Area Per Cent

in of Total

Land Use Acres Block Area

1. Buildings used exclusivelv

for dwellings .... 62.0 10.7

2. Dwellings with Stores on
ground floor .... 305.6 52.8

3- Business 12.4 2.1

4- Loft and Industrial build-

ings 95-2 16.4

5- City Property f .... 48.0 8.3

6. Churches, Synagogues,
Settlement Houses, etc. 23-7 4.1

7- Parks and Playgrounds . 30-5 5-3

8. Vacant 2.0 0.3

Total Block Area .... 5794 100.0

Total Area in Streets . . . 318.3

Total Area of Lower East Side* 897.7

Per cent of total area in streets . 35-5%
Total block frontage .... 374,417 Lin. Ft.

Total frontage used for stores . 167,087 Lin. Ft.

Per cent of total block frontage

used for stores 44-6%

t Includes cemetery area.

Includes only area bounded by East 14th Street, Third
Avenue, Bowery, Bayard and Market Streets, and East River.
Piers excluded; only one-half of boundary streets included
in street area.

While this study is not particularly significant

if the entire area were to be completely recon-

structed within a relatively short period of time,

nevertheless it must be recognized that complete

reconstruction cannot be accomplished in any

short period of time. This study is necessary to

ascertain secondary traffic objectives to and from

which direct connections should be maintained

in any permanent street plan. It is also useful in

studying the extent to which foreign through

traffic can be routed to avoid the dwelling dis-

tricts. It also affords a basis for the determina-

tion of numerous conditions favorable or un-

favorable for initial housing projects as well as

where successive reconstruction projects of large

scale can be undertaken most conveniently and
most appropriately.

EAST BROADWAY—EAST FROM MANHATTAN BRIDGE

This study shows that 63.5 per cent of the land

is now predominantly used for dwelling purposes,

and approximately 18 per cent is in use for pur-

poses more or less incidental to the dwelling use.

Since only 18.5 per cent of the land is used ex-

clusively for loft and industrial or business pur-

poses, even though virtually the entire area is so

zoned, this is unmistakable evidence that the dis-

trict is a natural dwelling area and should be

encouraged to so develop.
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PRESENT ZONING DISTRICT MAP
Plate Number Seven

The Building Zone Plan and Ordinance,
amended to and including December 1st, 1931,

divides the Lower East Side into several different

districts, i.e., two height districts, two area dis-

tricts, and three use districts.

The boundaries of the Use, Height and Area

District are shown on Plate No. 7.

The Height Regulations for the Lower East

Side provide for two classifications. The major
part of the area is placed in the 1 and i/

2 times

height district. Within the limits of this height

district as indicated on Plate No. 7 no building

shall be erected to a height in excess of 1 and \/2

times the width of the street, but for each 1 foot

that the building or portion of it sets back from

the street line, three feet may be added to the

height limit of such building or portion thereof.

The two times height district consists of an area

two or three blocks back from the entire water

front. Similarly for the two times height district

the building shall not exceed twice the street

width, with 4 feet additional height permitted for

each 1 foot set-back from the street line.

The Area Regulations for the Lower East Side

provide for two districts (A and B). Buildings

within the least restricted or "A" Area District

are practically unrestricted, whereas a minimum
rear yard of 2 inches for each 1 foot of building

height or 10 per cent of the lot depth, which rear

yard need not exceed 10 feet, is required in the

"B" Area District.

The three Use Districts are defined as "Resi-

dence", "Business" and "Unrestricted". The Resi-

dence District, in addition to permitting dwellings

for one or more families, allows such uses as board-

ing houses, hotels of thirty or more sleeping rooms,

clubs, churches, schools, libraries, museums, court-

houses, fire and police stations, philanthropic and
eleemosynary institutions, hospitals and sanitari-

ums. The Business District permits all retail uses

and light manufacturing uses. Certain specified

trades, industries and other land uses are excluded

from this district.

The Unrestricted District permits of any land

use—or as expressed in the Zone Ordinance, "The
term 'Unrestricted District' is used to designate

the districts for which no regulations or restric-

tions are provided."

When Plate No. 7 is compared with the pre-

ceding illustration (Plate No. 6) showing present

land uses, it is evident that although the land is

used at present predominantly for residence, it is

zoned for either Unrestricted or Business Use, with

the Residence Districts comprising but an exceed-

ingly small fraction of the total area. There are

but ten small areas zoned exclusively for dwelling

use, all quite scattered, and in no instance does

any one of these spots comprise an entire block.

Some readjustment must be made between pres-

ent and future use of land and this zone plan if

zoning is to exert any marked beneficial influence

upon the reconstruction of the Lower East Side.

The present zoning is an actual handicap to re-

construction. With the land being used predomi-

nantly for residence and some stores incident to

the dwelling use, it would seem logical to provide

for a continuation of this rather than to contem-

plate that the dwelling use be subordinated to

more speculative but less logical uses as is done
by the present regulations.

A certain portion of the area which is most ac-

cessible and strategically located with respect to

foreign traffic arteries and rapid transit facilities

might well be placed in a business classification,

as it is more difficult for frontage along the main
traffic thoroughfares to develop for residential

use. Conditions here will probably warrant the

absorption of the entire frontage along main
thoroughfares and much of the frontage along

secondary thoroughfares for commercial purposes.

The present zone plan further provides for the

continuation and extension of the present indus-

trial and waterfront activities along the East River

frontage. The future unrestricted use of the water-

front property from the Brooklyn Bridge to East

14th Street would not be desirable if the re-

mainder of the area is to be used for dwelling

purposes. This problem of waterfront use, how-
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ever, cannot be answered by considering the front-

age abutting on the Lower East Side as a separate

and distinct entity, but only by reviewing the

waterfront needs of Manhattan Island and the

entire Port of New York. Information from the

Port Authorities, Regional Plan and the Dock
Commissioner is at variance on the need for re-

tention of this waterfront for industrial use. It is

believed the ultimate reconstruction of the Lower
East Side will justify curtailment of industrial use

of the waterfront.

Land uses have a very definite and direct in-

fluence upon a major street plan that may be pro-

posed for any given area, such as the Lower East

Side. The design and use of streets also influence

the manner in which land is developed and used.

These two city planning factors, i.e., street design

and zoning, are to some extent mutually inter-

dependent. Neither the present zoning nor the

present street arrangement is well designed or

conceived in accordance with an appropriate com-
prehensive plan of reconstruction for the Lower
East Side.

The present confused and inextricably mixed
uses of property demonstrated by Plate No. G

constitute a more or less hopeless situation that

can be corrected in no other way than by large-

scale demolition and reconstruction. Present zon-

ing has failed to change present conditions or to

encourage rebuilding or to otherwise bring about

a desirable segregation and differentiation of prop-

erty uses. Even though a comprehensive plan of

main and secondary traffic thoroughfares and of

minor streets be devised and used as a basis for

large-scale reconstruction, it is doubtful if zoning

of the general type and classification defined by

the present regulations would afford a sufficient

degree of protection. When complete studies for

neighborhood units have been devised, it is pos-

sible that a special type of zoning regulation will

be found desirable which would be more closely

adjusted to the multiple-dwelling and local shop-

ping needs.

Present zoning appears to be based upon the

assumption that all of the Lower East Side is a

logical commercial and industrial area. This is in

error as indicated by present uses of property. The
most logical uses of property in this district would
seem to be multiple-dwellings throughout the

great portion of the area, less industrial develop-

ment along the waterfront, commercial and busi-

ness uses along the main thoroughfares and rapid

transit lines where the higher land values have

been established as shown by Plate No. 5 and only

such local stores and shops as are quite necessary

in each neighborhood unit.
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PRESENT STREET WIDTHS, DIRECTION
OF TRAFFIC MOVEMENT AND TRAFFIC

FLOW WITHIN THE DISTRICT
Plate Number Eight

In considering the reconstruction of the Lower
East Side, it cannot be assumed that the entire

area can be cleared and a new street pattern im-

posed. That certain changes in the fundamental

basis of street design are needed is quite evidenl

and will be demonstrated. Such redesign should

be capable of realization even though reconstruc-

tion cannot take place simultaneously over the

whole area, but must be accomplished gradually

by progressive rebuilding of large-unit areas.

STREET STRUCTURE OF LOWER
EAST SIDE

Rectangular Patterns

The existing street structure consists of three

separate gridiron patterns appearing in (a) the

area north of Houston Street, (b) that part of the

district between Houston and Division Streets,

and Grand Street, (c) the area south of Division

and Grand Streets.

Above Houston Street and east of Fourth Ave-

nue the street pattern generally conforms to the

1811 plan for upper and mid-Manhattan with the

avenues paralleling the Hudson and East Rivers

approximately twice as wide (100 feet) as the num-
bered cross-town streets (60 feet) and about three

times as far apart. The block sizes in this area are

approximately 660 by 200 feet.

Between Houston Street and Division and
Grand Streets the blocks are twice as long in the

north-south as in the opposite direction, with all

streets 50 feet wide except in a few instances—
specifically Chrystie, Forsyth, Allen, Essex, East

and Grand Streets. The block sizes generally

approximate 400 by 200 feet.

From Division and Grand Streets to the East

River the pattern is again reversed with the long

way of the block paralleling the East River. In

this area there is considerably less uniformity in

block sizes than found in the other two sections,

the average street width being 60 feet.

The coordination and widening of certain

streets required to create necessary through routes

have received much consideration. Second Avenue
and the widened Chrystie Street constitute an im-

portant approach to the Manhattan Bridge. First

Avenue and the widened Allen Street constitute

an important through route, as does Avenue "A"
and the widened Essex Street.

Houston Street, west of Essex, has recently been

widened to 80 feet, also in connection with subway
construction. As a result of the construction of the

Williamsburg Bridge, Schiff Parkway was created

by widening Delancey Street, which was originally

50 feet wide. Canal Street, west of the Bowery, was

recently widened because of the volume of traffic

between the Holland Tunnel and Manhattan
Bridge.

The design of the streets in these general sub-

divisions was, no doubt, considered generous when
originally planned. That was in the days of slow-

moving, horse-drawn vehicles, and it is too much
to expect that the early designers should have an-

ticipated present-day traffic. As evidence that the

needs of the times were given consideration by

functional design, notice the "Slips" at several of

the street ends along the East River. These were

evidently planned to provide for accumulations of

drays and commercial vehicles incident to the

water-borne traffic.

In some instances the streets are continuous

throughout the district, but in most cases there

are jogs or offsets at the original subdivision

boundaries, and considerable adjustment would
be necessary to create continuous thoroughfares.

Since the street widths in the three areas are not

uniform, some street widening is necessary to

secure continuous routes of uniform and adequate

capacity.

Plate No. 8 shows by width of line the traffic

capacity of the various streets, based on the present

street widths. This is indicated in lanes of vehicles

that could be accommodated. On the one-way

streets, the line showing capacity is placed in the

center of the street, and on the two-way streets the

capacity indication is separated by a uniform

space between the lines. No account is taken of

movable obstructions to possible traffic capacity,

such as parked cars, pushcarts, and the like, the

capacity being determined by the maximum possi-
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ble roadway obtainable upon present street width.

Deductions, however, have been made for steel

columns placed in the streets carrying elevated

railways; an example of this may be seen by com-

paring First and Second Avenues. The former is

capable of carrying four lines of vehicles in each

direction and the latter only three because of the

elevated columns in the roadway, although both

have the same over-all street width.

Street Area

Plate No. 8 also shows the relation of the street

and block area in the three main subdivisions.

Calculations based on the actual area in all

blocks and that in all streets for the entire district

show that there are 25,235.093 square feet in blocks

and 13,893,650 square feet in streets, or 64.5 per

cent for the former and 35.5 per cent for the latter.

DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
The present police regulations with respect to

direction ofmovement on the various streets is also

indicated. Two-way streets are shown by arrows

pointing in both dire< tions and one-way streets by

arrows pointing in the single direction in which

movement is permitted under the present regula-

tions. In general, the one-way streets alternate, al-

though there are instances of adjacent streets on

which movement is in the same direction. The
one-way streets extend for the most part between

the subdivision boundary streets, there being some
few which divide in directions at intermediate

points such as Avenues "A," "B" and "C." The
directional regulations are subject to change by

the police department at any time. Plate No. 8

shows those in effect in January, 1932.

Traffic capacity is not always determinable by

actual street width and arrangement, since the

manner in whi< h si 1 eet spa< e is designed and used

may modify its presumed capacity. It is necessary

to know traffic regulations and the extent of con-

formity to them, site h as parking of cars or location

ol pushcarts, and those other physical obstructions

which are permitted to reduce the effectiveness of

the present street widths.

A field survey was made to secure data as to

ac tual street use on a typical week day. Each stJ eel

was inspected over its entire length through the

district and record made of the location of parked

vehicles and pushcarts, number of effective mov-
ing traffic lanes actually in use and the location of

street lanes used by street e ns.

PARKING CONDITIONS
In general, the streets west of Avenue A," par-

ticularly in the Chrystie-Forsyth locality and along

Second Avenue, appear to be the most intensively

used for this purpose.

Parallel parking, with the vehicle parallel to the
curb, is the most prevalent type in the district.

Provision is made in widened street areas such as

the "Slips" at the foot of some of the streets for 90
degree parking. Head-in or 90 degree parking also

occurs on South Street, while in Astor Place be-

tween Third and Fourth Avenues the center of

the street intersection is so used.

Illegal double and angular parking is quite
common in the district, occurring even on some of

the narrow one-way streets. This reduces the effec-

tive vehicular capacity of the streets and mate-
rially adds to traffic congestion and interference.

To the west of First Avenue, Allen and Pike
Streets a total of 2,028 parked vehicles were ob-

served as compared with a total of 4,898 in the

entire district. More than 40 per cent of vehicles

parked in the streets were concentrated in about

25 per cent of the total area of the disti ic t.

Placed end to end the total number of cars

parked in the district would form a single line

about 13.9 miles long. W hile there will no doubt
be an increase in automobile registration with the

reconstruction of the district, it is not likely that

street parking requirements will change to any
»ieai extent. The district contains 70.9 miles of

block frontage of which 27.4 miles are on the pro-

posed major and secondary thoroughfares. The
present amount of space used for parking is 13.9

miles or ig.G per cent of the total block frontage,

or 50.8 per cent of the major and secondary street

1 1 outage. This indicates that ample parking space

should be available on those streets which are re-

quired for through and secondary traffic, assuming
street parking is to be permitted. The future de-

mand will probably not exceed that of today and
could probably be considerably reduced by ade-

quate design of unit areas.

Street Car Routes

In many instances on the narrow streets the

street car lane is the only effec live lane available to

traffic. The streets are completely blocked when
stops are made by the street cars.

Since street car lines are quite numerous
throughout the district a considerable number of

streets have either single or double car tracks. Sev-

eral of these tracks may be abandoned and re-

moved as proposed in the transit plan which
follows. This would result in improvement in

vehicular traffic conditions.
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Industrial Areas

Among other conditions which this investiga-

tion disclosed is the comparative lack of parking

in those areas along the waterfront devoted to

industrial use.

Except at the bridges and to some extent along

South Street west of Market Street, there is a

noticeable absence of parked vehicles on the river-

front streets. If these areas were being intensively

used and a large amount of business and commerce
being transacted there, there would be more inten-

sive parking, similar to that now found on South

Street between Catherine and Market Streets.

PUSHCART MARKETS
Under authority of Sections 47 and 49 of the

Charter of the City of New York and article 22 of

the Farms and Market Law the Board of Alder-

men are permitted to pass ordinances establishing

public markets and placing their control under
the Department of Public Markets. Chapter 15,

Article 1, Sections 1 to 6 of the Code of Ordinances

of the City of New York prescribes rules for the

care and use of markets, regulation of facilities and
issuance of permits. Section 20 of Article 2, Chap-
ter 15, designates certain "territory and streets or

sections thereof extending only from house line to

house line on each block and for a distance not

more than 10 feet from the curb lines to the center

of the roadways, unless otherwise specified for

public market purposes for the sale of fruits, vege-

tables, produce or other commodity."
Each separate area as designated by city ordi-

nance is given a separate market name. Every
street between Delancey and Stanton from Chrys-

tie to and including Lewis is indicated for such

SCHIFF PARKWAY—WEST FROM WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGE

use. First Avenue, from East 14th to Houston

Streets; Avenue "C" from East 10th to East 3rd

Streets; Monroe Street from Pike to Gouverneur;

Grand and Houston Streets from Allen to Clin-

ton; Canal Street from Chrystie to Essex; and
Monroe from Pike to Gouverneur form the major
section designated within the Lower East Side area.

Pushcarts are not concentrated within the desig-

nated areas but are found at scattered locations

generallv throughout the district.

On December 29-30, 1931, a total of 1,509 push-

carts were found within the limits of East 14th

Street, Fourth Avenue, Bowery, Bayard and Mar-
ket Streets and the East River. Of this total of 1,509

pushcarts, 235 or 1 5.6 per cent are found outside of

the areas designated for such use. The total num-
ber of pushcarts found during this survey is rela-

tively low compared to other seasons of the year.

It has been estimated that during the spring and
summer months there are about 3,500 pushcarts in

use within the Lower East Side.

The majority of the pushcarts are not uniformly

spread over the entire area designated for their

use, but are found concentrated on First Avenue
from East 4th to East 14th Streets; on Avenue "C"
between East 3rd Street and East 10th Street; on
Orchard Street between Houston and Hester

Streets; on Pitt Street between Delancey and Riv-

ington; on Rivington Street from Pitt to Cannon
Streets; on Hester Street between Allen and Divi-

sion Streets; and on Monroe Street between Rut-

gers and Clinton Streets.

A study was made to ascertain to what degree

the pushcarts interfere with traffic movement. The
most marked instance is on First Avenue where the

effectiveness of the 100-foot width is reduced by

PUSHCART MARKET ON A 50-FOOT STREET
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pushcarts, parked automobiles, and by elevated

columns to a 2-lane roadway. Avenue "C" traffic is

interfered with, but to a lesser extent. The other

market locations do not interfere with through

traffic movement to any great extent since the

streets used are of minor importance in any traffic

circulation scheme. Additional and more effec-

tively enforced pushcart regulation, with concen-

tration within specified market areas, could be

accomplished whenever deemed necessary, and
vehicular traffic movement would consequently be

facilitated. Sanitation, obstruction to fire appara-

tus, improper use of public street space for a pri-

vate purpose, all are factors that could logically be

presented to substantiate the necessity for remov-

ing pushcarts from the streets.

TRAFFIC FLOW
Plate No. 8 also shows the direc tion and volume

of traffic movement on every street within the

district.

The volume is indicated by the van ing width of

line and is based on a traffic count of all vehi< les,

excluding Street tars, made during the week of

January 18, 1932, by the Boy Scouts of the Educa-

tional Alliance.

Before discussing in detail the findings of this

survey it must be emphasized that the present con-

ditions of certain streets, such as Allen Street be-

tween Schiff Parkwav and Canal Street, Essex

Street from Houston to East Broadway, and Hous-

ton Street between the Bowery and Fsscx Street,

were more or less unusable due to subway con-

struction, and hence cause some distortion in the

relative volumes of traffic on these streets. The
strategic location of these arteries indicates that

they will attract larger volumes of traffic when
improved than the survey indicates.

The greatest volume of movement through the

district is on the approach streets leading to the

Manhattan Bridge. All movement from the ap-

proach thoroughfares, on Canal, Bowery, Chrystie

and Bayard Streets concentrates in the immediate

vicinity of the bridge plaza. Canal Street cares for

the greatest percentage of this movement. Chrystie

Street-Second Avenue attracts a fairly large per

cent of the traffic from the bridge which is north

bound on Manhattan Island.

The through movement along Schiff Parkway
from the Williamsburg Bridge is the second heavi-

est traffic movement. A considerable per cent of

the east and west bound volume found at the

bridge-head carries completely across the district

to the Bowery while the rest dissipates on the

intermediate streets. The condition shown at the

intersection of Schiff Parkway and the Bowery
may evoke some question as to what happens to

the east-west movement at this point. The volume
of east-west movement on Kenmare Street west of

the Bowery is substantially lower than the east-

west movement on Schiff Parkway east of the

Bowery. This is accounted for by the turning

movements at the intersection; right turns from
Schiff Parkway north onto the Bowery; left turns

from Schiff Parkway south into the Bowery, and
finally left turns from the Bowery into Schiff

Parkway.

The greatest volume of north-south movement
and the third in point of volume for the district

occurs in Division-East Broadway-Forsyth-Chrys-

tie and Second Avenue. This traffic is en route to

and from the up town areas and the Manhattan
Bridge. It is interesting to note that the count on
Second Avenue between East 3rd and East 4th

Streets showed about 2,800 vehicles for a two-hour

period. This is equivalent to approximately 350
vehicles per lane per hour when the two parking

and tw o street car lanes are allowed for.

The comparison between the volume of traffic

handled on certain of the more strategically

located thoroughfares and the minor streets is

striking- W hen and if the recommended improve-

ments designated on the major thoroughfare plan

have been carried out and the traffic still further

concentrated, an unusual opportunity exists for

the readjustment and closing of many of the un-

necessary and little used minor streets. The city

can be saved maintenance and reconstruction

charges lot a certain percentage of these unneces-

sarv streets, and the creation of pedestrian ways

and snip parkways offers the opportunity for

establishing additional park-like areas at little or

no great cost to the district. This can be accom-

plished in an area where open space is seriously

needed.

Some readjustment of streets and street obstruc-

tions such as the elevated railways in First and

Third Avenues, the removal of certain street car

lines and the ultimate widening of the more stra-

tegically located streets which are best adapted

for use as major and secondary thoroughfares

will afford sufficient capacity to care for all fu-

ture requirements of both foreign and local traffic

movement.

Assuming that the general traffic characteristics

will remain approximately as now found, this

study affords a reasonable and logical basis for

selecting the major traffic thoroughfares, provid-

ing that all of the other relevant factors are con-

sidered and coordinated therewith.
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MAJOR TRAFFIC THOROUGHFARES
Plate Number Nine

This chapter contains recommendations for a

system of major thoroughfares to provide for the

expeditions handling of all foreign traffic through

the district. A plan for major traffic thoroughfares

is the first prerequisite in any consideration of the

complete reconstruction of the Lower East Side.

Part One, "Existing Conditions,'' provided the

necessary factual data for these recommendations.

The results show conclusively that it is necessary

to anticipate a complete reconstruction of the area

if the most desirable and satisfactory use of the

land is to be realized.

The traffic within the district divides itself into

two separate and distinct tvpes. First, there is

foreign through movement, and second, local

traffic movements of importance within the dis-

trict. This chapter pertains only to the first classifi-

cation—foreign through movement— while the

local or secondary traffic thoroughfares are dis-

cussed under Plate No. 10.

The foreign traffic now found using the streets

of the Lower East Side has certain definite objec-

tives. The four predominating movements are as

follows:

l. Traffic Between Brooklyn—Queens and the

Business Centers on Manhattan Island.

The Williamsburg and Manhattan Bridges pro-

vide direct access between Brooklyn and Man-
hattan. The bridge plazas of both structures are

located well within the boundaries of the district.

The traffic from Brooklyn entering over the Wil-
liamsburg Bridge destined for the business centers

on Manhattan continues along Schiff Parkway via

Kenmare Street to Lafayette and Centre Streets for

connection to the uptown and downtown centers.

Less desirable and less used connection with these

centers is also accomplished by turning north and
south on Allen and certain of the minor streets

between Allen and Clinton. The traffic entering

via the Manhattan Bridge uses Canal Street to

Lafayette and Centre or Broadway, while traffic

destined for uptown centers uses the Bowery or the

Chrystie Street and Second Avenue route. There is

also a certain amount of this traffic that filters off

the main routes and uses minor streets, the most
noticeable of which is Hester Street, westbound
from Chrystie Street in the morning and east-

bound during the evening rush hours.

2. Traffic Between Brooklyn-Qiieens and Neio

Jersey via the Holland Tunnel.

The main bulk of this movement enters Man-

hattan over the Manhattan Bridge and uses Canal

Street direct to the Holland Tunnel.

3. Traffic Between Upper and Lower Business

Centers on Manhattan Island.

The greatest percentage of this movement is

taken care of west of the district on Centre,

Lafayette, Broadway and West Streets. This can

reasonably be expected to continue in the future,

since in using the streets of the Lower East Side it

is necessary to detour a considerable distance east-

ward from a straight line between the major objec-

tives. The Allen Street-First Avenue-East Broad-

way route will care for probable immediate f uture

requirements. The Bowery and Chrystie-Second

Avenue also are available to care for a part of this

movement. South and Pike Streets provide direct

connections to Allen Street-First Avenue for the

traffic destined between the Lower East River

waterfront and upper Manhattan.

4. Crosstoivn Traffic Between East and West

Sides of Manhattan Island.

Direct crosstown movement is provided on 14th

Street, Houston and Canal Streets between the

Lower East Side and the Lower West Side areas.

Canal Street is used for various functional traffic

movements and is by far the most intensely used

street in the area investigated.

All of the major foreign traffic requirements out-

lined above occur in the area west of Allen Street

and First Avenue, and can well be confined to this

area in the future. Such a contention can be justi-

fied for the following reasons:

1. If the avenues and streets east of First Ave-

nue-Allen Street are used for through foreign traf-

fic a "bottleneck" will be created in the vicinity of

23rd Street where all of these avenues converge

into First Avenue. Such a condition is neither de-

sirable nor can it be economically justified.

2. The Williamsburg and Manhattan bridge-

head locations are favorable to such an arrange-

ment.

3. If through traffic in Manhattan were obliged

to use the avenues east of First Avenue—Allen
Street, it would be necessary to travel a greater

distance between the uptown and downtown busi-
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ness centers or between other important objectives.

4. If an express double-deck highway is to be

provided on the East Side it might more economi-

cally be constructed in Chrystie-Second Avenue or

Allen Street-First Avenue. Such a location would

serve as a counterpart for the West Side marginal

highway and would not unnecessarily detour traf-

fic to the same extent as a marginal express high-

way along the East River.

5. Since the ultimate destiny of a large part of

the area is for some form of dwelling use it is essen-

tial to reduce the foreign through traffic to the

absolute minimum. The express highway location

might better be through a business or industrial

area.

6. There is no economic advantage to be gained

by using any form of major traffic thoroughfare for

foreign traffic cast of Allen Street-First Avenue,

and there are numerous disadvantages both of an

economic and social nature.

The detailed recommendations for the major

thoroughfares to carry the main foreign through

traffic, and a discussion ol present and proposed

widths are as follows:

DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR
THOROUGHFARES

1. Williamsburg Bridge—Schiff Parkway—Ken-
mare Si reel.

The street car tracks should be removed from

the Williamsburg Bridge and two additional lanes

in each direction made available for vehicular

traffic. The through foreign traffic should be

can icd ovei and under Clinton Street by a viaduct

on the north side of Schifl Parkway and a subway
on the south. The width ol 200 feet now found

in s< hill Parkway from Clinton to Norfolk Streets

is suffic ient to ac complish this purpose, but in the

block between Essex and Not folk Streets the width

should be inc 1 eased from 1 y> to 200 feet. The sec-

tion from Essex Street to the Bowery . whu h is now
150 feet wide, is ample although some minor re-

duction of the center parking strip might be made
when and if the volume ol In idge 1 1 affi< inc 1 eases.

The extension of Schiff Parkway between the

Bowery and Centre-Lafayette Street by way of

Kenmare Street (So feet wide) should be inc 1 eased

to at least 100 feet or an 8-lane capacity. This com-

bination of sti eets now serves and should continue

to function as a direct lead lot traffic to and from

the Williamsburg Bridge and the uptown and
downtown business centers. Opportunity for diver-

sion of traffic bound northward is offered at Allen

Street, at Chrystie Street and at the Bowery. Grade

separations are contemplated at Clinton Street

and Schiff Parkway, and if an express highway is

developed in Chrvstie or Allen Streets suitable

ramp connections should be made at Schiff

Parkway.

2. Manhattan Bridge-Canal Street.

This second entry from Brooklyn provides

direct connection to the Bowery, to Chrvstie and
to Canal Streets. At present the movement to and
from the bridge on Canal Street has three separate

and distinct objectives. First, it connects the

Brooklyn-Queens traffic with the up- and down-
town business centers via Lafayette-Centre Streets,

Broadway and West Street. Secondly, it provides

for the direct New Jersey-Brooklyn and Queens

movement. Thirdly, it provides for crosstown

movement between the east and west sides of

Manhattan Island.

Canal Street now has a roadway of generous

width (75 feet), and if additional roadway space

is ultimately required it should be accomplished

b\ the double dec king of the street, either by two

roadways cantilevered from the side of the street

or with a single structure in the center. Direct con-

nections should be provided for such a structure to

the upper roadway of the Manhattan Bridge, to

the elevated roadway in West Street and to the

Holland Tunnel. The recentlv increased width in

Canal Street should be adequate for any form of

t w< > le\ el street treatment.

3. Chrystie Street-Second Avenue.

Direct connection lor north and south bound
traffic is provided from the Manhattan Bridge

Pla/a via Chrystie Street-Second Avenue and the

Bowery—Third and Fourth Avenues to the up-

town business areas. The Second Avenue-Chrvstie

Street thoroughfare does not connect directly to

the center or to the upper south bound roadway

of the bridge, so that at present traffic must use

either the Bowery or Forsyth Street to make this

movement. The use of the Bowery makes a direct

connection possible, but if Forsyth Street is used

it requires a routing by way of Division or East

Broadway to Maiket and then to Bayard Streets

and the Bowery. Such a routing, although indi-

rect, provides the most reasonable solution with-

out materially increasing the size of the Bridge

Pla/a. It is recommended that a cut-oil be pro-

vided from Chrystie to Forsyth in the block be-

tween Canal and Hester Streets to facilitate this

movement. When the conflict between turning

movements reaches the point of congestion then a

separation of the grade of the north and south

bound traffic should be made. The present width
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of Chrystie and Second Avenue (100 feet) should

be sufficient for a surface treatment if a 72-foot

roadway is constructed and the street car con-

verted into a bus line. Forsyth (from Hester to

Division Streets), Division, Market and Bayard

Streets should be widened to a width of 80 feet or

6 lanes. This is essential to provide for satisfactory

CHRYSTIE—FORSYTH AREA—NORTH FROM
MANHATTAN BRIDGE

south bound traffic movement from Chrystie Street

to the south bound roadways on the Manhattan

Bridge.

The Regional Plan of New York and Its En-

virons goes one step further and recommends the

ultimate construction of a depressed roadway

using the entire area from Chrystie to Forsyth and

from Canal to Houston Streets for a combined

express highway and strip park. Some such treat-

ment, assuming the express highway is necessary,

could more economically be confined to Chrystie

Street and not absorb all of the area between

Chrystie-Forsyth. No matter what type of struc-

ture—depressed or elevated roadway— is placed in

Chrystie-Second Avenue it will create an involved

intersection with the Bridge Plaza at Canal Street.

For this reason and also because of the more favor-

able location of Allen Street-First Avenue it is sug-

gested that any north-south express two-level high-

way be placed on Allen Street-ist Avenue, where

direct connections to the upper level roadways are

possible. The street width is now sufficient to per-

mit the construction of an elevated highway as far

north as Houston Street; it is possible to change

from an elevated to a depressed roadway at this

point, similar to the suggestion of Regional Plan

for Second Avenue—Chrystie and Forsyth. The es-

ALLEN STREET—NORTH FROM CANAL STREET

tablishment of the Allen Street-First Avenue route

for the express double deck highway also elimi-

nates any conflict that might arise as a result of

the construction of the Second Avenue Subway.

It should also be noted that the creation of a

route in this location is almost an exact counter-

part of the present West Side double-deck highway.

4. Allen Street-First Avenue-Pike Street-South

Street.

The present width of Allen Street (approxi-

mately 138 feet) from East Broadway to Houston
is sufficient for both the initial surface treatment

and also to care for an elevated structure if one

should become necessary. The surface treatment

of First Avenue should not recpiire more than a

width of 100 feet if the conditions created by push-

cart markets, elevated railway and parking viola-

tions are corrected. The removal of the elevated

or adjustment of the elevated columns will in-

crease the present capacity of this street.

Pike Street should be widened from the present

width of 60 feet to a width of not less than 100 feet.

This connection will provide a direct and com-
modious extension via South Street to Lower Man-
hattan. South Street is now sufficiently wide to

accommodate any traffic from Allen and Pike

Streets.

5. Third Avenue.

The present width of Third Avenue (100 feet)

is sufficient to adequately care for the volume of

traffic that can be expected to use this route. It will

serve as a supplement and continuation of the

Bowery to and from the Manhattan Bridge and
the uptown business sections.

6. Fourth Avenue—Bowery.
Fourth Avenue is a continuation of the Bowery
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from East 8th Street north to Union Square. At

present this street is intensely used and it would

appear that some widening or other treatment

might be necessary in the future. This portion,

however, is beyond the boundaries of the district

investigated and no specific recommendation is

made.

The Bowery from Cooper Square to the Man-

hattan bridge-head has its effective capacity mate-

rially reduced due to the concentration of street

car tracks and location of the elevated columns.

There are four street car tracks from Cooper

Square to Broome Street, three from Broome to

Grand and two from Grand to Chatham Square.

The removal of two tracks from Cooper Square to

Broome Street and of the third track from Broome

to Grand Streets will increase the vehicular capac-

ity. The roadway width at present varies from 80

to about 116 feet. No widening is recommended

but the vehicular capacity can and should be

increased by the adjustment of car tracks and

probable ultimate removal of the elevated railway.

The portion south of the Manhattan Bridge Plaza

between Canal and Bayard Streets has been

widened recently to care for the traffic encircling

the Bridge Plaza and entering the south upper

roadway from the Bowery. The remaining block

from Bayard to Chatham Square should be

widened on the east side to pro\ ide a suitable out-

let to and from the widened Park Row.

7. New Bowery-Pearl Sheet.

This route should be improved south of Frank-

lin Square In the widening of IV. til Street. 1 he

sec tion between Franklin and Chatham Squares is

now sufficiently wide to cue foi the volume oi

movement that will be destined to continue north-

ward on the Bowery to the 34th and 42nd Street

business centers or vice versa.

8. Lafayette Street.

Lafayette Street is now the most intensely used

north and south thoroughfare in lower Manhat-

tan. The character of improvements along this

route would make any widening prohibitive in

cost. While improvement of this street would be of

aid in solving the traffic problems of the Lower

East Side, it is beyond the area directly under con-

sideration and no increased capacity can be recom-

mended. A certain degree of relict will be accom-

plished by the widening of Centre Street.

9. Centre Street.

The improvements abutting on Centre Street

are not as valuable as are now found on Lafayette

Street. The street also leads directly into the Civic

Center proposed and being built around Foley

Square and City Hall Park. The Regional Plan of

New York recommends widening to provide a

more appropriate and commodious northern
entry to this center. The section recommended for

widening is from Foley Square to Kenmare Street.

No further recommendations are made with re-

spect to this project, since it is also beyond the

limits of the area considered in the present study.

10. Park Row-Division Street-East Broadway.

The creation of a direct entry to the Civic Cen-

ter and to the downtown business center from the

Lower East Side is a prime essential. This can be

accomplished most economically by the widening
of Park Row and East Broadway-Division Streets

and the possible creation of a park in the area be-

tween Division Street and East Broadway. Park

Row should be made not less than 100 feet wide
with an effective traffic capacity of 8 lanes. East

Broadway and Division Street should be made 100

and 80 feet wide respectively, especially if the area

between is to be acquired lor park use. This im-

provement will materially aid traffic between the

downtown and uptown business centers and make
additional north and south arteries of travel more
readily available. It will make the Bowery, Chrys-

tie, and Allen Streets each more accessible and

usable lor suc h movement.

1 1. East i-fth Street.

Easl 1 |th Street is at present 100 feet wide. It

now serves and will continue to serve as a cross-

town thoroughfare between the East and West
Sides. No widening is necessary since the present

width (too feet) is sufficient to handle a greatly in-

creased volume of traffic. Congestion is found at

Union Square but this can be reduced by the con-

strue tion of a viadue t on Fourth Avenue over 14th

Street when and if necessary.

12. East Honsto?i Street.

East Houston Street has just been widened to 80

feet as a result of the construction of the Eighth

Avenue subway. This new street width could and

should be increased to 100 feet at the present time,

since the north side buildings have been razed

from Broadway east to about Essex Street and the

additional width is now available.
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MAJOR AND SECONDARY TRAFFIC
THOROUGHFARES

Plate Number Ten

Certain additional traffic thoroughfares are

needed to provide for important local traffic move-
ments within the district and to afford direct ac-

cess to and from the major thoroughfares leading

to the important centers in Manhattan and the

other boroughs. A description of the routes known
as secondary traffic thoroughfares is given in de tail

below.

Plate Number 10 has been prepared to show the

complete system of routes and improvements pro-

posed and the relationship between the secondary
and major thoroughfares.

Consideration was given to the possibility of

completely redesigning the present street pattern

in the areas east of First Avenue, Allen and Pike

Streets. Various plans for more or less direct con-

nections between assumed centers of business con-

centration or of community interest were de-

signed. The bridge plazas also become centers of

special significance in such schemes. Comprehen-
sive plans of such character, however, would prob-

ably be possible only where there were no existing

streets, utility services, and buildings to be con-

sidered or salvaged. A more or less rectangular

pattern utilizing existing services was finally de-

cided upon because other types of plans would
involve tremendous extra expenditures and the

more or less insuperable difficulties that would be
encountered due to endless readjustments. If it

were possible to conceive or anticipate a complete
reconstruction occurring simultaneously over the

whole area, then another type of plan might pos-

sibly be realized; but since the reconstruction must
probably take place by some smaller unit develop-

ment, the most practical method tends to indicate

an adherence to a rectangular street pattern.

The location and capacity of most of the sub-

surface public utilities are assumed, after prelimi-

nary investigation, to be more or less satisfactory

for the present and reasonably distant future,

since they appear to be capable of carrying mate-
rially increased loads. Thev represent such a sub-

stantial investment in public and private monevs
that any extensive abandonment or reconstruction

would be impractical in most cases. The adequacy
and the condition of the sewer system appear to

be in question and are, perhaps, worthy of special

investigation bv competent authority.

The designation of a rectangular system for the

secondary thoroughfares is perhaps more favorable

to the most economic arrangement of large-scale

building units than any other form of general de-

sign that might be devised for the area under

consideration.

The streets that are recommended as secondary

thoroughfares were determined by a division of

the area into units of size sufficient to permit large-

scale neighborhood unit development, although

there are no precedents or available experiences

which furnish evidence as to the exact desirable

sizes of neighborhood units. All of the secondary

thoroughfares described in detail immediately be-

low are recommended to have a width of 100 feet.

Past experience and detailed analysis of the re-

quirements of an area of intensive multiple-family

dwellings would seem to indicate that thorough-

fares of this width, if spaced about one-quarter

mile apart, should be sufficient for all such secon-

dary traffic needs. Further, such an arrangement is

sufficient for practically all other types of develop-

ment, with the exception of very huge business

centers.

With these considerations in mind, the follow-

ing streets were selected to serve principal local

traffic needs. They are indicated in detail on Plate

Number 10 and are described in the following

tabulation:

EAST AND WEST SECONDARY
THOROUGHFARES

1. East ijth Street.

East 14th Street from First Avenue to the East

River is recommended as the most northerly of the

east-west thoroughfares. The present width of 100

feet is sufficient.

2. East loth Street.

East 10th Street from the East River to Third
Avenue has been designated as a secondary thor-

oughfare. It is at a sufficient distance from East

14th Street to provide for neighborhood units of

such size as to be readily adaptable to large-scale

development. It is now used by the 8th Street
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Crosstown Street Car line from Avenue "A" to the

East River. The present width of 60 feet should be

increased to 100 feet before the area on either side

is rebuilt.

3. East 5th Street.

East 5th Street provides the logical division

point between East 10th Street and Houston

Street. The neighborhood units on the south side

of this secondary street are not rectangular but no

great difficulty is anticipated in adapting this ir-

regular shaped area to an efficient and economical

building arrangement. The present width is 60

feet, which is recommended to be increased to 100

feet. No transit facilities are contemplated on this

thoroughfare but additional street width is neces-

sary and desirable to provide light and air. Both

East 5th Street and East 10th Street, previously

described, connect directly with First. Second and

Third Avenues and hence provide direct access

from the tributary area to the major north-south

thoroughfares of Manhattan Island.

4. East Houston Street.

East Houston Street from First Avenue to the

East River is recommended as a 100-foot secondary

highway. Such widening as would be required

would be doubly necessary it the proposed vehicu-

lar tunnel were constructed to Metropolitan Ave-

nue, Brooklyn, as recommended bv the Regional

Plan. This width would expedite How through

the district with the least detriment to abutting

property.

5. Grand Street.

Grand Street is now serving in the capacity of a

secondary thoroughfare. The present width of 70

feet should ultimately be increased to 100 feet, if

and when the adjacent properties are rebuilt. This

street affords direct, easy access cross-town to the

West Side and c ounce is directly to all of the major
north-south arteries.

6. East Broadway.
East Broadway from Allen to Grand Streets is

an extension of the Park Row-Division-East
Broadway route to the downtown section. Access

is provided from the tributary area dim tl\ up and
down town. The ultimate width should be 100

feet.

7. Canal Street.

Canal Street from Chrystie Street to East Broad-

way serves to connect the southeast section with
the east and west side of Manhattan Island. When
and if the Canal Street and Chrystie or Allen

Street double deck express highways are realized,

this street will be even more intensively used for

cross-town traffic. The present traffic regulations at

the Manhattan Bridge Plaza hamper the use of

Canal Street eastward from Chrystie Street for

cross-town traffic purposes.

NORTH AND SOUTH SECONDARY
THOROUGHFARES

8. Clinton Street-Avenue "B."

Clinton Street and Avenue "B" provide for a

secondary thoroughfare about one-quarter mile

east of Allen Street-First Avenue. In the initial

studies of spacing for the north-south secondary

thoroughfares, Essex Street-Avenue "A" and Pitt—

Gouverneur-Avenue "C" were first designated;

but later analysis of the possibilities of reconstruc-

tion by unit areas, location of Manhattan Bridge

and of the Williamsburg Bridge, and other con-

siderations indicated that a better arrangement

could be obtained by the use of Clinton Street-

Avenue "B" and Columbia Street-Avenue "D."

The route should ultimately be made uniformly

100 leet wide, and the street grades at the Wil-

liamsburg Bridge separated.

9. Avenue "D"-Columbia Street.

This combination of streets is recommended for

improvement from Grand Street to East 14th

Street, with an ultimate width of 100 feet. Access

to the downtown center is provided directly via

East Broadway, while any uptown movement can

be made within the district by using the various

cross-town secondary connections.

10. East River Drive.

Plans for the development of an East Side ex-

press highway—single and double deck—along the

Easl Rivei have been ad vane ed from many sources

—Day and Zimmerman, the Regional Plan of New
York, and the Borough President's office. The
main conception has been to provide an express

highway as a counterpart of the West Side project

winch is now being realized.

There are many reasons why an express high-

way along the East River front does not accom-

plish a particularly desirable result either from the

standpoint of the reconstnu tion of the district or

from a viewpoint of the development of Man-
hattan Island. Briefly they are:

1. Following the East River shore line does not

provide a direct route uptown from the

downtown area but forces traffic to detour

quite a distance to the East.

2. Disruption of commercial and industrial ac-

tivitv along the waterfront north of 24th

Street would involve great cost in acquiring

and constructing a roadway east of the pres-

ent shore line. If the thoroughfare is routed
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THE EAST RIVER WATER-FRONT—SOUTH FROM
WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGE

over 24th Street to First Avenue, then undue
congestion will result at this point.

3. It would seem that if such an express high-

way becomes necessary, it might more ad-

vantageously be located on Chrys tie-Second

Avenue or Allen Street-First Avenue. Such
later location would make it more nearly

an exact counterpart of the West Side devel-

opment.

4. If most of the area of the Lower East Side is

to be reconstructed for residential use, then

it is essential that as much of the waterfront

as possible be converted into park land; and
the most effective use of such park will be

accomplished by keeping it entirely free from
traffic.

THE EAST RIVER WATER-FRONT—NORTH FROM
WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGE

Since that portion of the East River Drive be-

tween Grand Street and East 14th Street has been

agreed upon, it is recommended that whenever

this is constructed, it be used entirely for local pur-

poses. A connection to South Street is recom-

mended, and one possibility is shown on Plate No.

10. The entire route should as far as possible be

made indirect for the purpose of discouraging

through traffic. The creation of this river-front

drive and marginal way need not be of permanent
disadvantage to a complete multiple-family dwell-

ing use of the district, since it will be possible at

any future time to eliminate the roadways and
create a marginal river-front park. Its construc-

tion will, however, retard the most satisfactory

possible development of the adjacent areas.
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COMPARISON OF PRESENT USE WITH FUTURE
CAPACITY ON MAJOR AND SECONDARY

TRAFFIC THOROUGHFARES
Plate Number Eleven

For the purpose of determining the adequacy of

the proposed major and secondary traffic thor-

oughfares, their proposed capacity has been shown

on Plate No. 1 1 in relation to the present volume

of traffic now using them. It is here assumed that

all of the traffic now entering the district will be

concentrated on the major and secondary thor-

oughfares. Such an assumption is reasonable since

the areas bounded by these traffic thoroughfares

must be developed by large-scale building units

and certain of the intermediate entries ultimately

can either be closed or used for access to the

unit only.

Plate No. 1 1 shows Avenue "B," First, Second

and Third Avenues as northerly entries to the

district at East 14th Street, and the combined
traffic now using Avenues "A," "B," "C," "D,"

First, Second and Third Avenues is shown con-

centrated on the four main entries. The present

volume of movement is shown north of East 14th

Street. The proposed capacity is shown south of

East 14th Street. This future capacity was cal-

culated on the basis that all major and secondary

streets would be made 100 feet wide. The capaci-

ties were reduced to allow for parking require-

ments and also for the street car lines that are pro-

posed to be retained. (See Plate No. 20.) The
elevated structures in First and Third Avenues
would ultimately be replaced by the Second Ave-

nue subway. During the maximum hour approxi-

mately 6,145 vehicles used these northern entries.

The capacity of the major and secondary thor-

oughfares is 7,200 vehicles per hour, which pro-

vides for a 17.2 per cent increase over present use.

Avenue "B" is the only street where widening is

necessary.

The western entries are East 14th Street, East

10th Street, East 5th Street, Houston, Schiff Park-

way (Kenmare Street), Grand and Canal Streets.

The boundary streets on this side of the district

are Third Avenue and the Bowery. The present

traffic on all the existing streets is shown concen-

trated on these major and secondary thorough-

fares on the west side of the boundary streets while

the proposed capacities of each are shown on the

east side. East 10th Street, East 5th Street, East

Houston and Grand Streets all should be widened
to 100 feet whenever the abutting property is re-

built. There are no changes recommended which

will affect the present capacity of East 14th or

Canal Streets west of the Bowery.

It is proposed to set back the curbs by reducing

the width of the center parking strip on Schiff

Parkway so that the capacity can be increased from

two to four moving lanes in each direction.

Now, 12,635 vehicles enter and leave from the

west during the maximum hour. The future ca-

pacity would provide for 20,400 vehicles during

an hour or an increase of 6 1 .5 per cent.

The capacity of the eastward or bridge entries

are probably fixed for a considerable period of

time. The Williamsburg Bridge capacity is now
being increased by the conversion of the north

street car lane to a vehicular roadway. It is recom-

mended that the south street car lane be similarly

treated, and further that the bridge and Clinton

Street traffic be separated. The present movement
of vehicles on the Williamsburg Bridge is close to

the capacity of the existing roadways. A 135.0 per

cent increase would, however, be provided by the

conversion of both street car lanes to vehicular

roadways, since the hourly capacity would then be

7,200 vehicles while the present movement is

3,060 vehicles. Something over 50 per cent increase

of additional traffic above the present maximum
hour volume can be cared for on the roadways of

the Manhattan Bridge as now arranged. Improve-

ment is required in the Bridge Plaza to facilitate

movement between the bridge roadways and the

approach thoroughfares.

The entries from the southwest (East Broadway,

the Bowery, and South Street) during the maxi-

mum hour now handle about 3,425 vehicles at

Catherine Street. The recommended capacity will

care for a 75 per cent increase or a total of 6,000

vehicles per hour. East Broadway is recommended
for widening to 100 feet.

In summarizing, it is found that all entries now,
during the maximum hour, care for 30,463 ve-

hicles, while the proposed major and secondary

thoroughfares can handle 49,200 vehicles. This
provides an increase of 61.5 per cent above the

present volume of movement, during the maxi-
mum hour, which should accommodate all traffic

that can reasonably be anticipated at this time.
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STREET CROSS-SECTIONS
Plate Number Twelve

The fundamental purpose of street space is to

provide adequate traffic circulation and conve-

nient access to the abutting property. This implies

not only access for vehicular movement but also

for pedestrian movement.
The roadway design should be predicated upon

the known requirements of moving traffic which is

to be accommodated and not based on any arbi-

trary standards. The roadway width should, where

two-way movement is to be anticipated, always

provide for an even number of lanes. The unit or

lane width should be 10 feet. Street cars and buses

will also require a lane width of 10 feet. The lane

next to the curb which is usually absorbed either

by waiting or parked automobiles should be not

less than 8 feet or more than 10 feet in width.

All major or secondary traffic thoroughfares

should have a width of 8 lanes in this district. This

is generally reduced by two lanes because of stand-

ing or parked cars at the curb on each side of the

street, which leaves an effective roadway sufficient

to carry 6 moving lanes of traffic, three in each

direction. Only in the case of one-way streets

should this width be decreased.

Sidewalk space should be ample but not un-

necessarily wide. It should be related to the uses

of adjoining property and consequent probable

future pedestrian movement.
Plate No. 12 was prepared to show the detailed

recommendations for sidewalk and vehicular road-

way space on typical street cross-sections. Exam-
ples of treatment at grade, on elevated and de-

pressed structures, and finally the suggestions for

the improvement of the East River Drive for both
park and secondary traffic use, are shown on this

illustration (Plate No. 12).

The minimum over-all width for any 8-lane

vehicular thoroughfare is 100 feet. The roadway
should be 80 feet in the case of through routes,

but may be reduced to 60 feet for secondary thor-

oughfares. This leaves but 10 feet for the side-

walks on each side of the major thoroughfares.

The desirable sidewalk width is assumed to be 20

feet, although this will vary according to whatever
may be the character and use of abutting property.

This loo-foot section is shown, since it is typical of

many of the avenues north of East Houston Street

and also Chrystie Street from Canal to East Hous-

ton. Wherever necessary, insufficient sidewalk

space can be overcome by the partial arcading of

the store frontages.

In the widening of streets in the Lower East

Side it is possible that acquisition of the entire

tier of lots fronting on one side of the street can

be secured without much greater cost than would

be required for a lesser acquisition needed to

merely secure a width of 100 feet. Allen Street

from Stanton to Canal Streets is an example of

such a procedure. The tier of lots on the east side

of Allen Street is approximately 88 feet deep.

Adding the full lot depth to the present street

width gives an over-all width of 138 feet. In order

to make this specific example of Allen Street

generally applicable throughout the district the

new section was assumed to vary from 138 to 150

feet, since lots are 100 feet deep in most instances.

Such a width lends itself to the development of

two one-way roadways—40 feet wide separated by

a neutral strip, and two sidewalks 20 feet wide.

The difference in width is taken up in the neutral

strip which for the section studied (138 to 150

feet) will be between 18 and 30 feet wide.

The traffic problem of Manhattan can not be

solved entirely by the use of single-level streets.

Congestion now occurs at most street intersections.

This congestion can be completely eliminated

only by the separation of grades. It is problem-

atical as to where and how often such treatment

can be justified economically, but typical cross-

sections are shown for consideration in particular

instances. Two proposals, one for an elevated

load way and the other for a vehicular subway
structure, are shown on Plate No. 12.

Elevated Roadways
Any elevated highway structure should be

placed on a street which is sufficiently wide to

remove all detrimental effects upon abutting

structures. It is believed that a width of 138

to 150 feet is sufficient to accomplish this. The
elevated structure should provide for a four-lane

roadway (two lanes in each direction) with con-

nections to the street level only at or near major

intersecting streets. If such a structure were placed

on Allen Street and First Avenue to serve as an

express highway, direct connections could be

made to the upper decks of the Manhattan
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Bridge. The tenter spate under the elevated

should be left open, or if necessary used for sub-

way entrances and exits. The greater width of

1 50 feet is to be preferred where an elevated

strueture is to be antieipated. The structure need

not be of steel as are the present Seeond and Third
Avenue elevated railways, but can be of rein-

forced concrete. This latter type lends itself to

ornamental treatment and also materially deadens

noise. The elimination of the faetor of noise and
unsightly struetures plus the admission of light to

roadways and sidewalks will to a great extent

reduce the present objections to elevated construc-

tion. In addition to the elevated roadways, two

surface roadways of 36 feet each and two side-

walks of 20 feet each are contemplated.

Depressed Roadways

A rapid transit subway and a depressed road-

way for vehicles can be plated in a 100-foot street

cross-section if the sidewalks are arcadcd. The
possible division of a typical 100-foot sec tion with

two surface roadways of 40 feet and a depressed

roadway of 40 feet is shown on this plan. If

such a treatment is carried through and it later

becomes necessary to provide for rapid transit

facilities in the same street, a subway could then

be built on a third level below the depressed

vehicular thoroughfare. There would be added
economy if rapid transit facilities and express

depressed vehicular roadways were constructed

simultaneously. Connections to an\ depressed

thoroughfare should be provided al or near inter-

secting major highways only. The continuity of

all intersecting streets will be uninterrupted, since

these c an he carried through at gi ade as at pi esent.

East River Drive

The area adjacent to the East River is sus-

ceptible to several treatments, to wit:

1. Area between River and apartment build-

ings can be reserved entirely for park use.

2. Area between River and apartment build-

ings tan be reserved partially for park use

and a seeondary thoroughfare provided for

vehicular movement.

3. Area immediately adjacent to river can be

used for commercial and industrial uses (this

is the condition of most of the waterfront

today) and a buffer park created between

a major thoroughfare (which will be suffi-

ciently wide to accommodate local traffit and

such commercial traffic as may be required

by the commercial and industrial property)

and the dwellings.

The first of these is the most desirable solution

from the standpoint of complete dwelling use of

the Lower East Side, but present tirtumstantes

will prevent its immediate accomplishment.

It is rceommended that a park strip and a sec-

ondary thoroughfare be created adjacent to the

East River in the first instance. l itis thorough-

fare should not be made so direet as to attiac t any

great volume of foreign traffit but should be con-

trived as a secondary thoroughfare with sufficient

pavement width to care for local and commercial

traffic. One roadway of 110 feet should be suffi-

cient. When and if, at a later date, it is found
more desirable to convert the entire area into

]>;uk space, this can he clone without great cost

l>\ 1 emo\ ing the roadway.
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TAX EXEMPT PROPERTY
Plate Number Thirteen

An appreciable part of the Lower East Side is

tax exempt. There are 133.3 acres °f me total

block area (579.4 acres) that are not subject to

city taxation. This study was prepared from the

1931 assessment records, as published in the "City

Record—Volume LIX." For the purpose of this

investigation all of the tax exempt property ex-

cluding street space was divided into three gen-

eral classifications: (1) city-owned property, (2) in-

stitutional property, and (3) state housing projects.

The total tax exempt area of 133.3 acres is divided

between the several classifications, as follows:

Table No. 8

TAX EXEMPT PROPERTY*
LOWER EAST SIDE, NEW YORK CITY

(As of 1931 Assessment Record)

Item Square Feet Acres

1. City property .... 4,200,073 97.5

2. City property (not in-

cluded as tax exempt) 323,679 7.4

3. Church—synagogue—etc. 1,159,712 26.6

4. State housing board pro-

jects f 80,600 1.8

A. Total area 5,813,464 133.3

B. Per cent of total block

area 23.0

C. Total value all exemp-

tions $58,403,610

D. Average value exempted
property $10.05 per square ft.

Note: Does not include pier or bulkhead exemptions.

tNote: Building value exempt; land value taxed.

The city-owned property has been grouped into

four sub-classifications, as shown on the legend

accompanying Plate No. 13. The first of these are

the areas used for schools, of which there are 37.

These are fairly well distributed to care for the

educational needs of the district. The decrease in

population has reduced the school requirements

so that several school sites are now being con-

sidered for abandonment. Because of the age and
obsolescent character of many of the existing

buildings, some plan for their replacement simul-

taneously with the reconstruction of the area

should be considered. A few examples of the older

structures are P. S. No. 13 which was erected in

1833; P. S. No. 161 in 1843, and P. S. No. 15 in

1838 with additions in 1855 and 1904. Detailed

recommendations concerning the school system,

however, represent another phase of the city plan

which is beyond the scope of the present report.

The second type of city-owned property is the

area used for fire and police stations, parks and

playgrounds, piers, bridge plazas and the like. It

is not distributed uniformly over the district as

are the school properties. The principal holdings

in this group are the few small park areas, lands

under and adjacent to the Williamsburg and

Manhattan Bridges, and areas acquired in con-

nection with the construction of the 8th Avenue

route along Essex and Houston Streets.

A special third type of city holding consists of

the Chrystie-Forsyth area between Canal and

Houston Streets, which is shown as city property

although it is not tax exempt. Also included in

this third classification are small areas at the in-

tersection of Schiff Parkway and Eldridge Street;

at the intersection of South and Clinton Streets;

and in the block between Gouverneur-Monroe-
Montgomery-Cherry Streets.

Institutional property occupies a considerable

amount of land. It includes churches, synagogues,

missions, settlement houses and other similar uses

and is shown on Plate No. 13 by a separate indi-

cation. It is widely scattered over the district and

is found in nearly every block except in the in-

dustrial areas adjacent to the East River and in

the area bounded by Schiff Parkway-East Broad-

way-Forsyth and Essex Street.

The three state housing board projects on which

the value of the building is tax exempt for twenty

years, are located on Grand, on Stanton and on

East 3rd Streets. The area occupied is insignificant.

This study is of value particularly with respect

to any housing studies, in aiding in the selection

of the most logical unit or units for initial develop-

ment. To a certain degree it emphasizes the con-

ditions which will be encountered in assembling

land for reconstruction; also the location and
character of public and semi-public lands and
buildings, some of which are more or less per-

manent in character and others of which can be

abandoned or relocated; but all of which are of

significance in any reconstruction program.
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PRIVATE PROPERTY NOT MORTGAGED
Plate Number Fourteen

All of the unmortgaged private property as

of November 15, 1931, within the Lower East

Side is shown in Plate No. 14. This does not

include any of the city property indicated on the

previous plate, but does include several of the

unmortgaged institutional holdings, which are

tax exempt.

Individual and estate holdings have a material

effect upon the ease or difficulty which must be

anticipated in assembling land for unit develop-

ment. The data contained on this plate was
plotted from an investigation by Mr. Joseph

Platzker, Secretary of the East Side Chamber of

Commerce.

The unmortgaged holdings are scattered over

the entire area. There are but two blocks in the

southeastern and one block in the northeastern

section of the district, which are free of mortgages.

The major portion of the area is now carrying a

mortgage of some sort. There is a total of 57.2

acres of private property not mortgaged. This is

9.9 per cent of the total block area of 5794 acres.

This plate was prepared because of its obvious

relation to the problem of land assembly.
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ASSESSED UNIT VALUE OF ALL
PROPERTY BY BLOCKS EXPRESSED
IN DOLLARS PER SQUARE FOOT

Plate Number Fifteen

The 1931 assessed valuation of all property in

each block expressed in dollars per square foot is

shown on Plate No. 15.

These calculations are based on the total value

of both the land and improvements in each block

and are inclusive of all tax exempt property. The
average value based upon such a unit value per

square foot presents as reasonable a criterion of

the probable purchase value as can be obtained

without actual canvass and option agreements.

Due to the present inactivity of the real estate

market generally, and in this district in particular,

it is exceedingly difficult to establish a basis for

determining true value.

These values are by no means uniform over the

district but vary from a maximum of S[o.q6 per

square foot to a minimum of S2.69 per square

foot. The maximum values are found in the areas

abutting on the Bowery-Schiff Parkway-Fourth-
Third and Second Avenues and on a few other

streets now used as main thoroughfares. In gen-

eral these values gradually decrease as the East

River is approached.

Because of increasing obsolescence, it seems
logical to predict that assessed values must be
subject to some downward revision in the near
future. An adjustment of the assessed value to

actual earning value will have to be made sooner

or later for the entire district. This must be con-

sidered not only for the sections that are recon-

structed but also should be made to apply equally

to all of the area.

Since only a limited amount of this or any
other similar area can be devoted exclusively to

business use with reasonable profit, and since all

of the studies suggest extensive multiple-dwell-

ing development as the most logical type of im-

provement for the greater part of the Lower East

Side, the question naturally arises as to what

bearing unit land values may have upon the pros-

pec t>> lor encouraging such multiple-dwelling use.

This illustration (Plate No. 15) was prepared to

aid such consideration. No attempt will be made

to discuss the relation of land value to housing

costs since that is a subject which will require

extensive research. For housing of the type dis-

cussed in Part Five, a change in land value of $ 1 .00

per square foot would affect monthly room rentals

from 25 to 50 cents. Since a normal average land

value in large areas of the East Side, as disclosed

by the plate, is about $13.60 per square foot, from

$3.00 to $6.00 of monthly room rental would be

directly chargeable to land cost. Obviously, these

figures are high if only the lowest cost housing is

under consideration, but this factor of land cost

becomes less and less significant as housing for

groups of people in the successsive higher income

brackets are considered.

Whatever the type of housing that may be built

on the Lower East Side, the creation of some per-

manent, well constructed buildings will help to

stabilize values and assure a fixed income to the

city. New York City, particularly the Borough of

Manhattan, has suffered from considerable decen-

tralization of population. Such a condition should

not be permitted to continue indefinitely, as there

are areas on Manhattan Island that are well

adapted to some form of multiple-family dwell-

ing use. The entire island cannot be absorbed

for commercial and industrial use. These areas,

of which the Lower East Side is one, must be

reconstructed in large, well planned units, how-

ever, before they can be expected to attract large

numbers of people. Such reconstruction in addi-

tion to assuring the most economical use of the

land also would eliminate much of the slum area

within which social conditions are not conducive

to healthful living or to good citizenship.
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NEIGHBORHOOD UNITS—AREAS AND
ASSESSED VALUES

Plate Number Sixteen

Any logical plan of major traffic thoroughfares

divides a district into areas of varying size having

certain common characteristics which frequently

might be considered as a self-contained neighbor-

hood. The Lower East Side is divided into unit

areas by the major and secondary thoroughfares

shown on Plate No. 10. The same areas have been
indicated on the accompanying plate. The net

block area, area of streets, per cent of total area

devoted to street space, total area in each unit,

1931 assessed values of land and improvements,

value of tax-exempt property, and total value in-

cluding tax-exempt property, as well as the value

per square foot based on total assessed values, are

all shown on Plate No. 16.

Such a study is a valuable prerequisite to any
housing investigation, since the values of land and
the probable size of the areas for unit develop-

ment must be considered and compared.
These units vary in size from 4.4 acres to 51.6

acres. Quite a number average around 30 acres.

Total valuations for the units are between the

limits of $2,062,500 and 825,107,500. Unit land

values per square foot vary from a maximum of

$22.62 to a minimum of $6.12 per square foot,

with the highest unit values generally concen-

trated in the west part of the area (about $20.00

per square foot) and the lower values (between

S8.00 and $1 0.00 per square foot) adjacent to the

East River.

The larger units need not be completely de-

veloped at one time but can be made by succes-

sive stages, providing that each portion is fully

coordinated with the other parts. In the plan
presented for reconstruction, the housing units

are so designed as to make this possible.

Some of the units, particularly in the areas

west of Allen Street from Houston Street to East

Broadway, can probably be developed for business

rather than as neighborhood unit dwelling areas.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF
TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT

Transit facilities arc always an important factor

in the development of any area. A brief review of

the growth, extension, changes and abandonment
of both surface and rapid transit facilities on the

Lower East Side follows.

Surface Lines

The stage coach provided the first means of

transportation in New York City. "Departing at

stated and infrequent intervals, and with much
fanfare of horns they ran from the tav erns on the

lower part of the island, over the old Boston Post

Road and Bloomingdale Road (now Broadway)
to the little embowered hamlets on the north".*

These vehicles rapidly increased in numbers and
induced considerable congestion on Lower
Broadway.

The New York and Harlem Street Railway w as

(hartered in 1831 and began operation of a horse

car line on the Bowery and Fourth Avenue from
Prince Street to the Harlem Bridge in 1832. Steam
power was later tried but abandoned due to the

number of accidents, and the horse car was
i einstated.

From this modest beginning the mileage of

horse-drawn street car routes was rapidly extended
along nearly all north and south avenues and
across town at many points. In 1869 there were
18 operating companies in the City with track on
the Lower East Side on Fourth Avenue, Bowery,
Fast 14th, Easi 8th, Grand, Canal, East Broadway,
South Streets and on Third Avenue, Second Ave-

nue. Allen. Chrystie, Columbia, Essex, Clinton,

and Lewis Strcets.f These private street railway

routes were supplemented bv (i citv-owned omni-

bus lines, 2 of which served the Lower East Side.

The street railwav lines continued to extend

their lines rapidly over inanv stieets of the Lower
East Side. In recent vens. however, many miles

of Hack have been abandoned and removed. In

addition to the present Hack layout, the follow-

in," stieets at one time or another were used by
Street Railways:

1. East 14th Street from Avenue "B" to East

River.

2. East 3rd Street from First Avenue to Avenue

"C".

3. East 2nd Street from Avenue "A" to East

River.

4. East Houston Street from Bowery to East

River.

5. East Stanton Street from Bowery to Pitt

Street.

6. Delancey Street from Clinton Street to East

River.

7. Canal Street from Bowery to East Broadwav

.

8. South Street from Brooklyn Bridge to Car-

lears Street.

9. Water Street from Montgomery to Jackson.

10. Monroe 1 Street from Jackson to Grand.

11. Olive Streel from Chatham Square to South

Street.

12. Montgomery Street from South to Monroe.

13. Jackson Street from South to Monroe.

14. Corlears Street from South to Grand.

1 5. Avenue "C"-Pitt Street from Stanton to East

14th.

if). Avenue "D '-Cohnnbia from Grand to East

14th.

17. Cannon Street from Grand to Houston.

18. Lewis Street from Grand to 1 louston.

19. Goerck Street from Grand to Houston.

20. Mangin Street from Grand to Houston.

21. Fast St 1 e e i from Grand to Rivington.

The hoise cais were supplanted by cable cats

with underground slots. These first appeared on

Manhattan Island on 125th Street and on Amster-

dam Avenue in 1885. Electrification was delayed

due to certain prejudice felt against it in spite of

the success of its use in other cities. Electric trol-

levs with the wire in underground slots were in-

troduced on 1 ifxli Street in 1893. The surface car

connections to Brooklyn over the three lower

bridges were first introduced by a cable ear con-

nection across the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883. These
we re superseded by the routing of the Brooklyn

sm lace cars across the Bridge in 1896. On the

Williamsburg Bridge surface-car crossing was

established in 1906; on the Manhattan Bridge

in 1912 and discontinued in 1931.

Kind's Handbook of New York City— 1892.

t Manual of Corporation of City of New York— 1869.
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Rapid Transit

Elevated Railioays

A movement for elevated railways, as the solu-

tion of New York's transit problem, grew very

strong in 1866. An experimental track from the

Battery to Cortlandt Street along Greenwich

Street was commenced in 1867. The first means

of locomotion was a wire rope drawn by a sta-

tionary engine. This company failed and in 1870

small locomotives were introduced operating be-

tween the Battery and 29th Street; to 34th Street

in 1873; to 42nd Street in 1875; and to 61st Street

in 1876.

On the Lower East Side the Third Avenue Ele-

vated Railway was opened between South Ferry

and 42nd Street on August 26, 1878; through ser-

vice from South Ferry to Bronx Park, and from

City Hall to 177th Street was initiated on Septem-

ber 24, 1896. The 34th Street Branch was opened

on July 1st, 1880, and closed permanently and

ordered removed on July 14th, 1930. The 42nd

Street Branch was opened on August 26th, 1878,

and closed on December 6th, 1923.

The Second Avenue "L" was opened between

South Ferry and 65th Street on March 1st, 1880;

to 129th Street on May 17, 1886.

The elevated railways were rapidly extended

into many sections of Brooklyn between 1880

and 1890. Connection to Manhattan was made
via the cable cars across the Brooklyn Bridge and

by terries. The elevated lines did not operate

across this bridge until 1898. Service across the

Williamsburg Bridge was initiated in 1908; and
across the Manhattan Bridge in 1915.

Subways
Between 1880, when the original elevated lines

were completed, and 1904, when the first subway
was opened, rapid transit construction was prac-

tically at a standstill. The first subway contract was

awarded on January 15, igoo, and work was be-

gun on March 24th at the City Hall. It was opened
for operation in 1 904 between the Brooklyn Bridge

and 145th Street via Park Row, Elm, Centre, Fourth

Avenue-42nd Street and Broadway and extended

via the Harlem River Tunnel into the Bronx in

1905. The South Ferry extension was opened in

1905, while the Broadway extension to 242nd
Street was completed in 1908. The original East

River Tunnel with connection via Borough Hall

to Atlantic Avenue (Brooklyn) was opened in 1908.

The further extension of subway facilities took

place between 1914 and 1921. New York subway
construction took place in three distinct periods:

from 1904 to 1908; from 1914 to 1921 and from

1929 to 1932. In the first period 100 miles were

built, in the second 260 miles, while the City has

just about completed a separate system which may
or may not be operated by either the I.R.T. or

B.M.T.
The Lower East Side is at present well sup-

plied with transit facilities, and their arrangement
under existing conditions is fairly satisfactory.

Practically all of the area is now within 14 mile

of either a surface street car or bus line, and
within 1/0 mile of a rapid transit station if those

now under construction on the Eighth Avenue
line are included.

Existing transit lines connect more or less di-

rectly with other New York City areas which it is

important to reach easily and quickly. These areas

may, lor the most part, be reached by paying a

single fare.

Subway, Elevated and Surface Transit Lines

Which Connect the Lower East Side

with Other Parts of the City

Adecpiate transit facilities (both rapid and
local) are essential in rebuilding the Lower East

Side. First in assuring direct and easy communi-
cation between the district and other parts of the

city and second in furnishing good circulation

within the district itself.

Rapid Transit Facilities

Rapid transit facilities are of first importance
in the former respect. The area served by the

I.R.T., B.M.T. and City Lines includes all of

Manhattan, a great part of both Brooklyn and
the Bronx and portions of the Borough of Queens;
thus, a large proportion of the City of New York
is directly accessible for a single fare from some
point within or immediately adjacent to the

Lower East Side. Under present conditions many
people from the other boroughs avail themselves

of the opportunity to shop in the low-price market
afforded in the district.

Lines now in operation entering Manhattan
through the Lower East Side include the 14th

Street-Canarsie in East 14th Street; the Canarsie,

Jamaica and Myrtle Avenue lines in Schiff Park-

way; the Sea Beach, West End, Culver and
Brighton Beach lines in Canal Street. The Lex-

ington-Jerome Avenue (I.R.T.) line is in Lafay-

ette Street and Fourth Avenue just west of the

district.

The Eighth Avenue subwav now being built bv
the city passes through the district along East

Houston, Essex, and Rutgers Streets. This new
Eighth Avenue line traverses Manhattan Island
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on the West Side, extends north into the Bronx
and south into the West Flatbush section of

Brooklyn, and via Fulton Street to Queens. A
cross connection between Brooklyn and Queens
is being built parallel to the East River.

Three additional routes proposed in the second

step of the Board of Transportation's compre-

hensive rapid transit plan will pass through the

Lower East Side; one along the New Bowery,

Chrystie, and Second Avenue; another along

Worth Street, East Broadway, and Grand Street;

and the third extending eastward in East Houston
Street from Avenue "A".

An additional fare is now necessary in trans-

ferring between the B.M.T. and the I.R.T. sub-

way systems. The policy governing possible trans-

fer between the City System and the B.M.T. and
I.R.T. is contingent upon the selection of a man-
aging and operating company.

When the Eighth Avenue subway line is placed

in operation the area between the Manhattan
Bridge, the Bowery, Houston Street, and Essex

Street will have a remarkable concentration of

rapid transit facilities, equalled by no other

secondary business area in New York City.

It is convenient to the I.R.T. East Side-Lexing-

ton and Jerome Avenue subway and the B.M.T.

Fourth Avenue-Broadway lines, while the B.M.T.
lines that cross the East River on the Manhattan
and Williamsburg Bridges pass directly through

it. The New Eighth Avenue city subway is on the

east and north boundaries.

The ultimate abandonment and removal of the

Second and Third Avenue elevated lines will

probably require quite a number of years. They
would be replaced by the more desirable subway
in Second Avenue, which from all available in-

formation appears to be the most probable initial

project in the second step of the rapid transit

plan. A high degree of accessibility of rapid transit

to and from the Lower East Side to other parts of

the city seems to be permanently assured.

There is a lack of sufficient cross-town rapid

transit facilities at present in Manhattan south of

14th Street. This is detrimental to the best inter-

ests of the Lower East Side. It is fortunate, there-

fore, that the new Eighth Avenue line on Houston
Street partially supplies this need. Recommenda-
tions for additional cross-town service by rapid

transit and local surface facilities are contained

in the discussion of the Ultimate Comprehensive

Transit Plan (Plate No. 20).

Surface Transit Facilities

A listing and a detailed discussion of the

operating characteristics of surface street cars and
bus lines, are given in the discussion of Plate

No. 18.

The Manhattan lines afford limited local ser-

vice to downtown and uptown Manhattan and to

a greater extent across town to areas on the west

side of the Island.

Two of the Brooklyn lines, the Grand Street-

Brooklyn and Post Office-Brooklyn, operated un-

til January 1932 across the Williamsburg Bridge.

Four other Brooklyn lines, the Ralph-Rockaway,
Reid, Nostrand and Tompkins Avenue, cross the

bridge and terminate in an underground station

at Scruff Parkway and Clinton Street. These lines

afford local service to a wide territory in Brooklyn,

extending from Nostrand Avenue on the west to

Rockaway Parkway on the east and southward to

Canarsie Depot at Hegeman Avenue and to Flat-

bush Avenue at Glenwood Road.

There are eleven other Brooklyn street car lines

whic h cross the Brooklyn Bridge and terminate at

Park Row. These are directly accessible from the

lower or southern poi tion of the Lower East Side.

Muse lines are the Graham Avenue, Flushing

Avenue, Court Street, Greene and Gates Avenue,
Putnam Avenue, Flatbush Avenue, Bergen Street,

Park Row-Crosstown, DeKalb Avenue, Myrtle

Avenue, and Smith Street.

East of Flatbush Avenue these lines provide

sci vice in an cast-west direction over a wide area

in the north and east parts of Brooklyn. In addi-

tion, three of them serve the area between Pros-

pect Park and the Upper Bay and two extend

northeast from the bridge to Long Island City.
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1

ADEQUACY OF RAPID TRANSIT
FACILITIES

Plate X umber Seventeen

The rapid transit facilities within and adjacent

to the district shown on Plate No. 17 consist of:

(a) Existing subway lines and stations.

(b) Existing elevated railway lines and stations.

(c) Subway lines and stations under construc-

tion.

(d) Subway lines proposed under second step in

rapid transit development.

Existing Subway Lines and Stations

B.M.T.-14th Street-Eastern

This line is located in East 14th Street along

the northern boundary of the district. It extends

eastward under the East River to a connection

with the Myrtle Avenue line and thence to Canar-

sie in Brooklyn; on the west it extends to Sixth

Avenue in Manhattan. A connection to Eighth

Avenue is now being made. Stations serving the

Lower East Side are located at East 14th and First

Avenue. East 14th and Third Avenue and a free

transfer station with the Broadway-B.M.T. lines

at Union Square. The line, therefore, affords ser-

vice from the northeast part of Brooklyn to the

district and by free transfer at Union Square to

the Wall Street and 42nd Street centers via the

B.M.T. Broadway subway.

B.M.T. Broadway and Brooklyn Elevated Route

This route enters the Lower East Side across

the Williamsburg Bridge from Brooklyn. The
Jamaica. Canarsie and Ridgewood lines use it.

It passes through the district in a subway via

Schiff Parkway and turns southward down Centre

Street to Chambers Street. Stations located within

the district are at Essex Street with entrances at

Essex and Suffolk Streets, and the Bowery with

entrances each side of the Bowery on Schiff Park-

way and Kenmare Street. The Canal and Cham-
bers Street Stations are immediately west of the

district. This line provides a direct elevated route

from the Bridge Plaza in Brooklyn to the Broad-

way and Canarsie sections of Brooklvn and the

Jamaica and Liberty Avenues sections of Queens.
Free transfer to the 34th, 42nd and Wall Street

sections of Manhattan is provided at Canal Street.

B.M.T. Manhattan Bridge Route

The route crosses the Manhattan Bridge from

Brooklyn and then follows Canal Street and turns

north on Broadway to 57th Street, Manhattan,

and Queens Plaza, Queens. Free transfer for the

Broadway (Brooklyn) and Wall Street centers are

provided at Canal Street. Lines using this route

are the West End, Brighton Beach, Culver Line,

and the Sea Beach Express lines.* There are no
stations within the district itself, the Canal Street

station with entrances at Centre and Lafayette is

within a few minutes' walk of a considerable area

in the southwestern part of the district.

Service is provided directly between the Lower
East Side and all of the south and west parts of

Brooklyn and also the 14th, 23rd, 34th, and 42nd

uptown centers. Service to downtown Manhattan

—Wall Street— is provided by free transfer at 14th

and Canal Streets.

B.M.T. Broadway Subway

This route is located in Broadway and is an

integral part of the Canal Street-Williamsburg

Bridge Route. The express service on the West
End, Sea Beach and Brighton lines go through

the district, whereas the local lines continue south

on Broadway, Church and Trinity Place, to the

Wall Street area and thence through the tunnel

to Brooklyn. It is sufficiently close to be within a

lew minutes' walk of the western part of the area.

The stations at Union Square, Eighth Street,

Prince Street, and Canal Street beyond doubt are

used to some extent by passengers to and from

the district.

This route provides service from Queens Plaza,

Queens, and 57th Street, Manhattan, to all parts

of the Island south of 57th Street and also di-

rectly to all central, western and southern parts

of Brooklvn, serving Park Slope, Flatbush, Bay-

ridge, Bath Beach, Coney Island and intermediate

sections.

LR.T. East Side Subway

This route (Lexington and Jerome Avenues)

does not pass through the Lower East Side but is

*The Brighton Beach and Fourth Avenue locals also stop

at Canal Street but at a separate station, two blocks west of

Lafayette and Canal. The Culver line also uses the Manhattan
Bridge, Canal Street, but turns south on Centre Street with
its first stop at Chambers Street.
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located in Lafayette Street and Fourth Avenue
just west of the district. The stations at 14th

Street, Astor Place, Bleecker Street, Spring Street,

and Canal Street are convenient to the westerly

part of the district.

This route traverses the entire length of Man-
hattan Island with extensions north to Wood-
lawn, 180th Street, Bronx Parkway, Pelham Bay
Parkway, Hunts Point and 242nd Street in the

Bronx and via the East Side-Lexington Avenue
tunnel to Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, where free

transfer can be made to the other I.R.T. Brooklyn

subway lines to New Lots Avenue and Flatbush

Avenue.

Existing Elevated Railway Lines and Stations

Second Avenue Line

After entering the district from the north on
KiiM Avenue, this route extends southward on
First Avenue, Allen Street, Division Street, and

EAST HOUSTON STREE1 WIDENING—WES1 I ROM
LUDLOW STREET

Park Row to City Hal] and from Chatham Square

via New Bower) and Pearl Street i<> South Ferry.

Stations serving the district are located at East

14th Street, St. Marks Place, Fast First Street,

Rivington Street, Grand Street, Canal Street,

Chatham Square, Franklin Square and Cit\ Flail.

This elevated line affords service from South

Ferry and City Hall to 125th Street and Bronx
Park, to Astoria and Corona in Queens. Express

service is provided alternately din ing rush hours

to Freeman Street (Bronx) via subway and to

Bronx Park via Third Avenue line. Express sen ic e

to Astoria and Corona is operated from South

Ferry during rush hours and from City Hall dur-

ing non-rush hours.

Third Avenue Line

This route is on Third Avenue and extends

along the westerly border of the area on the

Bowery, one branch via Park Row to City Hall

and the other from Chatham Square via New
Bowery and Pearl Street to South Ferry. Stations

within or adjacent to the Lower East Side are

located at East 14th Street, East Ninth Street,

/

WIDENING OF ESSEX STREET—NORTH FROM
SCHIFF PARKWAY

Houston Street, Grand Street, Canal Street,

Chatham Square, City Hall and Franklin Square.

The route also traverses the full length of Man-
hattan Island with connections via Second Avenue
elevated and Lexington Avenue subway to 129th

Street, Gun Hill Road and White Plains.

Brooklyn Bridge Lines

Five elevated railway lines from Brooklyn cross

the Brooklyn Bridge and terminate at the City

Hall Station at Park Row and Nassau Street. This
station can be reached In a lew minutes' walk from
tlu southern part of the area.

These lines. in< hiding the free transfers possible

at certain stations to other elevated lines and the

B.-M.-T. suhwa\ system, provide service over a

wide area in Brooklyn.The destinations of various

lines are Stillwell Avenue, Metropolitan Avenue
(Queens), Lefferts Avenue, Prospect Park, Wood
Haven Boulevard, 168th (Queens) and 65th Street

in Bay Ridge (Brooklyn).

Subway Lines and Stations Under Construction

The new Eighth Avenue subway located in East
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Houston, Essex and Rutgers Streets when opened

will provide serv ice from 203rd Street in the Bronx

to Ditmas Avenue and Rockaway Avenue in

Brooklyn and Hillside and 168th Street, Queens,

traversing the west part of Manhattan Island

north of Houston Street and coming across town

on Houston Street to Essex Street, thence to

Brooklvn via the Rutgers-Jay Street tunnel. Other

branches of this new subway are being constructed

in Brooklvn and Queens, on Roebling, Fulton,

and Queens Boulevard. Stations which will direct-

ly serve the area are being constructed on Rutgers

between Canal and Madison, on Essex between

Broome and Rivington, on Houston between First

and Second Avenues, and on Houston between

Mulberry and Broadway.

These stations where located at points of inter-

section with existing or proposed future subways

will prov ide joint stations for both lines. Thev are

well located to improve the rapid transit service

for the district.

Subicay Lines Proposed Under Second Step in

Rapid Transit Development

The proposed subway lines included in the

Board of Transportation's comprehensive plan as

the second step in its development are as follows:

Second Avenue Subway
This route is proposed to extend from the Wall

Street financial center northward on Pearl or

Water Street, New Bowerv, Ghrystie Street, and
Second Av enue to the northern end of Manhattan
and into the Bronx connecting to the White Plains

Road and Pelham Bay lines. It will pass through

the entire westerly part of the Lower East Side.

The route length in Manhattan will be 7.89 miles;

there will be 37.52 miles of track: and the esti-

mated cost is $98,900,000. Station locations have
not been determined but should probably be lo-

cated at Chatham Square, Canal Street, Schiff

Parkway, Houston, East 7th and 14th Streets.

Houston Street Line

This route will be an extension of that part of

the Eighth Avenue subway in Houston Street east-

ward via a new tunnel to South 4th Street in

Brooklyn. The part of the route in Manhattan
will be 0.93 mile in length, containing 1.86 miles

of track, and is estimated to cost $7,900,000. Sta-

tion locations are undetermined but there should

be at least one and possibly two between Essex

Street and the East River.

This, by connection to the Eighth Avenue line,

will provide service to western Manhattan and the

Bronx. In Brooklvn it is projected south on or in

the vicinity of Utica Avenue to Flatbush Avenue.

Worth Street, East Broadway and Grand Street

Line

This route is proposed to extend from a connec-

tion with that part of the new Eighth Avenue sub-

way in Church Street eastward in Worth, East

Broadway, and Grand Street to the East River

thence to Broadway (Brooklyn) via a tunnel. In

Manhattan the route will be 1.95 miles long, con-

tain 3.9 miles of track, and will cost $13,300,000.

Stations are not determined but should probably

be located at Chatham Square, Rutgers, and East

Grand and Columbia Streets.

This will be an alternate by pass or loop con-

nection to the East Houston Street route as well as

affording access for the new city system to lower

Manhattan. It will ultimately extend under the

East River to a connection with the Utica Avenue
route at Roebling Street, Brooklvn.

Except for the suggested Manhattan loop line

the above existing rapid transit lines, lines under

construction, and the lines included in the Board
of Transportation's proposed second step of their

comprehensive rapid transit plan, should provide

adequate service for the Lower East Side.

All of the area and population that is further

than 14 mile from a rapid transit station has been

separately indicated on the accompanying plan

(Plate No. 17).
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PRESENT STREET CAR AND BUS ROUTES
Plate Number Eighteen

The surface transit lines serving the Lower East

Side, both street car and bus, are shown on Plate

No. 18. These lines afford direct service to many
parts of New York City and, through connections

with other lines, to other parts of New York City.

Local transit service is available within one-

quarter mile, or a five-minute walk, from practi-

cally all parts of the district. These local surface

lines are not all as direct as is desirable nor ar-

ranged to the best advantage for efficient service.

A brief description of the routing and operating

characteristics of the various lines shown on the

opposite plate follows:

STREET CARS
"A"— 14th Street Crosstown

Route: From the ferry at the foot of West 23rd

Street on 11th Avenue to 14th Street, thence east

to Avenue "A," to Schiff Parkway, to Clinton

Street, to Avenue "B," to 14th Street, thence to

West 23rd Street ferry as above.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

lime Point Max. Hour Trips way
E. at 3rd Avenue 5.50 to 6:30 p.m. 60 1 min.

Passengers Carried 1930
Total Passengers 19,019,086

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Day

3.303 min. 63 50

"B "—Avenue "B" Line

Route: From 14th Street and First Avenue on
14th Street to Avenue "B," to 2nd Street, to Essex

Street, to Rutgers Street, to East Broadway, to

Park Row, to Post Office Loop. Return route from
Post Office to Park Row, to East Broadway, to

Clinton Street, to Avenue "B," to 14th Street, to

First Avenue.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way
N. at Broome St. 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. 12 5 min.

Passengers Carried 1030

Total Passengers 2,828.971

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Day

2.430 30 28

"C"— 8th Street Crosstown

Route: From Christopher Street ferry on West
to Christopher, to Greenwich Avenue, to 8th

Street, to Avenue "A," to 10th Street, to East

River. Return from East River on 10th Street, to

Avenue "A" to 9th Street, to Stuyvesant Street, to

Fourth Avenue, to 8th Street, to Greenwich Ave-

nue, to Christopher, to West Street, to ferry.

Tune Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way

3 min.

F. at Astor Place 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. 16 45 sec.

Passengers Carried 1930
Total Passengers 3,257,046

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

I -ength of Route at One Time Cars Per Day
2.280 15 12

"D"—Grand Street Crosstown

Route: From Desbrosses Street ferry on Des-

brosses to Greenwich, to Vestry, to Canal, to Sulli-

van, to Grand, to East River. Return same route.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way
6 min.

W. at Essex Street 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. 9 40 sec.

Passengers Carried 1930

*Total Passengers 1,327,568

Route Le)igth—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Day
1.360 19 16

* Includes Grand Street, Brooklyn, Line.

"G"— First Avenue Line

Route: From 125th Street and First Avenue on
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First Avenue to 59th Street, to Second Avenue, to

10th Street. Return same route.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way

4 min.

S. below 10th St. 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. 13 37 sec.

Passengers Carried 1930

Total Passengers 5,181,209

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Cars

Length of Route Operated at One Time
12.340 30

"H"—Second Avenue Line

Route: From 129th Street and Second Avenue
on Second Avenue to Chrystie, to Grand Street, to

Bowery, to Worth Street, to Broadway. Return

from Broadway on Worth Street, to Bowery, to

Grand, to Forsyth, to Houston, to Second Avenue,

to 129th Street.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headwa\
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way
N. below 10th St. 4:45 to 5:45 p.m. 15 4 min.

Note: 5:00 to 9:00 a.m. one car from 10th to

Worth and Broadway—20 min. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00

p.m. two cars at 12 min. to Houston Street.

Passengers Carried 1930

Total Passengers 6,959,636

Route Letigth—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Cars

Length of Route Operated at One Time
15.450 36

"I"—Third Avenue Line

Route: 125th and Third Avenue on Third Ave-

nue to Bowery, 10 Park Row. to Post Office Loop.

Return same route.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headieay

No.
l ime Point Max. Hour Trips Headway
Post Office 7:20 to 8:20 a.m. 16 3 min. 45 sec.

Passengers Carried 1030

Total Passengers 26,731,559

Route Lengtli—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average
Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Day
12.260 97 86

"J"— Fourth Avenue-Madison Avenue

Route: 135th and Madison Avenue on Madison
to 42nd Street, to Park Avenue, to Fourth Avenue,
to Bowerv, to Broome, to Centre, to Park Row, to

Post Office Loop. On the return trip Grand Street

is used in place of Broome Street, otherwise the

route is the same as above.

Time Point—Mux. Hour—Headway
Time Point Max. Hour No. Trips Headway
8th Street 4:51 105:51 p.m. 30 2 min.

Note: 3 cars 7:30 a.m. to 6:33 p.m. on 20 min.

headway between Post Office and 8th Street

(Shuttle).

Passengers Carried 1030

Total Passengers 14,820,644

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Dav

(8.327) (to 8th St.) 75 60

"K"—Broadway—Seventh Avenue

Route: Seventh Avenue and 59th Street on Sev-

enth Avenue 10 Broadway, to State, to South
lii l \

. Retui ning, the route is via Whitehall Street

instead of State Street; otherwise it is the same as

above.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way
2 min.

S. below 14th St. 5:30106:30 p.m. 24 30 sec.

Passengers Carried 1030

Total Passengers 16,236,083

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Day
60 46

"L"—Seventh Avenue—Delancey Street

Route: Seventh Avenue and 59th Street on Sev-

enth A\enue to Greenwich Avenue, to 8th Street,

to Avenue "A." to Essex Street, to Delancey Street,

to Clinton, to Avenue "B," to E. 2nd Street, to

Avenue "A," to 9th Street, to Stuyvesant Place, to

8th Street, to Greenwich Avenue, to Seventh Ave-

nue, to 59th Street.

Note: Operates to Lower East Side during rush

hour only.
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Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way

N. at Astor Place 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. 30 2 min.

Passengers Carried 1930

Total Passengers 3,918,706

Route Length—Cars Operated

Max. No. of Average

Cars Operated Max. No. of

Length of Route at One Time Cars Per Day

4-363 48 33

BUSES
1. B— 15—Manhattan Bridge

Route: Baxter and Canal to Fulton and Flat-

bush Avenue Extension, Brooklyn, via Manhattan
Bridge.

Time Point—Max. Hour—Headway
No. Head-

Time Point Max. Hour Trips way

4 min.

Baxter and Canal 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. 13 37 sec.

Passengers Carried 1930

Total Passengers 4,712,181

2. Madison and Chambers Streets

Route: From Delancey and East Streets on East

to Grand, to Madison, to New Chambers, to

Chambers, to West. Return from West to Cham-
bers, to New Chambers, to Madison, to Grand, to

Tompkins, to Delancey, to East Street.

Max. Hour—Headway
Max. Hour Headway No. of Trips

7:12 to 8:36 a.m. 1 min. 30 sec. 40

Passengers Carried 1930

Total passengers about 8,000,000

Buses Used
No. of Buses 32

3. Spring-Delancey Streets

Route: From Delancey and East Streets on De-

lancey, to Bowery, to Spring, to West Broadway, to

Watt Street, to West, to Desbrosses Street Ferry.

Returning same route. West bound buses use

the north roadway on Schiff Parkway (Delancey

Street) and east bound the south roadway to Pitt

Street.

Max. Hour—Headway
Max. Hour Headway No. of Trips

7:30 to 8:30 a.m. 1 min. 30 sec. 40

Passengers Carried 1030

Total Passengers about 3,500,000

Buses Used
No. of Buses 20

4. Avenue "C"
Route: From First Avenue and E. 26th Street

on First Avenue to East 24th Street, to Marginal

Way, toAvenue "C," toE. Houston Street, to West

Houston Street, to Washington Street, to Watt
Street, to West Street, to Desbrosses Street Ferry.

Return from Desbrosses Street Ferry to Watt
Street, to Greenwich Street, to Charlton Street, to

Prince Street, to Bowery, to Stanton Street, to Pitt

Street, to Avenue "C," to Marginal Way, to E. 24th

Street, to First Avenue, to E. 26th Street.

Max. Hour—Headway
Max. Hour Headway No. of Trips

6:30 to 9:00 a.m. 7 min. 30 sec. 8

Passengers Carried 1930

Total Passengers about 1,500,000

Buses Used

No. of Buses 10

STREET CAR LINES ON WILLIAMSBURG
BRIDGE

In addition to the foregoing lines which afford

service principally within the Borough of Man-
hattan, there are four of the Brooklyn street car

lines which cross the Williamsburg Bridge and
terminate in the underground station at Schiff

Parkway and Clinton Street. The lines include:

Ralph-Rockaway
Reid
Nostrand

Tompkins

STREET CAR LINES ON BROOKLYN
BRIDGE

There are also eleven of the Brooklyn car lines

which cross the Brooklyn Bridge and terminate at

Park Row. They are:

1. Graham Avenue
2. Flushing Avenue

3. Court Street

4. Greene and Gates Avenue
5. Putnam Avenue
6. Flatbush Avenue

7. Bergen Street

8. Crosstown-Park Row
9. DeKalb Avenue

10. Myrtle Avenue
1 1. Smith Street
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RELATIVE VOLUME OF CAR AND BUS
FLOW DURING MAXIMUM HOUR

Plate Number Nineteen

The relative volume of street car and bus flow

on each surface line during the maximum hour is

of as much importance as the delineation of the

present routing and area served. The opposite

plate (Plate No. 19) was prepared from data as-

sembled by the State Transit Commission and

shows the maximum hourly car and bus flow on

the various lines. This maximum hourly flow does

not occur simultaneously on all lines but is found

sometimes in the morning and in other instances

during the evening rush hours. This plate shows

the maximum volume of movement on each line

irrespective of the time within which the flow

occurred.

The high riding habit of patrons of the 14th

Street Crosstown line is reflected in the volume of

rush hour service on Avenue "A" between E. 2nd

Street to St. Marks Place, the total number of cars

operated at this point exceeding any other point

in the district. Other lines affording frequent rush-

hour service are the two bus lines operated by the

Department of Plant and Structures, the Madison-

Chambers and the Spring-Delancey lines.

Frequent service is provided on the Bowery
where the four-track arrangement accommodates
the Third Avenue and Fourth Avenue-Madison
lines between East 4th Street and Broome Street.

Although the Third Avenue line carries the greater

number of passengers, the 4th Avenue-Madison

rush-hour sen ice is the most frequent. The time

and number of cars or buses scheduled during the

maximum hour on each line are shown in the

accompanying table.

Table No. 9
TIME OF OCCURRENCE AND MAXIMUM
CAR OR BUS FLOW ON VARIOUS LINES

Lower East Side New York City

No. Cars

Line Time per Hour
/. Street Cars

A -14th St.-Crosstown 5:50 to 6:50 p.m. 60

B--Avenue "B" 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. 12

C -8th St.-Crosstown 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. 16

1) -Grand St.-Crosstown 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. 9
E -Grand St.-Brooklyn 5:30 106:30 p.m. 17

F -Post Office-Brooklyn 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. 1

1

G -1st Avenue 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. !3

H —2nd Avenue 4:45 to 5:45 p.m. l5
I -3rd Avenue 7:20 to 8:20 a.m. 16

J -4th Avenue-Madison 4:51 to 5:51 p.m. 30

K —Broadway-jth Ave. 5:30 106:30 p.m. 24

L -7th Ave.-Delancey 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. 30

// Buses

-Manhattan Bridge 7:00 to 6:00 p.m. !3

2—-Madison-Chambers 7:12 to 8:12 p.m. 40
3--Spring-DelaiHev 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. 40
4"-Avenue "C" 6:30 to 9:00 a.m. 8
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PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE
TRANSIT PLAN

Plate Number Twenty

Subway construction has resulted in the widen-

ing of certain major streets, i.e., East Houston,

Essex, and Rutgers Streets. Others have been

widened for purposes of traffic relief, such as Chrys-

tie, Forsyth and Allen Streets. It is, therefore, rea-

sonable to anticipate that the transit facilities on

these widened streets might be adjusted at an early

date, whereas other parts of the plan must be held

in abeyance until certain street widenings are

realized.

Plate No. 20 shows the recommended arrange-

ment of future surface transit facilities coordi-

nated with the thoroughfare plan and ultimate

rapid transit plan. It consists of rearrangements of

existing street car and bus routes and the establish-

ment of additional routes within and immediately

adjacent to the district, designed to afford direct

surface routes to the Wall Street and uptown busi-

ness centers from all parts of the Lower East Side,

and further to improve the local transit movement
within the district itself.

The Second Avenue, Avenue "B," and East

Eighth Street Crosstown street car lines have been

approved by the Board of Transportation for

abandonment; the service is to be replaced on
these lines by buses. The Madison-Chambers and
Spring-Delancey bus routes have been approved

for new franchises. The Avenue "C" bus line has

not been approved, the Board expressing the opin-

ion that it should be abandoned. The continua-

tion of the line appears to be justified, provided it

is changed as recommended. These changes have

all been considered in preparing the Comprehen-
sive Transit Plan.

The design of the transit system was based on
three fundamental requirements, viz:

1. The proposed predominating multiple-fam-

ily dwelling character of the district requires

convenient, direct, and efficient service to the

various business centers on Manhattan
Island.

2. The Lower East Side must be conveniently

accessible to other parts of Manhattan Island

and the Greater City.

3. Direct, convenient and efficient transporta-

tion of passengers throughout all of the dis-

trict itself must be provided for.

The routes which are needed to provide for

these requirements are as follows:

"A"
14th Street Crosstown Line

This line was well patronized in 1930, having

carried a total of 19,019,086 passengers. While
there are no records available as to the distribu-

tion of this traffic along the line, field observation

indicates that a large percentage of the riding is

within and to and from the district. The riding

characteristics now found will change consider-

ably with reconstruction of all or any large part of

the Lower East Side. It is considered, however,

that the routing and service should be substan-

tially as at present, and the recommended route is

as follows:

From the ferry at the foot of W. 23rd Street on
1 ith Avenue to 14th Street, thence east to Ave-

nue "A," to Essex, to Grand, to Clinton, to

Hester, to Essex, thence north on Essex and re-

turn to ferry by the same route.

The following factors led to this recommen-
dation:

(a) Route is preserved substantially as at present.

(b) Car tracks may be removed from Clinton

Street and Avenue "B," facilitating vehicu-

lar movement on Schiff Parkway at and
adjacent to the Williamsburg Bridge Plaza.

The present objectionable loop routing at

Schiff Parkway, with the attendant left turns,

is removed.

(c) Convenient transfer points are provided at

Houston Street, Schiff Parkway, and Grand
Street.

(d) North-south local vehicular traffic within

and through the central part of the district is

facilitated.

(e) The new routing affords a transfer point

with the proposed subway in East Broadway.

"B"
Avenue "B" Line

The Board of Transportation has approved the

substitution of a bus line for this street car line.

The route recommended for this line is as follows:

From First Avenue and East 26th Street on
First Avenue to East 24th, to Marginal Way, to
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Avenue "B," to Clinton Street, to East Broad-

way, to Park Row, to Post Office. Return bv the

same route.

Although this is slightly different from the

recommendation of the Board of Transportation,

the advantages gained by this change are as

follows:

(a) Existing car H acks arc removed from Avenue
"B" and Clinton Street, facilitating vehicu-

lar traffic movement on Schifl Parkway.

(b) Elimination of existing turns which cause

interference with \ chic ular traffic movement.

(c) The new bus routing provides for service

essentially in a north-south direction, the ex-

tension northward from 14th Street replac-

ing the present northerly end of the Avenue

"C" bus line. The result will be increased

convenience for present Avenue "C" line

passengers desiring to continue southward,

eliminating the present transfer. This rout-

ing should in< lease volume of riding, since it

replaces boil) the Avenue "IV street car and

Avenue "C" bus lines.

(d) It may be found desirable to extend this

route 10 jL'iid Street to avoid transfei to

Second Avenue elevated at 23rd Street. This

can be tried as .111 experiment after the line

is placed in operation to 23rd Street.

"C"
Sih Street Crosstown

This cai line has also been approved bv the

Board of Transportation for replacement by buses.

Inasmuch as the thoroughfare plan proposes the

use ol East 10th Street as .1 secondary cross-town

traffic thoroughfare, the bus line has been routed

over it from the East River to Stuyvesant Street,

thence to East 8th Street as at present.

The route recommended lor this bus line would

be as follows:

From Christophei Street ferry on West Street

io Christopher, to Greenwich Avenue. 10 8th

Street, i<> Stuyvesant Street, to East 10th Street,

10 1 iver. Return same route.

I he advantages of the c hange are as follows:

(a) The route is more direct, and eliminates

many unnecessary turns.

(b) Route will serve the same area as at present.

(c) Transfer to car lines on Avenue "A" and 2nd

Avenue will be more convenient.

(d) Movement will be on a secondary traffic

thoroughfare and removed from local resi-

dential streets.

"D"
GRAND STREET CROSS-TOWN

The Grand Street Cross-town line is retained as

at present.

"E"
First Avenue Line

This is a well patronized line at present, but no
great amount of its traffic can be attributed to the

Lower East Side. The retention of the present

routing will afford fairly direct service to the mid-

Manhattan area between East 14th and 42nd
Streets. Coordination with the Avenue "D"-
Cherry bus line and the 8th Street Cross-town bus

as well as the 14th Street Cross-town at the various

points of intersection is recommended.

"F"
Sec ond Avenue Line

It is recommended that this line be changed

from a street ( at to a bus as approved bv the Board

ol Transportation. At the present time its route

through the 1 1 is 1 rit t is eliice t, but there are objec-

tionable turning movements on Chrystie and

Forsyth Streets at both Houston and Grand Streets.

I he route reo >mmended lor the bus is as follows:

From iL'(|ili Street and Second Avenue, on

Second Avenue, to Chrystie, 10 Grand, to Bow-

ery, to Worth, to Broadway. Return same route.

The principal change in the bus route as com-

pared to the present route of the street car line is

us removal from Forsyth Street.

I Ins is a well used line and the riding habit in

the section ol the distiict now served justifies its

retention. Even alter the construction of the pro-

posed Second Avenue Subway, it should probably

Ik retained to afford a short haul surface facility.

"G"
I hird Avenue Line

This is the most intensely used surface line of

any that pass through or is adjacent to the lower

East Side. The entire westerly boundary ol the dis-

trict on the Bowery and Third Avenue from Bay-

aid on the south to East 14th Street on the north

is traversed bv this line.

Because ol its location one block nearer to the

center of Manhattan Island it canies over 26 mil-

lion passengers per year as compared to about 7

million found on the Second Avenue line.

The Third Avenue line is recommended to be

retained as now routed, although it is hoped that

the company will be able to replace the present

equipment with more comfortable, modern cars.
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"H"
Fourth Avenue-Madison Line

With the exception of that part of this route

on Broome and Centre Streets, it follows the west-

erly edge of the district along the Bowery. While
probably not as important a surface facility for

the Lower East Side as the Third Avenue line,

the passengers carried last year amounted to

nearly 15 million, which indicates that it should

be retained.

There has been recent agitation by the property

owners on both Fourth Avenue and Madison Ave-

nue for the replacement of this street car line by

buses. This change would afford somewhat better

service for patrons from the district and should

not be discouraged. No change is recommended
in the present routing.

"I"

Broadway-Seventh Avenue Line

This line is so far removed from the district that

its value as a direct means of surface transporta-

tion is questionable. It has an indirect bearing on
the transit situation as a transfer point for the vari-

ous cross-town lines connecting it with the district.

It is well patronized, having carried over 16 mil-

lion passengers last year and probably should be

retained as now routed.

"J"
Seventh Avenue-Delancey Street Line

Since it is desirable that the street car tracks be
removed from St. Marks Place and East 9th Street,

and since the riding on this rush-hour line is quite

limited, it is recommended that this service be dis-

continued. Ample cross-town service is provided
on East 14th Street, East 10th Street, and East

Houston Street to care for this movement.

"K"
B-15 Manhattan Bridge

The riding to and from the south-western part

of the district across the Manhattan Bridge on
this bus line is quite heavy, nearly 5 million pas-

sengers having been carried last year. This is

true although the line is short and there are feu-

feeder surface lines tributary to either end of the

bus line.

Field observation discloses heavy riding from
Brooklyn to the Bowery at Canal Street in the eve-

ning, and full seating capacity loading of buses

during most of the day.

The line is recommended to be retained and no
change in routing is suggested.

"L"
Madison-Chambers

This is the most heavily used bus line operating

to or within the district, having carried 8 million

passengers last year. No distribution of riding

along the line is available, but from field observa-

tion it appears that over 50 per cent of the pas-

sengers are picked up or discharged within the

district.

Certain changes in routing appear desirable.

The recommended routing and the reasons for

making changes are discussed below.

Route

From West and Chambers Streets on Cham-
bers to New Chambers, to Cherry, to Jackson, to

Grand, to Columbia, to Avenue "D," to 14th

Street, to Second Avenue. Return same route.

Alternate buses to operate to the Wall Street

center as follows: From New Chambers and
Cherry on Cherry to Pearl, to Wall Street, to

Water Street, to Dover, to Pearl, to Cherry, to

New Chambers.
Reasons for the changes recommended are as

follows:

(a) Relocation of the line on Cherry Street and
Avenue "D" improves the distribution of

facilities by reducing overlapping service

areas.

(b) Under the present routing, it is difficult to

reach the central and northern part of the

district from the area between the East River

and East Broadway. Extending the line

northward in Avenue "D" provides for bet-

ter communication within the district and
connection with cross-tow n service on Grand,

Delancey, Houston and East 8th Street.

Turning eastward on 14th Street it connects

the northern with the southern part of the

district, as well as creating transfer points for

the line at Avenue "B," and 2nd Avenue.

(c) Avenue "D" was selected as the northerly

extension of the route because it will pro-

vide a better distribution of facilities than if

Avenue "C" were used, and further because

Avenue "D" is recommended as a secondary

thoroughfare.

(d) Providing for the operation of alternate

buses to Wall Street affords direct surface

line communication to and from the Wall
Street financial center by a bus line which is

convenient to a large part of the district.
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"M"
Spring-Delancey

This line is recommended to be retained with

only a minor adjustment in routing. After the

widening of Kenmare Street has been carried out

the route should be changed so as to operate west-

ward on Spring and eastward on Broome, the turns

from and into Kenmare Street being made at Mul-

berry Street instead of at the Bowery as at present.

There will always be a heavy traffic movement on
both the Bowery and Kenmare Street, and turn-

ing movements here shoidd be avoided as much
as possible.

"N"
Avenue "C"

This is the bus route which is recommended to

be discontinued by the Board of Transportation.

Only part of the line extending northward from

Houston Street is here recommended to be aban-

doned. Cross-town service on Houston Street after

the street has been widened to the East River will

be needed.

That part of the line extending northward
which is abandoned is replaced under the plan by

the extension of the Avenue "B" bus line and that

part of the Cherry Street line in Avenue "D."

The present 8th Street Cross-town car line and
the Spring-Delancey bus line each carry about 3I/2

million people per year. The former reaches the

Christopher Street ferry and the latter the Des-

brosses Street ferry. These lines are over l/G mile

apart through the district. The Avenue "C" line

carried i]/2 million passengers last year. Its west-

ward terminus is also the Desbrosses Street ferry.

"O"
Bus Line on W illiamsburg Bridge

The removal of all of the car lines from the

Williamsburg Bridge has been previously referred

to. The vehicular traffic over this bridge shows an

increase for the year 1930 above 1929, while that

on the Manhattan and Brooklyn Bridges dec lined.

The number of cars and the number of passengers

carried in cars in 1930 was less than 1929 lor both

the Williamsburg and Manhattan Bridges. During
the same period the number of cars increased

while the number of passengers decreased on the

Brooklvn Bridge.

Field observation shows that there is congestion

on the Williamsburg Bridge on the vehicular

roadways, while the space occupied by street car

tracks is idle a large part of the time.

Elimination of traffic congestion will be of direct

benefit to the district. The major and secondary

thoroughfare plan (Plate 10) recommends certain

readjustments for facilitating through movement
to and from the bridges.

The relation of vehicular traffic movement to

this bridge is discussed in greater detail in Part 1,

Plate 8. Surface and rapid transit cars now carry

about three times as many people as do the pas-

senger and commercial vehicles using the bridge.

Removing the street car tracks must be accom-

panied by providing equivalent or superior serv-

ice; it is essential that the bridge be utilized to the

best advantage. This is not being done when the

street car lanes are idle and the roadways over-

crowded.

It is, therefore, recommended that buses be sub-

stituted across the bridge in place of the present

surface street cars. The two lanes now being used

for streets cars should be used for vehicular move-
ment and necessary adjustments made in the street

arrangement of the approaches to facilitate the

new traffic movements.

At the Manhattan end the buses would turn on
the surface at the Essex Street intersection. The
present east-bound roadway would become the

commercial lane and the high speed lane would
pass under Clinton Street, utilizing the under-

ground terminal as an approach, the ramp leading

to it beginning near Allen Street; west-bound

buses would use the northerly or commercial lane.

The high speed through traffic would be cared for

on the present northerly street car lane which

would be elevated to pass over Clinton Street.

The Brooklyn lines now crossing the bridge,

Ralph-Rockaway, Reid, Nostrand and Tompkins,
would terminate at the Brooklvn street car termi-

nal, transferring Manhattan passengers to the

bridge buses.

No change is recommended in the eleven Brook-

lyn car lines now crossing the Brooklyn Bridge.

Possible Subway Loop on Manhattan Island

W hile no definite recommendations are made
in this plan for changes in the Board of Transpor-

tation's comprehensive rapid transit plan, it is

suggested that at such time as that part of the sec-

ond step which includes the subway in Pearl,

Chi \ st ie Streets, and Second Avenue is construe ted.

a loop route should be created which would con-

nect the downtown, mid-Manhattan, and uptown
business centers with the future extensive mul tiple-

dwelling areas along the east and possibly west

sides of the island.

Such a loop might be operated through the

I. R. T. subway in Seventh Avenue, the 42nd
Street cross-town route, the proposed Second Ave-
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nue—Chi ystie—Pearl Street subway to Fulton

Street, and thence westward to the Seventh Ave-

nue line. The uptown cross-town movement could

also be made either in 53rd Street or 61st Street,

both of which will ultimately have cross-town

subways.

While the comprehensive transit plan here pre-

sented supplies the surface facilities required for

local movement within the district and to adjacent

business areas on Manhattan Island, the rapid

transit lines also afford transportation to the finan-

cial center, the uptown commercial centers and
across town on 14th and Houston Street. There
will be need for a wider distribution of passengers

from the close-in dwelling areas to all of that part

of Manhattan below 59th Street. Some such loop
line operation as suggested above would supply

this need to a large extent.

Such a plan would involve joint use of facilities

now operated by separate companies, but this

might be arranged even if no general unification

plan has been agreed upon by that time.

Comparison of Present Transit Facilities with

Proposed Comprehensive Plan

In a general way the arrangement of the transit

facilities serving the Lower East Side is similar to

that of Manhattan as a whole. The principal lines

extend in a north-south direction, with the secon-

dary or feeder lines across the island.

At the present time all of the avenues north of

Houston Street from Third Avenue to Avenue "C"
contain transit facilities in one form or another.
This is unnecessary from the standpoint of general
traffic movement and undesirable from the stand-

point of reconstruction by neighborhood units.

The proposed plan recommends the ultimate re-

moval of the Second Avenue elevated line from
First Avenue, the car tracks from Second Ave-

nue and Avenue "B," and the bus line from Ave-

nue "C." While car lines would remain on Third
Avenue and the Bowery and on Avenue "A," the

remaining avenues would be either entirely free

of transit lines or would have bus operation with

consequent improvement in traffic movement. In

addition, except for Avenue "A," Essex and
Hester Streets, and Cherry Street, transit lines

would be concentrated on major and secondary

thoroughfares. Under the plan, the surface lines

which would extend northward beyond 14th

Street would be the new Avenue "B" bus line

extending to 26th Street or beyond if required,

the First Avenue car line, the Second Avenue bus
northward to 129th Street, and the Third Avenue
car line. In this part of the district, cross-town serv-

ice by bus is substituted on East 10th Street for the

8th Street car line, while the 14th Street line re-

mains as at present.

In that part of the district between East Hous-
ton and Division Streets there are too many lines

in both directions. This is partly the result of pres-

ent street conditions. The plan provides for the

removal of car tracks from Forsyth and Chrystie

and from most of Clinton Street. Allen Street

would be free of surface transit service. Cross-town
service would be afforded on Houston, Schiff Park-

way, and Grand Street.

In the area between Division Street and the East

River, the present car line on East Broadway
would be removed and replaced by a bus line

and the Madison Street bus moved southward to

Cherry Street, so that all parts of the area would be
more conveniently served. In addition to cross-

town routes on Worth and Chambers Streets,

buses would operate to Wall Street.
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SECTION ONE
DESCRIPTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD

UNIT PLANS
The purpose of this preliminary analysis of

large scale building operations was to discover

the practical possibilities of reconstruction on the

1 ,ower East Side.

It has hern suggested that the most promising

way to ( hange the c hara< ter of present conditions

created In the blo< ks of old, depreciated tenement

structures on the l ower East Side is to make a

building operation so comprehensive in si/e as to

effect a complete change in environment.

Previous studies have shown the relation of this

area to the city at large and major and secondary

thoroughfares have been planned which will pro-

vide for all important traffic and transportation

needs. Areas lying between main thoroughfares

can and should be constructed as sell-contained

neighborhood units. Only in this way can recon-

struction be made on a prac tical and economical

basis.

Description of L
r

nil Area

The unit selected For analysis is a rectangle,

nearly square in shape. It fronts on the East River

jusi c ast of the Manhattan Bridge and is bounded
by Rutgers Street, East Broadway, Convenient,

and South Streets.

The district is excellently served with transpor-

tation facilities. A subway station on the new
Eighth Avenue line will connect the district with

the subway system of New York. The center of the

unit is less than a quarter mile walk from this sub-

way station, and the furthermost building in the

whole area is less than one-half mile away. The
area will also be served by a bus line along Cherry

Street.

This unit area was chosen because it happens to

be most typical of the Lower East Side.

On Plate No. 21—the existing plan of the area—

the black portions show how the twenty-nine small

blocks are almost solidly built up with stru< tures.

These arc mostly residence buildings, largely "old-

law" tenements, built generally on frontages of no
more than 26 feet, with a fringe of low, generally

depreciated, industrial and commercial buildings,

chiefly garages and warehouses, occupying the two

tiers of blocks along the waterfront. There are but

few public or community buildings in the area,

these consisting of one school and two play-

grounds, one public bathhouse, one municipal

courthouse, one hospital, nine small synagogues,

and two or three recreational buildings. The unit

contains little tax-exempt property, and neatly all

private property is mortgaged. The tenement

buildings are bom three to six stories in height,

most of them being si\ stories.

The area is approximately 1.300 feet across be-

tween East Broadway and the East River, and
1,600 feet in the opposite dimension of the rec-

tangle. It is extremely Hat, sloping very gently

down to the river from elevations of 23 to 35 feet

on East Broadway to 3 and 5 feet at the clocks.

The streets are generally 60 feet wide, with a 50-

foot width in a lew instances, and represent the

old street plot of New York of the late 18th cen-

turv. The streets are generally lined with shops of

varying prosperity. There are no chain stores in

the district, which indicates that its shopping op-

portunities are limited under present conditions.

The following statistics arc descriptive of exist-

in" conditions within the unit area.*

Tabic No. in

EXISTING CONDITIONS WITHIN
NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT

Total Area . . . 2,583,760 scp ft. or 59.3 Acres

Area Within Blocks 1,592,916 sq. ft. or 36.57 Acres

Area in Streets . 5)90,842 scp ft. or 22.75 Acres

Percentage of Total Area in Streets

Existing Population, 1930 Census

The 1931 Assessed Value of Land
and Improvements is . . . .

The 1931 Valuation of Exempted
Property is

Total Value of Property

Average Net Value of Property pei

Square Foot

Average Net Value of Property it

the Lower East Side per sq. It. .

15,200

- 19,000

,9 1 1 ,000

$11.25

Si 3.60

*The exact boundaries of the area are the center line of

East Broadway and Gouverneur Streets, west line of east half

of Gouverneur Slip, existing bulkhead line of South Street,

east line of west half of Rutgers Slip, and the center line of

Rutgers Street.

Mr. Joseph Plat/ker, Secretary of the East Side

Chamber of Commerce, has made a special survey
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of real estate conditions in the area for this report,

which is summarized in the following statement:

"The area contains 391 old-law tenements, of

which 26 are vacant and hoarded up, 21 new-law

tenements, and a number of old commercial build-

ings. Sixty per cent of the tenements are 'cold-

water' flats. The tenements which are occupied

have 5.684 apartments, of which 1,107 or 19 per

cent are vacant. The average rentals are about

$6.00 per room per month, ranging from $2.50 or

$3.00 a room up to Si 2.00. The latter figure is for

completely remodeled or modernized tenements.

There are a considerable number of 3, 4, 6, and 8-

family dwellings, occupied mostly by families who
have lived in them for from 10 to 40 or more years.

These dwellings show the smallest number of

vacancies.

"The store vacancies were approximately 18 per

cent on January 1 , 1932. The ma jority of the stores

are rented on a month-to-month basis at from

$20.00 to .| 100.00 a month, with an average of

about $50.00.

"Real estate valuations are on the decline, as

these facts clearly indicate and as the reduction of

about 714 per cent in the total assessed valuation

in the area for 1932 as compared with 1931, also

shows.

Replanning for Neighborhood I' nil

The area was replanned as a complete neighbor-

hood unit lying between major traffic streets as

boundaries, with full provisions for community
facilities and for shopping and other commercial

uses; educational and religious needs; and parks,

playgrounds, and other recreational uses. The
whole was carefully coordinated so as to insure the

maximum of good living conditions and ameni-

ties, convenience, easy access to all portions and to

all buildings of the unit, and separation of vehicu-

lar and pedestrian circulation.

Also, the highest standards were aimed at,

those which should realize the maximum benefits

with respect to utilization of land without sacri-

ficing good living conditions or needs of light, air,

and open space, or fine architectural character.

Existing real estate conditions that hampered the

attainment of these objectives were disregarded.

Accordingly, this land was assumed to be under

a single ownership. It was planned as a whole, even

though not necessarily intended to be constructed

at one time. All buildings were to be razed and the

area entirely reconstructed. The streets within the

area were either retained or altered or modified

as suited the integrity of the plan. The bound-

ing streets, which were major traffic streets, were

widened to provide sufficient traffic; lanes and

parking spa< e.

Two studies were made for the area. One plan

for reconstruction with 6-story buildings similar in

standard to the Amalgamated houses at Grand
Street, called Plan "B" (sec Plates No. 21 and No.

23). The other is a plan lor tall fireproof buildings

ranging from 12 to 18 stories in average height,

called Plan "A," shown on Plate Nos. 21, 22, and

23. In Plan "B" the street arrangement was kept

practically as at present, except for the widening

of the boundary traffic streets to permit adecpiate

flow of vehicles. Also, Water Street, being entirely

superfluous, was closed and its area was converted

into park space, part of a park strip along the

waterfront. The remainder of this park was con-

tributed by land assumed to be bought from the

neighborhood unit by the city at cost of acquisi-

tion to the neighborhood unit. Clinton and Mont-
gomery Streets, both 50 feet wide at present, were

widened in order to provide a 45 degree sunlight

angle for the 6-story buildings. In addition, slight

changes were made in the streets for tec hnical pur-

poses of this study. This was done because it was

found that sixteen of the blocks could be averaged

or "equalized" so as to be exactly alike in shape

and dimensions, with but slight change in the

location of these streets. This minor change made
it possible to design four standard types of build-

ing units for the area as a whole. Otherwise it

would have been necessary to make a large number
of special designs for odd-size blocks. Phis equali-

zation will not affect the results of the analysis to

an) apprec iable degree.

Plan "B"

In the 6-story building project. Plan "B," the

streets were not closed, except for Water Street and
one block of Front Street. The difference is that

seven minor streets or interior streets of the unit

(after Water Street had been eliminated) were as-

sumed to be restricted to pedestrian use. This per-

mitted pedestrians to circulate throughout the

entire aica, crossing over motor streets on seven

small bridges which pass over the three interior

motor streets. By this means children may go to the

schools and adults reach the subway stations,

shops, stores or offices, and all may reach com-
munity buildings, parks, playgrounds, and the

riverfront park without crossing motor traffic. Of
the three motor streets remaining, Clinton Street

divides the unit in two, north and south, inter-

sected by Madison Street and by Cherry Street.

Cherry Street has been widened as a local transit

route on the plate. This widening has been in-
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(icasccl to 80 feet in order to allow the fringe of

fireproof apartments along the waterfront to be

can ied to 12 stories and so as to provide good light

and air.

The community center of the neighborhood

unit is located near its center, where it is easily

at c essible to all parts of the unit, both to the pedes-

trian and to the vehicular streets. The develop-

ment of this community center is a subject in itself

which could not be exhaustively treated within

the limits of this analysis. It has been deemed suffi-

cient to allocate a certain portion of the area for

i ommunity features, such as schools; church. < i\ it

.

and club activities; theatres and recreation build-

ings; large garages; and shopping areas, as shown
on the ground floor plan of the Unit "B." In prac-

tice, ol course, a different distribution of these

community fun< tions, and probably a wider sepa-

ration of some of them, such as the churches and

synagogues, might be necessary and desirable.

Shopping aieas are confined to the three bounding

streets, away from the river front, and to one of

the two intersecting interior streets, having the

connnunhv (enter at the intersection.

allowing sunlight to pour into the large open areas

comprising the interior of the block. The garden
in the interior of the block is 241 feet long and
varies from 60 to 63 feet in width, and is thus wider

than the streets. The apartments are generally

planned two rooms deep to allow cross-circulation.

In neatly all cases they have splendid exposure,

circulation of air, and garden outlook.

The combination of exceptional openness, light

and air, with a comparatively high coverage,

makes lor economic soundness. The analysis was

carried far enough to show that if the coverage

were increased only to 65 per cent, a marked
lowering in the standard ol light and air would re-

sult. And on the other hand, it would not provide

enough additional rooms to make these added
1 ooms profitable.

Ill am \i gam \ 1 I) 1>\\ ELLING

COLUMBIA

, R \ N 1 1 VND

Emphasis was placed on the plan of the resi-

dence buildings as the most essential part of the

analysis. The 6-story apartments cover approxi-

mately 58 per cent of the area as compared with .1

maximum coverage permitted under the law of

nearly 7opei cent, rhis coverage permits splendid

light and air, ecpial at least to the standard of the

Amalgamated Grand Street block. In addition, the

two U-shaped buildings on each block are sepa-

rated by a distance varying f rom 50 to 52 feet, thus

The apartments generally are three or lour

room suites, with dining alcoves in some cases. The
rooms average about 246 square feet gross floor

space, which compares favorably with the stand-

ard of the Amalgamated houses, whi< h is approxi-

mately 249 square feet. They are provided with

ample foyer, closets, standardized kitchens, and

bathrooms. In most cases the bedrooms are entered

from the foyer or from a small hallway leading

from the foyer. In other words, the buildings fol-

low the best standards lor non-fireproof apart-

ments renting for $20.00 per 100111, more or less,

in Brooklyn, Bronx and Queens.

The financial set-up for the 6-story group of

buildings shows rentals of less than S1S.00 per

room per month with a five per cent allowance lor

vacancies. The income from shops and other com-

mercial sites in the unit would reduce this rental
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to below $16.00 per month.

These rentals are figured on the following basis:

the base figure for the land in the district at 1931

assessed valuation is an average of $11.25 Per

square foot; the cost of widening the two narrow

streets raises it to $1 1.33 per square foot; and 75
cents is added to cover the cost of demolishing the

old buildings — making the total land cost $12.08

per square foot. Land is assumed to be sold to the

city for school and park sites and to church organi-

zations at $1 1.25. The site for the theatre is leased

at g per cent on land cost. Annual fixed charges are

figured at 7 per cent on total cost. This figure rep-

resents 5 per cent interest and 2 per cent amortiza-

tion on a 60 per cent mortgage, and a 7 per cent

dividend on 40 per cent equity.

Taxes are estimated on the basis of three differ-

ent methods, which were made to solve the diffi-

culty of figuring what the future land value would
be after the reconstruction. Other annual costs,

including maintenance, are lumped under the

heading of "Operating Cost." They are $40.00 a

room a year, a figure which is said to be ade-

quate for large block operations in the light of the

experience of the State Board of Housing and the

managers of the Amalgamated dwellings.

Store incomes have been conservatively com-
puted on the basis of allowing 30 linear feet of

store frontage per 100 people, at an average rate

of $200.00 gross rental per front foot per year. In

estimating the income from the garages, it is as-

sumed that the av erage of one car for three families

in New York City will prevail in this district. Some-
what more than one-half of the cars whose owners
use their cars mainly on week-ends can be kept in

two building garages of the type known as "park

garage." The remaining car owners who are as-

sumed to use their cars constantly can keep them
in underground garages located in the blocks.

The number of cars and the proportions between
the two types may be easily varied in practice.

Construction costs are figured at 35 cents per

cubic foot for non-fireproof construction and at 50
cents for fireproof construction. These figures in-

clude cost of labor and materials, fees and profits,

and carrying charges during construction. They
are said to be conservative by the New York State

Board of Housing, by Mr. Barnard Raymond
of the Amalgamated dwellings, and by other

authorities.

Plan "A"

Plan "A" — the vertical development with a

much more progressive standard of high fireproof

buildings, up to an average of 18 stories in height-

shows a type of neighborhood unit planning that

is superior in almost every respect to the 6-story

standard experimented with in Plan "B."

Plan "A" shows the following improvements:

The sixteen blocks between East Broadway and
Cherry Street are consolidated into four "super-

blocks"; and the apartment buildings are located

on the edges of each superblock, around an open
space or garden 1 2 1 feet to 309 feet broad and 445
feet long. The community center occupies a corner

site in each superblock. The alternate streets,

which in Plan "B" are merely restricted to pedes-

trian use, are closed in Plan "A." Plan "A" like-

wise provides a system of pedestrian circulation to

all parts of the unit, completely separated from

motor circulation by 1 1 bridges. The bridges facili-

tate shops on two levels along certain portions of

the business streets.

The closing of the alternate streets adds a great

deal of light and air and throws additional open
space into the blocks. It greatly facilitates, from a

financial point of view, the planning of separate

buildings instead of party wall structures. In fact,

such closing of superfluous streets represents al-

most the only way that the city can provide ade-

quate park space in closely built-up multi-family

residence areas without prohibitive expense. The
inclusion in the blocks of the closed street area

lowers the coverage from 47.9 per cent to 36.3 per

cent. The total street closings of 321,910 square

feet provide additional area for open park space

within the superblock of 7.4 acres. The closing of

these streets represents a substantial saving to the

city which is thereby relieved of the necessity of

providing even a small neighborhood park in the

unit. It is true that in this case a park on the water-

front is planned that might serve the area to a con-

siderable degree. This is a special facility that

would not be included in other neighborhood
units.

Plan "A" provides for certain widenings of main
and secondary traffic thoroughfares where they are

not now sufficiently wide. In addition certain in-

terior streets were widened to permit tall buildings

under the Multiple Dwellings Act.

This street space is to be deeded to the city for

nothing and its cost is figured in the land value of

the buildings, which rises accordingly from $12.08

to $13.36. This is a small expenditure in return for

the privilege of building up to 15 stories without
setbacks.

The re-allocation of land within the unit under
these adjustments is as follows:
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Area of land in streets closed off . 321,910 sq. ft.

Area of land given to city by N. U.

for street widenings in addition

to that required for major thor-

oughfares 165,100 sq. ft.

Net gain to N. U. in exchange of

land for street widenings and
closings 1 56,8 1 o sq. ft.

or 434 acres

Rentals in Plan "A" would average $18.00 a

room a month for 12-story buildings and less than

$16.00 for 18-story buildings, under the capital

set-up adopted. With buildings exempt from city

tax, and with certain other economies that could

probably be secured as several of the items for

which present estimates have been conservatively

computed, rentals could be brought within the

limits of the State Housing Legislation which is

$12.50 per room per month. An outstanding fact

from the analysis is that rentals would not be

much higher for 18-story buildings than for 6-stoi

)

non-fireproof buildings.

More community buildings would, of course,

be required for the greater population of the high

buildings. Such buildings are carried higher in

Plan "A" except that an additional grade school is

provided of the size construc ted by the New York

Board of Education. The schools are amply pro-

vided with playground space on the lot, on the

roofs, and indoors on the ground floor, in accord-

ance with New York practice.

On the other hand, in a practical operation it

should be possible to investigate much further in

detail the opportunity for diversity in the struc-

tures and in their architectural attractiveness.

This is true in regard to both the grouping of the

buildings and in the design of the individual

structures. Possibly a more irregular and informal

layout might be worked out. This analysis entered

into architectural design only far enough to give

pi ac tied form to the underlying economic and
real estate factors involved. For this purpose, unit

types of buildings were designed to apply to the

whole area and thus avoid endless special plan-

ning of buildings without affecting the general

results.

For example, there might be greater variety in

the height of structures, in their mass, and even in

their character, depending largely on the rental

market for various classes of apartments. Also, the

community structures, particularly the churches,

might be preferably more scattered among the

group. The schools are located away from the

shopping center. In this analysis the segregation

of community and commercial structures was
made chiefly for economic reasons— in order to

determine their approximate size and also the

amount of total land area required for them.

The general data concerning the two plans are

summarized in the following statement.

Table No. 11

BUILDING DATA FOR NEIGHBORHOOD
UNIT PLANS "A" AND "B"

Plan A Plan A
Plan B Average Average

6-story, 12- Height Height
Item story on river 12-story 18-story

1. No. of Apartments . . 4,574 7,210 10,836
2. No. Dwelling Rooms . 17,548 22,177 33,332
3. Gross Floor Area per

Room (Sq. Ft.) . . 246 247 247
4. Total Population Pos-

13,722 17,508 26,315
5. No. Rooms for Com-

munity Use . . . 200 246 410
6. No. Rooms Occupied

by Stores .... 752 905 1,250
7. No. Lin. Ft. of Store

Frontage . . . . 4,272 4,940 7,200
8. Ratio No. Lin. Ft. Store

Frontage per 100
Persons 31.1 28.2 27.4

9. Cubage Apt. BIdgs.

6-story 40,936,980
12-story 10,816,000
Total 51,752,980 62,540,400 91,405,200

10. Area Covered bv Apt.

Bldgs. 668,014 481,080 481,080
11. Area within Blocks and

Superblocks (Sq.Ft.) 1,161,450 1,324,160 1,324,160
12. Per Cent Covered . . 57.5 36.3 *36.3

'Includes area in pedestrian streets.
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SECTION TWO—SUMMARY
Specific Advantages Obtained in the Neighbor-

hood Unit Development of the Area

The results of the investigation point to the

following specific conclusions:

1. Development of the Lower East Side by

large-scale operations, as large as 60 acres, in-

cluding the area in streets, promises substantial

economies as compared with construction by

small-scale "piecemeal" projects. Important sav-

ings are realized in:

(a) Land utilization.

(b) Closing off superfluous streets, thus

adding open space in blocks. Four out of

seven "interior" streets of the Unit are thus

treated.

(c) Construction and overhead.

(d) More efficient design of buildings.

(e) Building management.
(f) Obsolescence and depreciation.

(g) Conserving to the project the full in-

come from rentals received from shops, gar-

ages, theatres in a community of from 15,200

to 26,000 people who will have greater pur-

chasing power than the present population.

2. Financial solidity is given to the operation,

particularly in respect to:

(a) A moderate rental.

(b) Investment value of a large, scientif-

ically planned community controlled by able

business management. Each building gains

value from other buildings and from the

community.

(c) Superior living conditions to those in

most apartment developments. Superior at-

tractiveness of community, and individual

buildings with abundant light and air.

(d) Easy access to other parts of Manhattan
by subway, bus, or on foot.

(e) Higher investment value and superior

mortgage risk. Slow obsolescence.

3. Elimination of city nuisances:

(a) Security from motor traffic is provided

in two ways: first, the by-passing of through

traffic along the bounding streets; second, a

system of pedestrian circulation extends

through the whole neighborhood unit. Chil-

dren reach the schools, the parks and play-

grounds, and adults go to shops, garages, sub-

way stations, and to other community build-

ings and recreation without crossing a motor

street. More than half the interior streets are

closed to motors. Pedestrians cross over the

remaining streets on a few small bridges. This

facilitates the planning of shops on two levels

on the shopping avenues. Large community
garages, properly located, accommodate all

cars.

(b) Lessening of disturbing noises, con-

fusion in streets, dust, dirt, and other evils

of congested living.

(c) No depressing monotony of paved

streets and of towering brick walls; of nar-

row streets; constricted dark, ill-ventilated

yards and courts, producing "shut-in" feel-

ing; no buildings that look more like lofts

than homes.

4. Suburban advantages:

(a) Buildings are of low coverage and are

free-standing. They are grouped around large

blocks, or "super-blocks", having interior gar-

dens with abundant light and air on all four

sides of each building. Courts and yards are

practically eliminated. No dark rooms. No
blanketing effect of neighboring buildings on

other buildings, taking away their light and

air.

(b) Open spaces, parks, playgrounds, gar-

den out-look, long vistas, planting along the

pedestrian streets. Streets 100 feet wide.

(c) Separation of residence buildings from

community buildings, and residence entrances

separated from shops.

(d) Architectural interest and variety and

homelike character of individual buildings

that are completely detached from the mass

and set off by planting.

5. Advantages to the City:

(a) Taxes and assessments are doubled or

tripled, depending on heights of the new
structures.

(b) Cost of street widening, including part

of major and secondary thoroughfares, is

borne by the neighborhood unit. City buys

sites for schools, waterfront park, and play-

grounds at acquisition cost to the unit.

(c) City is relieved of maintaining unnec-

essary street space.

(d) Load on city's rapid transit system is

lightened. People reach their work largely on
foot or in buses.
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(e) Increase of population from present

15,200 up to 26,000 or more, depending on
height of structures.

(f) The city has already made a huge out-

lay on the Lower East Side for improvements

and for street widenings. It will cost but little

more to complete the work so as to stimulate

reconstruction and thus f ully utilize the city's

large investment in schools, streets, improve-

ments, and facilities.

(g) By contributing open spaces in form of

closed streets to park spaces in the super-

blocks, the city avoids the obligation of pur-

chasing blocks for small neighborhood parks.

6. Rentals are moderate:

(a) The average rental for the area would
be between $16.00and $18.00 a room a month,

in order to make the operation profitable

under the capital set-up adopted. If the city

cooperated with the project l>\ paying for

cost of major and secondarv thoroughfare

widenings, by contributing the closed streets,

by replacing the existing antiquated schools,

the new structures were exempt from city

taxes, and the land could be sec ured for V|.i«i

per square foot, then the average rental could

be reduced to well within the State Housing
Board limit of S12.50 per room a month, con-

servatively figured. Furthei investigation of

the possibilities of large-scale operations

might easily disclose additional economies.

(b) Rental estimates are based upon fixed

charges averaging 7 per cent foi the entire

cost of the operation, with a 60 pel 1 cm moi t-

gage carrying 5 per cent interest and 2 per

cent amortization, and a \o per cent equity

returning 7 per cent. A change oi 1 percentin
the fixed charges would affee 1 the rentals

about $1.50 a room a month.

(c) The total assessed valuation of 1931 of

land and improvement in the district is taken

as the estimate of the value of the land. It is

$1 1.25 per square foot. A change in land value

of $1.00 per square foot would affect the

rentals from So.25 to $0.50 a room a month.
(d) Cost of construction, of operating, and

taxes are based on prevailing figures, con-

servatively estimated.

7. High fireproof buildings have certain ad-

vantages over 6-story structures, as follows:

(a) In general, there is much to be said in

favor of developing this area with high fire-

proof apartments rather than with 6-storv

structures. A much higher standard is possi-

ble, in which nearly all the benefits listed

above appear to be realized to a much greater

extent. A finer, more modern, and more per-

manent community would be created. De-

pending on the height of the buildings, the

rentals might be either the same, or a little

more or a little less, for the same size rooms
than in the 6-story development. Calculations

were made for buildings of an average height

of 1 2 stories and of 18 stories.

(b) The hind value of $11.25 Per squa, e

foot, whi< li must be in< l e ased to $1 2.00 by the

demolition cost ol the structures now on the

I. iikI. is high lor 6-story structures. The surest

way of maintaining this existing land value is

to erect high structures. Tall buildings,

furthermore, would by reason of the greater

population housed in them create additional

values in both the residential sites and in

the community and commercial sites of the

neighborhood unit, as compared with lower

structures. An additional advantage of

fireproof buildings is their more permanent

construction.
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CONCLUSION-SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

The Lower East Side of New York. City is in the

midst of a most extreme economic decline. More
than 53 per cent of its former population has been

lost, and present population is steadily diminish-

ing. Property values have declined and rental

values in both commercial and dwelling properties

have been greatly reduced. Numerous buildings

have been abandoned and others have been re-

moved. Mortgage loans have been reduced to the

equivalent of present land values and further

mortgage loans are becoming more and more diffi-

cult to set ure. Assessed values have been reduced

to some extent but numerous properties have been

sold or can be purchased at prices considerably

below assessed value. All of these conditions have

occurred despite new subway construction, numer-

ous street widenings, a lew isolated new structures

encouraged by recent housing legislation, and a

rather substantial amount of rehabilitation and
restoration of old buildings encouraged by the

energetic activities of the East Side Chamber of

Commerce.
Further disintegration of the Lower East Side

cannot be arrested by mere panaceas or palliatives.

The toots of the problem are too firmly imbedded
in the fundamental economic and social structure

of the city to be simply or quickly dealt with. No
permanent result can be accomplished by a single

ac tion; such as a new law, a change in financial

policy, a great public improvement, by ordinary

methods of real estate promotion or by regulatory

planning measures, su< h as /oning. There must be

comprehensive planning lor the entire area based

on sound economics and high social standards, and
concerted effort by each and all of the numerous
interests involved — property owners, public offi-

cials, financial institutions, building interests,

architects and engineers. It is a task which chal-

lenges the best talents of each group which is in

am way concerned with the building of the mod-
ern city, and is a test of whether these groups

possess the ability to work together for the accom-

plishment of a satisfactory result. An arbitrary or

selfish attitude uncompromisingly insisted upon
by one group will diminish or destroy successful

accomplishment.

Since a beginning of some sort had to be made,
the Lower East Side Planning Association author-

ized the preparation of a main traffic thoroughfare

plan and a transit plan as the assumed logical first

step. These two plans have been prepared and are

herewith submitted with the hope that they will

furnish the basis for such necessary successive steps

as are needed to accomplish reconstruction. W hat

are these next steps? Broadly speaking they are five

in number, as follows:

1. Official adoption of the thoroughfare and
transit plans.

2. Housing market survey (i.e.. determination

of the types of housing which could most

logic alh be built in the Lower East Side).

3. Research and plans, to determine the social

standards and economic advantages possible

for neighborhood units of varying size and
character.

1. Parks and /oning.

5. Formation of housing corporations to build

one or more neighborhood units.

Experience has proved the wisdom of compre-

hensive citv planning. Single structures upon indi-

vidual lots are incapable of influencing or with-

standing the environmental conditions of the

neighborhood in which they stand. Thus only by

comprehensive planning of a c itv and by compre-

hensive detailed planning of a community suffi-

cient in si/e to establish its own environment can

the individual structure be assured of that degree

of permanence and stabiliiv its owners may right-

ful lv expect.

Every community should have reasonably con-

venienl means ol access and egress in the form of

main traffic thoroughfares and mass transportation

facilities. It is not necessary that there be a multi-

plicitv of streets. A few relatively wide, properly

designed, and well located main thoroughfares

will accommodate all important vehicular and
mass transportation facilities. While it is impossi-

ble to forecast accurately all future needs, it is be-

lieved that the main traffic thoroughfare plan

presented herewith will form a sound basis for the

ultimate reconstruction of the Lower East Side. In

order that this or some similar plan may be ac-
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g

cepted and followed, it is necessary that there be

some form of official recognition and adoption.

1. Official Adoption of the Street and Transit

Plans:

The laws of New York State anticipate and pro-

vide for the manner in which comprehensive plans

for an entire city or for major portions thereof may
be officially adopted. New York City has an official

map. The present main traffic thoroughfare plan

should be established upon the official map. This

will give the required degree of assurance to those

who ultimately come to participate in the recon-

struction of the Lower East Side that they may
safely base any detailed plans of neighborhood

construction upon a pattern of the district which

has official recognition and sanction.

The present transit plan or some similar com-

prehensive plan should be adopted by resolution

of the Board of Estimate, as a master plan, so that

those participating in the reconstruction of the

Lower East Side may predicate their investments

upon an officially recognized plan of transit facili-

ties with the assurance that certain existing facili-

ties may reasonably be expected to continue and
that additional service may sooner or later be ex-

pected as shown upon the officially adopted master

plan. Without assurances of this kind, subject, of

course, to alterations which may become necessary

because of any future changes in conditions, it can-

not be expected that any reconstruction will take

place.

The adoption of the main traffic thoroughfare

and transit plans as here proposed need not com-
mit the city to large expenditures, nor to any
definite policies of distribution of costs as between
private property and public agencies. These are

matters for subsequent determination and are so

contemplated by the legislation which authorizes

adoption of official plans. It should be stated, how-
ever, that the present plans have been drawn with

the utmost care, with careful recognition of exist-

ing conditions, and with careful consideration of

all factors of cost. No new subways are contem-
plated other than those already constructed or

anticipated. Practically no new street car construc-

tion is contemplated and further, the plan antici-

pates maximum utilization of buses for replace-

ment of existing street car lines and for ultimate

new routes. While considerable new street widen-

ing is proposed, its cost, even though undertaken
by the uneconomic methods of the past, would be
no greater than the amount that has already been
expended in this area with far less satisfactory

influence upon the improvement of the district

than may be expected from a comprehensive plan

as here proposed. The street widening which is

contemplated can be accomplished gradually,

however, and with far greater economy than may
be supposed. The establishment of the future

street lines upon the official map would greatly

reduce the ultimate expense for condemnation by

causing individual structures to set back until such

time as large-scale reconstruction would take place,

at which time costs might be reduced still farther

by mutual agreement upon amount and distribu-

tion of cost between the city and abutting property

owner. It is hoped that this plan will stimulate

consideration of new ways and means of dealing

with the problems of readjustment.

The official adoption of the main traffic thor-

oughfare and transit plans constitutes one of the

most important steps in the chain of integrated

actions essential to the reconstruction of the Lower
East Side and is the test of the extent to which pub-

lic officials are willing to cooperate and assist in

this most important work.

2. Housing Market Survey

There are many opinions as to the types and
kinds of new housing which should be built upon
the Lower East Side. While the area has always

contained a large amount of low-cost housing, it is

doubtful if there are sound reasons why the Lower
East Side should necessarily be rebuilt with hous-

ing for the accommodation of those groups of peo-

ple in the lowest income brackets. Despite the

unfavorable economic conditions which so univer-

sally prevail today, there is less and less demand in

the Lower East Side for the lowest priced housing.

There is a growing vacancy in the buildings which
now rent for from $5.00 to f 10.00 per room per

month.

The strongest present demand for housing on
the Lower East Side is for quarters renting from

Si 1.00 to $ 15.00 per room per month. There is no
doubt but what there will continue to be a very-

great demand for housing within this rental range.

It has been contended that partly because of

high land values and partly because of the par-

ticularly convenient location of the Lower East

Side, new housing construction should cater to

those groups of people whose incomes are in the

higher brackets. Obviously there are definite limi-

tations to the numbers of such groups that can be
attracted.

Because of these uncertainties, it is apparent
that a very careful survey of the markets for hous-

ing within definite rental ranges in Greater New
York should be undertaken at an early date. While
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it seems logical that the greatest markets would
seem to be in the moderately low-priced types ol

housing for the accommodation of the large num-
bers of people engaged either in the municipal

service or in offices in the down-town financial cen-

ter or in offices and commercial pursuits in the

mid-town business center, these are merely opin-

ions which should be thoroughly analyzed and
studied. Because of the magnitude of the area and
of the large numbers of people that might be

housed, it is especially important that a most care-

ful survey should be undertaken as a basis for de-

termining the types and kinds of dwellings that

might be designed. The survey likewise should

give consideration to the effect which large recon-

struction might have upon real estate in other

parts of the Greater City. Any program for the

Lower East Side should be wholly constructive in

nature and not merely undertaken as a new specu-

lation regardless of its effect upon other parts <>t

the city.

The Housing Market Survey will demonstate
the ability of economists, soc iologists, and realtors

to cooperate in determining what types of hous-

ing are needed and how and where such types

may best (it into the whole structure of the city

and particularly what types may best be built in

the Lowei East side ;is pari ol a large reconstruc-

tion program.

3. Researcli and Plans

Preliminary investigation reveals that it is quite

possible to provide low-cost housing facilities

within areas hounded by main thoroughfares with

standards of light and air and em ironincntal con-

ditions superior to those found in any pari ol Man
hattan. Without much more extensive research

than has yet been undertaken in this field, how-

ever, it is difficult to determine the extent of the

economies which can be realized. There is no cer-

tainty as to the si/e ol units, the more economical

design, and the types and kinds of construction

which would prove most economical under vary-

ing sets of conditions. These uncertainties can

be removed only by extensive research. There has

been very little research and study ol the more
intensive types ol apartment constnu tion, such as

would seen) to be appropriate on the Lower East

Side. The Amalgamated Apartments on Grand
Street, the Rosenwald Apartments in Chic ago, and
the Phipps Garden Apartments on Long Island,

though considerably smaller than the general

neighborhood unit type of construction here con-

templated, are splendid examples of the high

social standards and sound economies that can be

achieved by large-scale housing operations.

Once a survey of the housing markets in New
York City has been completed and conclusions

have been reached with respect to the types and
kinds of houses which could be built most ap-

propriately upon the Lower East Side, numerous
researches, plans and studies should be made to

ascertain the exact economies which can be ef-

fected and the nature of environmental conditions

that can be created, so that from these studies de-

cisions may be made with respect to financing and
construction. It is believed that only by such

studies, plans, and researches can the fundamental

soundness of the proposal be demonstrated and
the necess.nA mortgage and equity money be

attracted.

Studies, researches, and plans of the character

suggested are a test of the abilities and capacities

of the technical groups— city planners, architects,

and engineers — to cooperate successfully in the

chain of integrated actions essential to the recon-

StlXH tion of the Lower East Side.

4. Parks and Zoning

There are two further planning considerations

involved in the reconstruc tion of the Lower East

Side, i.e. Talks and Zoning. It has been suggested

that a large park is needed in this area. The need

for a parklike treatment of the riverfront is un-

questionably desirable. Such a treatment is pro-

posed in the plans lor a neighborhood unit (See

Plates 21 to 83) which accompany this report. No
final recommendation is made as to its si/e. If the

area shown upon these plans ultimately proves to

be suffic ient there need be no large public expendi-

ture, since the cost of the present area has been

absorbed in the site c ost of the neighborhood unit

and similar provision can be made in the other

wau 1 fronl units.

The determination of park needs of the district,

however, should be undertaken as part of the

housing research. Since the large open spaces pro-

vided within block interiors will satisfy many
recreational needs it is doubtful if there will be

need for anything more than one large waterfront

park the dimensions of which can be determined

only alter analysis of such needs as may be found

to be unsatisfied by the open spaces of the neigh-

borhood units.

There is need for zoning revision. This should

probably assume two forms (1) for the district as a

whole and (2) for neighborhood units.

The district is now too generously provided

with unrestricted and business zones and too in-

adequately provided with residence zones. While
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this subject of comprehensive zoning requires spe-

cial and thorough investigation it now appears

that in general the unrestricted zones should be

very considerably modified if not completely elimi-

nated and the business zone confined to the front-

age along main thoroughfares or perhaps confined

largely to the area bounded by Allen, Houston,

Bowery and Canal Streets. This area is central to

main traffic thoroughfares and the numerous rapid

transit lines both present and proposed. It is al-

ready the center of the highest land values which

are too great for consideration for housing pur-

poses. A concentration within this area of the spe-

cialty shops and the wholesale and jobbing houses

now found scattered throughout certain other

parts of the area would be beneficial to values in

this district and would make these other areas

more desirable for residence use. There is very

great justification for serious consideration of a

most important business center in the area thus de-

fined. Properly conceived and organized it should

develop as one of the important business centers of

Manhattan Island sufficiently different in charac-

ter not to compete with important centers already

established. Certain business establishments of the

Lower East Side have long enjoyed a city-wide

patronage. By greater centralization they should

gain in strength and increase in number and
importance.

Until there has been more thorough research in

the size and design of neighborhood units it is diffi-

cult if not impossible to forecast the character of

zoning regulation which could be best established.

Present zoning legislation in this state has been

wisely drawn to anticipate special zoning regula-

tion for certain areas designed as large neighbor-

hood units. It is particularly difficult to devise gen-

eral zoning regulations for an entirely new type of

large-scale property development, at least until

such time as these neighborhood units have been

thoroughly studied, designed and constructed. The
fundamental social and economic necessity of the

neighborhood unit will justify new zoning meas-

ures closely adjusted to the new designs.

5. Formation of a Housing Corporation

The formation of a housing corporation to

undertake the construction of a large unit area

would be the next important step. The type of

housing corporation needed would be something

of a new venture in the field of financing and
building. It would eliminate the wasteful practices

and substantially reduce the costs so prevalent in
j

the separately compartmented activities which
take place today in the long chain of operations be-

J

tween the acquisition of a building site and the

ultimate rental or sale of dwelling quarters. Such

a corporation should be formed upon a limited

dividend basis. Its principal object would be the

production of the most satisfactory types of dwell-

ings possible at low cost. Stabilized investment of

large sums of money at reasonable rates would

supersede the highly speculative practices of the

present.

It is assumed that housing by private enterprise

can be undertaken successfully on the Lower East

Side. This may eventually prove to be an erroneous

assumption. Subsequent studies may show that the

Lower East Side is the logical place for the lowest

cost types of housing which can be constructed

only by direct subsidies from the city or state, or by

municipal housing undertaken in the same form

as other public utilities, such as water supply,

which are publicly constructed, owned and con-

trolled. Until such has been found to be the case,

however, it is assumed that reconstruction of the

Lower East Side is possible by private initiative

with private capital. This does not imply that it

must be done by the exceedingly wastef ul methods

of the past. Probably no field of endeavor so vitally

related to human welfare has been given such little

scientific study as the housing of large numbers of

our urban populations. It is no wonder that our

citizens have tried to escape from the city because

of the universally prevalent low standards of hous-

ing erected predominantly as a result of excessive

speculation and with little scientific application of

economic and social principles.

So thoroughly discredited are the past methods

of improving land and constructing dwellings that

some new means of dealing with the very necessary

function of homes production is a most urgent

need. By large-scale construction methods it has

been demonstrated that there are great economies

to be secured in construction costs. There should

likewise be possible great economies by large-scale

financing. In fact, there can be no large-scale

construction without large-scale financing having

due regard for the social needs of the community.

The sources of mortgage funds can no longer be ex-

pected to regard the Lower East Side or other cen-

trally located areas in large American cities as

highly attractive or even safe places for the invest-

ment of their funds under present conditions.

Where construction is on a sufficiently large scale

to establish a permanently stable and sound en-

vironmental condition, the mortgage interests

should be greatly interested. Sources of equity

money likewise should be interested and could
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probably be attracted in larger amounts and at

much cheaper rates than is possible in the vast

areas of greater instability and more highly

speculative character which now are found
throughout all our large cities. Here is a wide op-

portunity for financial statesmanship which will

bring those concerned in the financing, designing

and building of dwelling accommodations into

unified and concerted action. Certainly costs can

be lowered tremendously , and social standards im-

proved to such an extent that it should be possible

to provide living quarters for a large percent-

age of our urban populations without resort to

municipal or state housing with its inevitable

implications of more and more taxation.

The provision of satisfactory housing facilities

in large cities has reached an economic impasse

under present methods. Can all of those groups

concerned in various phases of housing, and, in

fact, this means modern society, cut through the

present wasteful and unsound processes of promo-
tion and financing housing for the largest popula-

tion group? Chin we c reate a new instrumentality

wherein the acquisition of land, the design of the

structure, construction, and financing become a

single integrated process resulting in high stand-

ards at moderate costr

l his new type of housing corporation may be

said to lie midway between the wasteful disorgan-

ized procedure of the past on the one hand and
strictly municipal housing on the other. It will be

faced with numerous difficulties, of which two of

the most important will be (i) the ability to attract

equity money in sufficient amounts at reasonable

rates and (2) the ability to assemble completely

large unit areas of land at fair value.

Whether ec|iiitv money in sufficient amounts
and at reasonable prices can be attrac ted, can onh
be determined In experience. Except in times of

economic stress there has never been a lack of

equity funds. Since prospects lor future invest-

ments of all kinds are fraught with more and more
difficulties it would seem that those in a position to

furnish equity money would welcome an oppor-

tunity for stabilized investment in large-scale,

well designed, neighborhood unit dwelling areas.

The problem of land assembly has always been
difficult and troublesome to both public and pri-

vate agencies. Where assembly cannot be accom-
plished by private initiative (and various cooper-

ative methods of so doing have been suggested), it

is conceivable that new housing legislation might

facilitate assembly by a private housing corpora-

tion where there were limited dividend features,

especially if the standards of construction and
methods of financing were subject to the approval

of the State Housing Board. Railroads and numer-

ous other public and semi-public utilities whose

investments are no larger than would be the case

in a neighborhood unit now enjoy the power of

eminent domain.

Where construction is undertaken upon as large

a scale as here proposed it seems inadvisable to

take advantage of the present tax exemption privi-

leges. If this is a valid assumption then present

100m rental restrictions (Si 2.50 in New York City)

should probably be adjusted accordingly . No
rental restriction would seem advisable where
there is a limited dividend corporation, official

approval of plans, and no tax exemption claimed.

Housing corporations of the character here sug-

gested should be of inestimable value in the re-

building of American cities. They will serve a

social purpose of incalculable worth for large

numbers of people now incapable of securing

good housing facilities. They will afford an out-

let for moi tgage money and equity money in large

amounts with far greatci safet) and stability than

is possible under present practices. They will

• reate new housing in large amounts which will

increase employment, add to taxable wealth and
reduce special improvements and special taxes.

They will offset enormous increases in taxation

which must inevitably occur il oui American
c ides are to be- launc hed upon sc hemes for munici-

pal housing which they are seldom satisfactorily

organized to undertake, either from the stand-

point of technical design, capable management
or sound finance.

A housing plan such as suggested in this re-

porl can be brought within the jurisdiction of

the State Housing Laws if tax exemption is

claimed and certain minor modi Ik at ions made,

but before deciding hastily to so proceed there

should be thorough consideration of various

means and methods of providing funds for large

scale moderate cost housing and of the true sig-

nificance of tax exemption upon a large scale as

a factor in municipal finance.



APPENDIX "A"

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPORTS
CONSULTED



n8 THOROUGHFARE AND TRANSIT PLANS

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Various reports issued by municipal and private

agencies have been referred to in preparing the

plan for the Lower East Side. The major pub-

lished reports are as follows:

I. Regional Plan of New York.

A. Survey Volumes:

Volume I—Major Economic Fac-

tors in Metropolitan
Growth and Arrange-

ment.

Volume II—Population, Land Val-

ues and Government.

Volume III—Highway Traffic. Being

Monograph Number
One of Engineering
Series.

Volume IV—Transit and Transpor-

tation. Inc luding Mon-
Ograph Number Two
of Engineering Series,

Revised, and a Series

of Supplementary Re-

ports.

Volume V—Public Recreation.

Volume VI—Buildings: Their uses

and the spaces about
them.

Volume VII—Neighborhood and
Community Planning.

Volume VIII—Physu alConditionsand
Public Services.

B. Plan Volumes:

Volume I—The Graphic Regional

Plan.

Volume II—The Buildinj

City.

of the

II. The President's Conference on Home Build-

ing and Home Ownership. Committee on

Subdivision Layout, Slum Clearance, etc.

III. The Code of Ordinances of the City of New
York.

IV. Survey of Planning Recommendation and
Data of Greater New York in their Bearing

on the Lower East Side. By John Taylor

Boyd, Jr., April 15, 1930.

V. Summary of Reports of Street Railway

Companies Operating in the City of New
York for April-June 1931, and for the Year

Ending June 30, 1931 (Provisional).

VI. Department of Plant and Structures. An-

nual Report 1930. By Albert Goldman.

VII. Report to the Honorable James J.
Walker,

Mayor, on Highway Traffic Conditions and

Proposed Traffic Relief Measures for the

City of New York. Prepared by Day &
Zimmerman.

VIII. Various Reports of the State Board of

Housing.

IX. Various Copies of The City Record.

X. Publications and Special researches con-

ducted In East SideChambei of Commerce.
Joseph Platzker, Secretary.

XI. Manual of Corporation of Cit\ of New
York- 1869.

XII. King's Handbook of New York City— 1892.

XIII. 1 entative Land Value Maps of Department

of Taxes and Assessments.














